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ABSTRACT
Experimental and theoretical ion and electron temperatures in the top-
	 !'
side ionosphere are investigated. Experimental results come from an analysis
r4' .ticoherent-scatter data taken at Arecibo, Puerto Rico. Consideration of
the energy balance equations gives the theoretical ion and electron tempera-
tures.
Two ions, 0+ and H+ , are assumed to be the only ions present in the
topside ionosphere. Experimental evidence shows that a third ion, lie+
 is
relatively unimportant compared to 0 +
 and H+ . Photoionization of neutral
particles, charge transfer, and diffusion of these charged particles are
the important physical processes which are used to calculate their number
density profiles. 0+ and H+
 number densities are shown to affect the 0%
H +, and electron temperatures.
Analysis of theoretical autocorrelation functions of the incoherent-
scatter power spectra shows that number densities and temperatures of 0+,
H+ , and electrons can be deduced from experimental autocorrelation functions.
Experimental temperature results indicate that the maximum difference between
H+ and 0+
 temperatures occurs at SSO km. This agrees with temperatures
calculated from the energy balance equations. The experimental and theoretical
H+ and 0+
 temperatures agree fairly closely from 200 to 1200 km while the
electron temperatures agree from 400 to 1200 km.
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I1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Neutral Atmosphere
The goal of aeronomy is the knowledge of all physical parameters of the
upper atmosphere. This implies the formation of models to describe the neu-
tral atmosphere since most physical phenomena deal with the upper atmosphere's
neutral constituents. Two important physical parameters which are necessary
in any reliable atmospheric model are the number density and temperature of
the neutral species. A number of different neutral atmospheric models exist
depending on different conditions in the upper atmosphere. The most commonly
used models are the ones which specify a thermopause temperature (temperature
at the upper boundary of the earth's atmosphere). These models are based on
observations from a number of different experiments.  CIRA [1972] gives a re-
view of the atmospheric models in the region from 110 to 2000 km which is the
region being studied in this work. CIRA [1972] atmospheric models are used in
this work and are the models that are commonly used today. CIRA [1972] models
are reproduced in Appendix A.
In the remaining sections in this chapter the ionospheric regions of the
atmosphere of the earth will be discussed. Also, collision processes, trans-
port of charged particles, and thermal processes of the upper atmosphere will
be discussed. After incoherent-scatter radar is introduced, the statement of
the problem will be given in section 1.9.
1.2 Ionospheric Regions
The atmosphere of the earth can be divided into several different regions.
When studying charged particles in the earth's atmosphere, the D, E, and F
regions are discussed. These regions are identified by layers or ledges in
the electron concentration profiles.
The D region contains charged particles formed by radiation whose
2absorption cross section is smaller than 10
-19 
cm2 . The D region is between
40 and 90 km. Radiation which produces ionization in the D region includes
solar X-rays having wavelengths less than 10 A and ultraviolet radiation of
wavelengths greater than 1750 A. Also important is the absorption of Lyman-a
radiation. The gases 02 and N2 are ionized by solar X-rays while NO is ion-
ized by Lyman-a.
The F region contains charged particles formed by radiation whose ab-
2
sorption cross section is less than 5 X 10
-18 
cm`. The E region is between
90 and 160 km. Solar radiation in the range 100-31 A and that greater than
800 A are important while solar Lyman 6 line at 1025 A and the C(III) line at
977 A are important since they ionize 0 2 . Ionization of 0 is produced by
Lyman continuum at wavelengths less than 910 A.
The F region has charged particles produced by radiation whose absorption
cross section is greater than 10
-17 
cm2 . The F region is above 160 km. Ra-
diation whose wavelength is in the range 100 to 800 A ionizes N 2 , 02 and 0.
The F region has two layers, the F1 and F2 layers. The F1 layer is a layer
controlled by ion interchange processes. The F2 layer contains atomic mole-
cules and charged particles; diffusion is important in determining the ion
profiles. The F  layer is below the F 2 layer.
1.3 Ionization in the F  Region
In the F 1 region the major ions are NO% 0% 0, + and N2+ . NO is the
F
dominant ion at altitudes between 140 and 170 km. Above 170 km 0 + becomes the
dominant ion due to the much lower loss rate for 0 + . To calculate equilibrium
number densities for NO+ and 0+ one must consider all the important reactions
that bring about formation or loss of NO + and 0+ . Therefore, ion chemistry
rate coefficients are important in determining which reactions must be used
Lt
3i
and which reactions can be neglected. For N0+ the important sources of ioni-
zation include charge transfer of NO with 0+(4S), 
N2+ 
and 02+ . The most im-
portant sink of NO is dissociative recombination. For 0 + the important
source of ionization is photoionization while charge transfer with N 2 and 02
act as the important sinks of ionization. In Figures 1.1 and 1.2 are shown
some theoretical and experimental profiles of N0 + and 0+ number densities.
Both Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show that NO+ and 0+ densities depend on the solar
zenith angle. Therefore, a model of F1 ionization must take into account
variations that depend on the time of day.
1.4 Ioniaation in the F2 Region
The discussion of the last section concerned the solution to the ion
continuity equation where chemistry is the important process. The present
section gives an introduction to the current theory of the F 2 region.
The ionospheric F2 region is formed through the competition between ion
transport and chemical process up past the electron density peak which is the
beginning of the topside ionosphere. The F2 region begins at about 22S km
and the principal ion is 0+ (4S). At high altitudes, around 1000 km, H + be-
comes the principal ion. The predominant neutral gas is 0, although N2 and
02 are important in 0+ loss processes. The oxygen ion density in the F2 region
is determined both by plasma transport and chemical reactions. In the steady
state and in the absence of diffusion or convection the ion density would be
expected to increase with increasing altitude since the effective ion recom-
bination coefficient decreases rapidly with increasing altitude. But at suf-
ficiently high altitudes ion recombination is balanced by ion transport and
a peak in the ion density is reached. So, ion transport is responsible for
for a decreasing density distribution with increasing altitude in the topside
ionosphere.
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6Atomic oxygen ions produced in the upper F2 region diffuse downward
with typical velocities in the range 10-20 m sec -1 (SmUZZ, 19621. A series
of electron density profiles at Arecibo, Puerto Rico are shown in Figure 1.3.
The production of hydrogen ions in the F3
 region is brought abovt N+ th
through photoionization and through accidentally resonant charge exchange
(Hansom and OrtsnNrpsr, 1%11
0* ( 2S) + H(2  , 0(3P) + H+ + SE
	
(1.1)
The energy defects of (1.3) are small relative to thermospheric energies
(kT ti .1 eV) so the reaction proceeds rapidly in both directions. Using
rates of photoionization and charge exchange given by Banks and Xookarts
[19731, one finds that photoionization is important only when the oxygen ion
density is less than 10 2 - 103 cm-3
 which is far less than F2-region oxygen
ion densities. Calculations of hydrogen ion densities for chemical equili-
brium (rate of increase in ions per unit volume per unit time a zero) show
that the hydrogen-to-oxygen ion density ratio increases rapidly with altitude
because atomic oxygen decreases more rapidly with altitude than atomic hydro-
gen does [Banks and Xookarts, 19731. Thus, hydrogen ions eventually become
the dominant ion species in the topside ionosphere.
1.5 Collision Prooseses in the Topside Ionosphere
The study of collisions is important in the study of electron and ion ther-
mal balance. Ions, neutral particles, and electrons exchange energy through
elastic. inelastic, and Coulomb collisions. In this section, collision pro-
ceases of binary mixtures in thermal disequilibrium will be considered.
A gas of particles of type i is assumed to have a Maxweliian velocity
distribution given by
f0i) a ni(mi/2nkTi)3/2 exp(_mIVi2/2k7 , .)	 (1.2)
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8where vi
 is the velocity of the i-th species,
ni is the number density,
mi
 is the mass,
T, is the temperature, and
k is Boltzmann's constant.
f(vi) is normalized so that
f (vf)*i - nz	 (1.3)
One of the most important concepts of kinetic theory used in aeronomy
is the concept of the average collision frequency between particle type 1
and particle type 2 given by
712 ' n1
	
g Q (9)f(v l )f(v2 )eVI41;2 	(1.4)
where g is the relative speed between particles of type 1 and 2
g 0 v1 - v2	 (l.S)
a(g) is the velocity dependent collision cross section which depends on the
nature of particle interaction, i.e. Coulomb force, induced dipole attraction,
rotational and vibrational excitation, etc.
For example, the collisio!, frequency of a particle with atomic oxygen
with the hard sphere approximation of a0 . S x 10-15 cm2 , m n 2.8 x 10-23 gm,
and 2' s 300K is:
vi0 a 1.1 x 10-10 n(0) sec-1	(1.6)
Othtr types of collision processes will be discussed in more detail later.
91.6 Transport of Charged ParticZee
The ion composition is an important parameter in the study of ion con-
duction in the topside ionosphere. The ion composition is controlled by
diffusion in the topside ionosphere. This diffusion is not ambipolar diffu-
sion because in the topside ionosphere several ion species are involved and
the scattering cross section for ambipolar diffusion is very small compared
to the Coulomb scattering cross section of thermal protons with oxyge.4 ions;
[Hanson and Ortenburger, 1961).
The ion composition± and ion number density profiles vary from night to
day. Typical profiles of ion composition are shown in Figures 1.3 and 1.4 for
nighttime and daytime data. The daytime data shows the case of outward plas-
ma flow while the nighttime data shows the case of inward plasma flow. The
maintenance of the large nighttime number density peak is due to thin inward
plasma flow. The transport of charged particles will be discussed in more
detail later.
1.7 Thermal Proeessce
The transfer of heat between charged particles and neutral particles and
other charged particles is important in the study of the topside ionosphere.
While all particles have the same temperature in the P and E regions, in the
F region ions, electrons, and neutrals each have separate temperatures. The
neutral temperature increases rapidly with altitude above 120 due to the
absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation by the neutral atmosphere. The
increase of temperature gradually becomes small at altitudes above SOU km due
to the decrease in absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation with altitude
and a large neutral thermal conductivity. The ions and electrens have n1most
the same temperatures as the neutrals at altitudes below 200 km due to large
thermal-electron heating rates by photoelectrons and large heat transfer
t
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rates between ions and neutrals, and electrons and neutrals, through elastic
and nonelastic collisions. The electron temperature increases rapidly above
the neutral temperatures with altitude above 200 km since heat transfer to
neutrals and ions decreases wi.t .
 altitude. The ion temperature increases
above the neutral temperature above 200 km but it is lower than the electron
temperature due to larger ion-neutral heat transfer rates than electron-neutral
heat transfer rates. At high altitudes the electron and ion temperatures are
controlled by thermal conduction. Since the thermal conduction is different
for electrons, positive oxygen ions, and positive hydrogen ions, these parti-
cles can all have separate temperatures. This will be discussed in more de-
tail later.
1.8 Incoherent-scatter Radar
Incoherent scatter (Thomson scatter) is a process where incident electro-
magnetic radiation is reradiated by charged particles wi*.h random phase. When
the exploring wavelength is large compared to the Debye length given in equa-
tion (1.7), the scattering of radiation can be thought as arising from density
fluctuations caused by plasma waves. The principal component of the returned
signal are scattered waves introduced by the presence of ion-acoustic waves
and electron-induced waves at the gyrofrequency (w. = a.Bjcme) and the plasma
Frequency (p - (nee 2/me C 0 ) 1/2) (e is the speed of light, e 0
 is :he permittivity
of free space, B is the earth's magnetic field, e, me , n  are the electronic
charge, electronic mass, and electron number density, respectively).
Although it was first thought [Gordon, 1958] that the spectrum of re-
flected incoherent-scatter signals would he Gaussian in shape with a center
to half power width of .71 times the Doppler shift of an electron approaching
the radar at the mean thermal speed, later observations [Rowley , 1961] proved
that the bandwidth was considerably less than the Doppler shift of the elec-
tron. Subsequent theoretical work [F'ejer, 1960; Pougherty and Farley, 1960;
s'
r	 =sgi 	
_	
t
Salpeter, 1960a; and Hagfore, 1961] has shown that the influence of ions can
effectively narrow the spectrum width when the exploring wavelength is much
larger than the Debye length. The Debye length or Debye shielding distance
is given by
12
D
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 meters
	
(1.7)
where k is Boltzmann's constant, T  is the electron temperature. a is of
the order of 1 cm or less below altitude 1000 km and rises to about 6 cm at
altitude 2000 km. Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory (see section 1.9) operates
the radar at wavelength of 69.8 cm. This is the radar facility which will be
used in this work.
Information about the temperature and number density of electrons, 0+,
and H+ can be deduced from incoherent-scatter returns. This is done by fit-
ting theoretical generated spectra with experimental spectra. This will be
discussed in more detail later.
1.9 .Statement of the Problem
In this work both experimental observations and theoretical analysis of
the thermal structure of the topside ionosphere will be studied. The experi-
mental observations are`in the form of incoherent-scatter returns from
Arecibo, Puerto Rico which is located at a magnetic latitude of 30 0N. The
magnetic dip angle, I, is 500 at Arecibo. The antenna at Arecibo is a spheri-
cal disc with a radius of curvature of 245 meters and a diameter (viewed
from above) of 305 meters. Details of the system have been described by
Gordon [1964]. Parameters such as temperature, density, and composition of
the charged particles can be deduced from incoherent-scatter returns by use
of incoherent-scatter theory. Discussion of the theory and the analysis of
the experimental data will be given later.
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Theoretical analysis of the thermal structure of the topside ionosphere
involves solving the appropriate energy balance equations for the charged
particles in the topside ionosphere. In this work the major ions are assumed
to be the positive charged oxygen ion, 0 + , and the positive charged hydrogen
ion, H+. Together the number densities of 0+
 and H+ add up to be the elec-
tron number density or
ne = n (0+ ) + n (H+)
where ne is the electron number density, and n(0+) and n(14+) are the number
densities of 0+ and H+.
The electron, 0+ and H+ energy balance equation3 are coupled nonlinear
differential equations. Analytic solutions are impossible to obtain, so nu-
merical methods are used to solve these equations. By using different atmos-
pheric models theoretical profiles for the electron, 0 + and H+ temperatures
can be obtained and compared with those of corresponding atmospheric condi-
tions.
Experimental analysis of incoherent-scatter radar returns can be per-
formed to obtain 0 + , H+ , and electron number densities and temperatures.
This involves numerical methods of fitting experimental autocorrelation func-
tions to theoretical autocorrelation functions.
The objective of this work is the investigate of thermal processes of
electrons, 0+ and H+ ions in the topside ionosphere. Through theoretical and
experimental deduction of temperature profiles the importance of various
heat transfer processes can be verified. Thus, comparison between experi-
mental and theoretical results will indicate further refinements in the
theory of heat transfer between charged particles and other charged particles
or neutral particles.
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2. IONS IN T14E TOPSIDE IONOSPHERE
2.1 Introduction
1
Parameters which can easily be measured by existing experimental tech-
niques are usually used in describing physical processes in the ionosphere.
The observed values of these parameters are compared with the values calcu-
lated from theoretical models. These parameters include values of electron
temperatures, ion temperatures, ion densities, electron density, and neutral
densities, and velocities of neutrals and charged particles.
One of the most important parameters is the ion density distribution.
F region ion densities have been measured or deduced from a number of experi-
mental instruments, including incoherent scatter radars, ion mass spectro-
meters, Langmuir probes and retarding potential analyzers aboard rockets and
satellites, and radio wave sounders or ionosondes. Recent experiments using
these experimental techniques [Hoffkm, 1967; Hoff}mm et at., 1974; Moorcroft,
1964; Knudsen and Sharp, 1966; Hagen and Heu, 19741 have indicated that 0+
and H+ are major constituents in the topside ionosphere. In Figure 2.1
[Hagen and Hsu, 19741, one notices that 0+ is the major ion at F2 maximum and
H+ is the major ion at altitudes above 1000 km. This is the case in all typ-
ical profiles of ion composition in the topside ionosphere. He+ is usually a
minor ion near the altitude where the transition between 0 + and H+ as major
ions takes place and is less than 10% the total ion concentration at all
other altitudes.
In the topside ionosphere the neutral particle density becomes small so
ion-neutral collisions lose their importance in the ion momentum equations
at increasing altitudes above the F 2 maximum. Therefore, the ions move along
the magnetic field lines when there are no perpendicular electric fields
mot`•
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present. The action of the charge separation electric field inhibits the
movement of the ions even though ion -neutral collisions are no longer impor-
tant. Ion-ion collisions are important since they also help in keeping the
ions from moving qui;."-y out of the earth ' s atmosphere.
2.2 Hydrogen Iona
Oxygen and hydrogen atoms have almost the same ionization potential. The
oxygen ionization potential is slightly greater than the hydrogen ionization
potential. This implies that charge transfer between oxygen atoms (0) and
hydrogen ions (H+) can proceed almost as rapidly as charge transfer between
hydrogen atoms (H) and oxygen ions (0+). This reaction can be expressed as
H++O~► O++H+AE	 (2.1)
where AE is small compared to thermospheric energies in the F region. In
Table 2.1 are given some time constants for 0 + - H charge exchange. This
table gives data for several atmospheric models. The time constant given in
Table 2.1 is the time constant for changes in n(H +) when production is zero
and when flux of H+ is zero [Banks and Xockarte, 1973].
T(H+ )	 (^ 4E n (0) (8kT ./w m(H))h) -1 	(2.2)
where QE = (1.S ± O.S) x 10
-15 
cm  is the charge -exchange cross section for
(O+ ,H) collisions, n(0) is atomic oxygen density, Ti is the ion temperature
and m (H) is the mass of hydrogen.
The continuity equation governing the H+ numbeT Jensity is
an(H+)/at + 9- (n(H+)G(H+)) = p(H+) - t (H+ )	 (2.3)
where ^ is transport velocity
p(H+) • I (H)n (H) + QE n (H)n(O+)(gkTn/wm (H)) h	 (2.4)
TABLE 2.1
Time constants  for 0+-H charge exchange (after Fanke and Koakeu4ve, 1973).
Atmospheric model thermospheric temperatures
Altitude
(km) 750 K 1000 K 1250 K 1500 K 1750 K 2000 K
200 2.3(-1) 2.3(-1) 1.9(-1) 1.6(-1) 1.1( 1) 8.2(-2)
2S0 8.0(-1) 6.2(-1) 4.4(-1) 3.S(-1) 2.4(-1) 1.6(-1)
300 2.6(0) 1.5(0) 9.4(1) 6.6(-1) 4.3(-1) 2.8(-1)
3S0 9.1(0) 3.6(0) 1.9(0) 1.2(0) 7.3(-1) 4.5( 1)
400 2.5(1) 8.3(0) 3.7(0) 2.2(0) 1.2(0) 7.1(-1)
4S0 7.6(1) 1.9(1) 7.3(0) 3.8(0) 1.9(0) 1.1(0)
500 2.2(2) 4.3(1) 1.4(1) 6.5(0) 3.1(0) 1.7(0)
a Values are in sec.
h 2.3(-1) = 2.3 x 10-1.
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is the production of H*
I (H*) - j-
 
Z, n (4)n(H*) (8kT(H*)/wm(H))^	 (2.S)
is the loss of H+ . I (H)n(H) is production from photoionization of H. Tn is
the neutral gas temperature. T(H +) is the hydrogen ion temperature. The
e - H* recombination rate is negligible comparod to the charge transfer rate.
When the conditions for chemical equilibrium (^(H+) - 0 and 8n(H+)/8t - 0)
are used, the H* density can be derived from the continuity equation.
n(0*)
	 Fn 0)  2,oe)	 QEn	 n(0+) (8;: /sm(H))
Using I(H) - (8.8 3 3 . 3) x 10-8 sec-1 and Tn - 1000 K one finds that photo-
ionization is not important when n (0+) is greater than 103 cm-3 . Since n(0+)
is typically greater than 104 cm-3 in the topside ionosphere (2.6) can be
reduced to
nH	
- $ n(H) (T /T (H+) )h
n (0*)
(2.7)
This implies the hydrogen to oxygen ion density ratio increases rapidly with
altitude since atomic oxygen decreases more rapidly with altitude than atomic
hydrogen does. In Table 2.2 are given some n(H+)/n(0+) for several atmos-
pheric models. Equation (2.7) shows that the hydrogen ion density for chem-
ical equilibrium does not depend on the charge exchange rate even though
charge exchange is the dominant source of protons in the topside ionosphere.
n (0) and n(H) are the important parameters for determining n(H+).
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show that T(H * ) and n(H*)/n(0+) increase with altitude.
I	
Eventually T(H+) and n(H+)/n(0+) become large enough so that ionic diffusion
becomes important and controls the distribution of number density. The
a
J to
.J-. ,
1,
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TABLE 2.2
Hydrogen to oxygen ion density ratios:
chemical equilibrium (after Barka and h,-)ekarts, 19,'3).
Thermospheric temperatures
Altitude
(km)
750 K 1000 K 1250 K 1S00 K 1750 K 2000 K
200 4.b(--4) 6.9(-6) 3.3(4) 2.8(--5) 2.8(4) 2.9(-S)
250 1.4(3) 1.4(-4) 4.5(-S) 3.1(4) 2.8(--S) 2.8(--S)
300 4.2(3) 3.0(--4) 7.0(-A) 3.8(-A) 3.0(-5) 2.8(-^S)
350 1.2 ( 3) 6.7 (--4) 1.2(-4) 5.1(--5) 3.4(-6) 2.9(--6)
400 3.5(--2) 1.4(-3) 2.1(-4) 7.3(-.6) 4.1(-S) 3.2(-S)
450 8.R(-2) 3.1(-3) 3.7(--4) 1.1(--4) 5.3(-S) 3.7(-A)
500 2.7(-1) 6.8(3) 6.8(-4) 1.7(--4) 7.2(-6) 4.4(4)
a 4.6(-13) = 4.6 x 10-4
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transition from chemical to diffusive equilibrium does not greatly affect
the H+ distribution because usually this occurs when n(0 +) » n(H+). When
n(0+) » n(H+) the chemical and diffusive equilibrium solutions for the hydro-
gen ion density are nearly the same.
2.3 HsZium Iona
The source of helium ions in the topside ionosphere is the photoioniza-
tion of atomic helium by solar radiation with wavelength, A, less than SO4 A.
This reaction is expressed as
me): He( IS)+ by (X < SO4 A) -► He+ (25) + e
	 (2.8)
The important loss reactions involve charge transfer and dissociative
charge transfer with 02 and N2 given by
(Y10) :	 He 	 + 02 ♦ He + 0 + 0+ + S.8S eV (2.9)
(Y10*): He* + 02 -► He + 02+ + 12.2S eV (2.10)
(Y6)
	
He* + N2 + He ++ N + N	 + 0.28 eV (2.11)
(Y6*):
	
He* + N2 ♦ He + N2+ (2.12)
See Appendix B for rate coefficients given above.
Thus the continuity of He+ number density is
an(He+)/at n v-tn(He+)c(He+)) _
I(He)n(He) - n(He+)((Y10 + Y lo* ) n (02) + (Y6 + Y6*)n(N2))	 (2.13)
If the conditions for chemical equilibrium are applied one gets
n(He+) -
	
	 I(He)n(He)	 (2.14)
(Y10 + Y10*)n(02) + (Y6 + Y6t)n(N2)
This equation implies that n(He+) increases with altitude since n(N 2) and
I 
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n(02) decrease much more rapidly with altitude than n(He) does. At high al-
titudes diffusion cannot be ignored and so therefore the n (He*) distributions
will decrease with altitude.
He never becomes the predominate species in the topside ionosphere.
Its maximum density is S x 103 
cm-3 
[Hof,'%=, 1967). Manson et at. ( 1969]
showed that even at 1068 km that only 0.14% He *
 existed in the topside iono-
sphere.
2A4 Oxygen Ions
Oxygen ion, 0% is the principal ion of the F2
 region and the predominate
neutral gas is 0. The F1 region is formed through the competition between
ion transport and chemical process. Oxygen is ionized through solar ultra-
violet radiation (a < 910 A). 0* is lost through slow ion-molecule reactions
with N2 or 02 to form NO% N2* , or 02'.
The altitude profile of the 0* ion density is controlled both by ion
transport and ionic reactions. Ion transport is important at higher altitudes
because in the absence of ion transport the steady state 0 *
 ion density would
continue to rise with altitude due to the decreasing ion recombination coef-
ficient. However, at high altitudes chemical processes cannot compete with
ion transport. Thus, a peak in the 0* ion density is reached.
Short wavelength solar ultraviolet radiation ( a < 910 A) ionizes atomic
oxygen at the rate
Q(0*) n I(0)n(0)
where 7(0) _ (3.2 ± 1.3) x 10`7 sec `1 and n (0) is the density of atomic oxy-
gen. The importance of the final state of 0 * is in this case significant due
to the rapid reaction of 0` (20) with N2 in comparison with 0 * (4S) with N2.
J* (4P) and 0* ( 2P) can be neglected due to relatively small cross sections.
-_'^_.
Thus, only 0+ (4S) reactions and transport nre important.
The important ionic reactions which 0 +
 is lost are
yl : 0++N24NO++N
Y2 : 0+ + 02 4 02• + 0
where y  - (1.1 t 0.3) x 10-12 cm  sec-1 and Y2 s (2 t 0.2) x 10-11 CA  sec-1.
The 0+ ion density is extremely variable in its maximum density and peak
altitude. Changes in the neutral atmosphere such as temperature and density
changes and neutral winds can affect t.w magnitude and height of the F 2 peak.
The neutral winds raise or lower the peak altitude of the F 2 layer if the
drift is upward or downward. Also north to south winds tend to move ioniza-
tion up magnetic field lines. For increasing exospheric temperatures the
peak density increases ant the peak altitude shifts upward [Nekbeth and
Barron, IS60].
Outward and inward flows of 04
 also affect the density profile. Shortly
after dawn outward flow of 0+ from the F2
 region to high altitude magnetic
field tubes replace ionization which was lost during the night as a result
of recombination. In the evening and during the night inward flow of 0+
(created through H+ to 0+ charge exchange) maintains large densities in the
F2 region.
Another factor which affects the F2
 peak is the magnetic dip angle I.
The vertical component of ion diffusion is reduced for smaller values of I.
The effects of electric fields on F 2
 region electron densities has been
used to explain diurnal variations [Stubbe and Chandra, 19701. But the
magnitude of these fields (S mV M' 1 ) appear to be much larger than experimen-
tal values [Caufflnan and Gurnett, 1971]. Thus, the role of electric fields
in the F2 region is generally neglected.
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2.S Ion Diffusive States
The discussion in the previous sections dealt with chemical equili-
brium states for 
ti  
and He* which exist at low altitudes in the F region.
Above 500-700 km this is not the case. Diffusion and convection become the
dominant processes. Mechanical forces such as gravity. electric and magnetic
fields, pressure gradients and centrifugal forces also become important. The
F2 region can act as either a source or sink of ionization for the topside
plasma since diffusion strongly couples the F 2 region to the topside iono-
sphere.
Magnetic fields are important since charged particles can move only along
field lines if there are no electric fields. Therefore, when discussing mo-
tions of charged particles in the topside ionosphere one speaks of motions
along the magnetic field lines.
In the topside ionosphere there are three diffusive states which are
important in determining the ion density distributions. These states are
diffusive equilibrium, inward plasma flow, and outward plasma flow (see Fig.
2.2). The first state, diffusive equilibrium, corresponds to a state where
there is no net transport of ions along the magnetic field tubes. This state
rarely occurs in the earth's atmosphere at mid and high latitudes. Only at
low latitudes does the topside ionosphere have a chance to reach a state of
diffusive equilibrium. Still, this state serves as an important basis for
the understanding of inward and outward plasma flow.
Inward diffusive flow results whets there is an excessive plasma pressure
at high altitudes in the magnetic field tube. t! ` and Ile + diffuse downward to
regions where ion-neutral reactions convert these into 0 * and N,' thereby
Anhancing the ion density distribution in the F, region. Calculations of
0.
J n
DIFFUSIVE
EQUILIBRIUM(a)
24
EXCESS PLASMA
PRESSURE
FLOW
­,—INWARD PLASMA FLOW
_--►OUTWARD PLASMA FLOW
(c)	 X	 LOW PLASMA
PRESSURE
OUTWARD PLASMA FLOW
Figure 2.2 The three different diffusive states.
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inward diffusive flow shown in Fig. 2.3 indicate that the ion density distri-
bution are unchanged from diffusive equilibrium at low altitudes (below 500
km.) This is discussed in detail later. Outward diffusive flow of light
ions results from low plasma pressure at high altitudes in the magnetic field
tube. If there are no magnetospheric electric fields then the upward flow
plasma replenishes the field tube and eventually diffusive equilibrium comes
about. During magnetic storms magnetospheric convection and the plasmapause,
a sharp latitudinal decrease in plasma density which normally occurs near fps°
magnetic latitude, can move to magnetic shells as low as L ti 2.5 (Rycroft
and Burnell, 1970). Following the storm the field tube is essentially empty
because field tube convection moves to higher L shells [Banks et al., 1971]
and plasma flow must eventually fill the field tube.
2.6 Continu ty and Akomentw Equations
The basic equations for determining the ion density distribution are the
continuity and momentum equations. The ion momentum equation for flow par-
allel to the magnetic field line is
au .	 au .	 a1a .	 7,, e
'S	 ui ^a + '7 	 nimi asp mi ( ' k vik(ui. - uk) ( 2.15)
where ui is the ion hulk transport velocity, u k
 is the ion bulk transport
velocities of other ions, g i , is the acceleration of gravity (positive in-
wards) parallel to B (the magnetic field), a is a coordinate along B, A is
the area of the field tube at point a, 
gie is they atomic charge of the ion,
ni is the ion density and mi is the Ion mass, E ll is the electric field par-
t` 	allel to B and vik is the momentum transfer ion diffusion collision frequen-
cy, 
pi and c are the ion and electron gas pressures (p ,f nikT ), the sum-
mation is over all neutral and other charged particles.
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ION CONCENTRAT IONlcm-31
Figure 2.3 Profiles of n(tl + ) and n(0+ ) for a 1000 K model
thermosphere and different escape fluxes. The
n(0+) profile applies to the lar&est outflow.
Also, n (0+ )1400 km a 2 x 105 cm-a, T6 1 400 km -2500 K, and th3 heat flux at 400 km is
5 x 109 eV cm s- 1 [after Barka and o karts,
1973].
I>r
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The continuity equation for ions in general is
(anz/at) + v•(niu ) = P. - 1.	 (2.16)
where ni is the number density of the ion, pi is the production rate of ions,
tL is the loss rate of ions.
The ion continuity equation parallel to the magnetic field is
a(n.u. A)
(Ini/at) + A . 8
	= pL - zi	 (2.17)
where s is length along the field line and A is the area of the field tube
at point a.
Since the ion mass is much greater than the electron mass, the electron
momentum equation can be expressed simply as
1°pe + aEu = 0
	 (2.18)
ne
Using (2.18), (2.17) can be expressed as
au .	 3u .	 ap .	 Z .	 3p
aty 
+ ui	 + g + nimi -g— + nemf ^s ° k Vik(ui - uk)
(2.19)
where charge neutrality requires that
ne n E Zini	 (2.20)
i
Equations (2.17) and (2.19) are nonlinear differential equations and are
difficult to solve analytically without making some initial approximations.
Fortunately , the flow conditions of diffusive equilibrium and low speed flow
permit explicit analytic results. At low latitudes these two conditions are
enough to describe typical conditions in the topside ionosphere [Nagy et al.,
1968].
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2.7 Di f fUsive Equi librim
The complex problem of solving for ion density distributions is simpli-
fied in the case of diffusive equilibrium. When considering an ionosphere
made up of several different ion species the assumption, ui = 0, for all ion
species makes explicit results possible. Ignoring centrifugal force and
letting ui = 0 equation (2.19) for steady state conditions can be expressed
as
1 ap
n I;SL + mig  - YE 	 0	 (2.21)
The electron momentum equation becomes
1 apa + OE
I^ 
= o
	
(2.22)
n  as
Charge separation electric fields in the electron momentum equation are large
enough so that inertial, gravitational and frictional effects can be ignored.
The effect of gravitation in equations (2.21) and (2.22) is that the
light ions are displaced to regions of the weakest gravity. Parallel elec-
tric fields are also important in keeping the ions in layers at higher alti-
tudes. The gradients of density with respect to a can be removed from equa-
tions (2.21)-(2 . 22) to give the parallel electric field.
i
g, 
IF(Z. ^/n + kT-Waa ln(Ti1Ta))
SEE(	 a	 (2.23)
ti
Ti/la + E ('j2 n7/na)
J
For an example take the case where n(0+) » n(H+) and n (0+) >> n(He+)
g m(0+) + kTi (a/ 3a ln(Ti/Ta))
aE () _	
Ti Pe + I	
(2.24)
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Equation (2.24) shows the parallel electric field decreases the effect of
gravity on ion distribution because if e9 i , is substituted into (2.16) the
coefficient of the gravity term is less than one.
Now, since eE I'
 is known the ion density distributions can be calculated
from the equations below.
i
9 ( I (`Jn^ 1 /ne) + kTi (a/aa In (Ti jTg )	 a In ^e1 an	 J
ne Tor
	
ITi 
+ TO E (Z. nj/ne)	 (2.25)
a
i
1 ani yg ( I	 T^ y^
L`^ `a,.fj^.`e' T .u .^ ^., f .+o a,. ^ c iljeJ)	 o au i i
>2Z Ts` _ -	 - + Zi T
kTi + kTe E (Z^j 2 n^i /ne )
	J 	 (2.26)
For an example take the case where ,j is a minor species in a plasma dominated
by a singly charged ion (H + in 0+
 plasma). Also take aIV38 = aTe/ae = 0
then
+
1	 an (H+) ti
 _M (H )9 11 	 1 - m(0+ /m(H+)	 (2.27)
n (H+) _.as
_ _
	 I + _ Te
This equation shows that n(H +) can decrease or increase with altitude depend-
ing on the sign of the term in the brackets. In the topside ionosphere Tj/T,
will be between 0.25 and 1.00; so n(H +) will increase with altitude.
+	 +	 e	 (H,+)Q	 m(0+) /m(H+)n (H) Q n (H )a exp	
kT .	 1 + TIT
	
- 
1 (Is (2.28)
a	
t	 t e
t
Equations (2.25) and (2.26) can be simplified with the use of the mean ionic
mass.
M+ _ Jajne	 (2.30)
Also, the principal ions of the topside ionosphere are singly charged; so the
expressions for the electron and ion density are
1 8ne	
m+g	
8 In (' e + Tz)
n'e - '
R 	$ +	 -	 8	 (2.31)
	
8n .	 m .g	 m+g	 T	 8 In (T + T . )I	 Z	 Z	 B_	 E	 2	 (2.32)
i 
re =	
Z 
+ 
E 
+ Tz	 s
If equations (2.31) and (2.32) are integrated along the magnetic field
tube from a to 8 the coupled equations for the electron and ion density
distributions become
(T + T .)	 a	 g m+
ne = nea e + 
T
d 
a 
exp -
	 T + T. ds'	 (2.33)
e	 f	 la	 e	 ^
(T + T .)	 a g m^
	
js T m+	 de'
n.zn.	 a	 Zaexp -	 de '+	 e
r'.	 d'	 ja tE t T
.
	
kT j	 7"Y (1f 1'E +
Ja	 a
K	 (2.34)
Equations (2.33) and 2.34) must be solved numerically to obtain electron and
ion density distributions for arbitrary electron and ion temperature varia-
tions. An example of these calculations is shown in Figures 2.4-2.7. These
profiles were obtained from (2.34) by numerically integrating upward from 500
km using different boundary conditions at 500 km. Equation (2.7) was used
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as a boundary condition for n(H+) in one case. In all cases n(0+) was as-
sumed to be 1 x 105 M 3 at S00 km. Also, different temperature models were
used for ion and electron temperature profiles. They are shown along with
n(H+) and n(0
+
) on each figure. The boundary condition for H+ in Figures
2.4 and 2.S were applied at 200 km using equation (2.7). This was due to the
large H+ number densities which resulted from using equation (2.7) at 500 km.
The H+ number densities were too large to satisfy the assumptions used in
equations (2.31) and (2.32). The 0 + boundary condition was still applied
at S00 km. Below S00 km an experimental profile for the 0 + number density
was used in all the cases.
Figures 2.4-2.7 show that H+ dominates the ion distribution at high al-
titudes. The level where the composition transition between H + and 0+ takes
place is at slightly higher altitudes for atmospheres having larger thermo-
pause temperatures.
In Figure 2.6 H+
 and 0+ number density profiles are shown for the cases
where H+ at S00 km is 1 x 103 cm-3 and that found from equation (2.7). The
0+ profile decreases more rapidly in the first case. The calculations for
the case of n(H+) - 1 x 103 cm-3 at S00 km are not shown in Figures 2.S and
2.8 because the profiles are almost exactly the same and the temperature pro-
files are all about the same from S00 to 1200 km.
In Figure 2.8 the dependence of ion composition on electron temperature
is shown. The composition transition level moves to higher altitudes as the
heat flux and Te + TZ increase. This is due mainly to a slower decrease in
0+ densities as Te + T,f increases.
2.8 Low Speed Plasma Flow
Besides diffusive equilibrium the atmosphere of the low and mid latitudes
can exist in a state of low speed plasma flow. Indeed, low speed plasma flow
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Figure 2.5 Profiles of n(0+ ) and n(H+ ), and 1'Z for a 700 K
model thermosphere.
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Figure 2.6 Profiles of n(O* ), n(H*), and Ti for a 700 K
model thermosphere.
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Figure 2.7 Profiles of n(0; ), n(11'), and Ti for a 1500 K
model thermosphere.
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is important because the coupling between the magnetosphere and the p2 region
results in almost continual ion transport.
The problem of ion flow in the topside ionosphere should not he confused
with the ambipolar diffusion of 0' in the F2 region. In the topside iono-
sphere several ion species are involved in transport. Also, the scattering
cross section for ambipolar diffusion is very small compared to the Coulomb
scattering cross section of thermal protons s,4th oxygen ions [Hanson and
Ortenburger, 1961).
The low speed flow momentum folloks from (2.19)
Dui 	 Dpi	 Z .	 ap
g ; 
Zn M	
le—
 
4,
neM
 
. - T ` k v
ik (ui - uk)	 (2 . s5)
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where the inertial term is dropped since this case applies to low speed flow.
(2.30) is valid as long as u << (kTi/mi)^ i.e. subsonic flow.
Due to the nonlinear coupling between thv ion equations of motion,
analytic solutions for the ion densities have not been obtained. But in the
regions below 1000 km H` and He` are usually minor constituents. Thus, the
electron pressure gradient term (in equation (2.3S)) becomes linear (in n(0*).)
Using the assumptions: 1) a minor ion species, J, diffuses through a sta-
tionary background ion gas of density n  with n  << n i ; 2) steady state is
used in the equation of motion for electrons and major ions; 31 the tempera-
tunes of the two ion species are the same, one can derive analytic expressions
for the ion density and ion flux (Banks and 1iockarts, 1973).
The equations of motion for electrons and ions are
Z are + CE	 one 2e (2.36)
J.
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1	 api	 f
m.ni 	 sas + 
g 1 1 - 	 ` VW U 	
(2.37)
z
1 ap .	 eE
mjn, a8 + 911 -
	
` - ji U.	 (2.38)
where ui a 0 and ji is defined such that neivi3 = nf3vji.
Eliminating eE I' from (2.38) with (2.36) one finds that
[ .
u • D. 	
1 and + mig^_ + TeIT . anE + 1 a (e + Ti)
J	 JZ n  To	 k2i	 n 	 as	 i	 as
(2.39)
where D'i = (kPi/m,)Iv-i.
an
In (2.39)
n as
is unknown, but in most -real cases the distribution of
e
of electron is assumed to be equal to the 0 + density distribution. Also if
it is assured that the momentum transferred to 0+ from the minor constituents
does not affect 0+ distributions, i.e. m7.vijuj = 0, then (2.36) + (2.37) gives
1	 .'(Pi + Pe)
mime	
-g')
as
(2.40)
which gives
1 8n 	 migI 1 a(Te + Ti)
ne 'Is _ -	 1 e + Ti	 - + Ti as
(2.41)
e
Substituting this into (2.39) and using the definitions
Hp = k(Te
 + Ti)Imygll (2.42)
and	
j
= kTi/mig ll (2.43)
1	
an 	
1 TeIT1. 1	 a(Te + Ti)
one gets z ` _ - D z
n^	 as + H^ Hp	 - Te + Ti	 as
(2.44)
I1 d((nn .u 1 A^)
do	 J
(2.45)
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Equation (2.44) in conjunction with the jth species continuity equation
can be used to find a second-order differential equation in n  which is	 7 ^
i
d2  .	 an.
+ X(8) d8 + Y(8)nj = Z(8)	 (2.46)
where pi is the ion production rate, iz is the loss rate, X(e), Y(8), and
Z(s) are functions derived from quantities in equations (2.45) and (2.44).
To solve (2.46) numerical methods are required but analytic solutions
can be found when the production, loss, thermal gradients and gravity varia-
tions are ignored. The two linear independent solutions are given as
T /T.
n, = nj exp	 H	 - Ir (e-a)	 (2.47)
v'
nj = njaexp l - (s-a)/Hp]	 (2.48)
where a represents the (.lower reference point.
The first solution (2.47) is the solution for the condition u, = 0, non-
diffusing minor constituents. This solution gives a minor ion density which
increases with altitude if H. < P T^/T6. At high altitudes the condition
nj << n. is violated by this solution.
The second solution (1.48) gives a minor constituent which decreases in
density with altitude. The diffusion velocity associated with this solution
can be derived from (2.44) as
r + TgjTZ 1
uj = DJi ---^--- - k-	 (2.49)
The case of H+ flowing through 0+ has a limiting flux of
0.1 	n Ju. 
a 1.1 x 104 [n (H) In (0) ] T 	 T	 (2.50)
FnA
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TABLE 2.3
Ht limiting fluxes.
T (K)	 n (0) (cm-3)	 n (H) (cm-3)	 F lux (Ti -	 )	 Flux (T. = 2000 K)
750	 4.3 x 103 7.7 x 106 4.1 x 109 1.1 x 1010
1000	 4.4 x 106 1.2 x 105 9.6 x 106 1.9 x 107
1250	 1.7 x 107 3.3 x 104 9.5 x 105 1.S x 106
1500	 3.6 x 107 1.4 x 104 2.5 x 105 3.3 x 10S
0_
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{	 Geisler [1967) has found an analytic expression for the limiting flux
of H+ moving through 0* for thermal equilibrium. Using a different approach
his results predict H+ limiting fluxes which are approximately the same as
those presented in Table 2.3.
Typical limiting fluxes for different thermospheric models are shown in
Table 2.3. Values in Table 2.3 are based on thermal equilibrium between
electrons and ions and thus the limiting fluxes are underestimated. Numerical
solutions give somewhat larger fluxes.
The previous discussion dealt with approximate solutions to the ion
momentum and ion continuity equations. H+ and He  are not minor constituents
at high altitudes and therefore the solutions for the density distributions
of H+ and He are not generally analytic. Equations (2.39) and (2.45) must
be solved by numerical methods.
L*
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3.	 THERMAL PROCESSES IN THE TOPSIDE IONOSPHERE
3.1
	 Introduction
In this chapter all the various heat transfer processes in the topside
ionosphere will be discussed. 	 This includes heat transfer through electron-
neutral elastic and nonelastic collisions, electron -ion Coulomb collisions,
ion-ion Coulomb collisions, and ion-neutral elastic and nonelastic colli-
sions.	 Also discussed is heat transfer through thermal diffusion, convection,
and thermal conduction.	 Particular attention will be paid to the role of
thermal conduction in determining electron and ion temperatures.
Electrons created in the photoionization of neutral gas particles was
recognized as a source of electron gas heating in 1946 [Drukurev, 1946].
When a solar photon ionized a neutral gas particle the excess energy, the
energy difference between the incident photon and final ion is given to the
photoelectron.	 In fact, most of the energy goes to the photoelectron because
the mass of the ion is much greater than the electron mass. 	 This photoelec-
tron loses its energy as it travels through the atmosphere. 	 At energies near
15 eV the photoelectron exchanges its energy with neutral gases through non-
elastic excitation collisions. 	 At energies near 1.5 eV the photoelectron
transfers its energy to the ambient electron gas.
The important sources of energy for the atmospheric gases all originate
from ultraviolet radiation from the scan (see Figure 3.1). 	 The ambient elec-
tron gas receives most of its energy through Coulomb collisions with the
hotter photoelectrons. 	 The thermal electrons, on the other hand, are an
mportant source of heating of the ion gases. 	 The neutral gas receives its
energy through superelastic collisions with excited neutrals produced when
ultraviolet radiation from the sun is absorbed.
g^
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Figure 3.1 Sources of energy for particles in the F region.
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The importance of heating of the ambient electron gas by photoelectrons
was first discovered by Hanson [1963] who found that the electron tempera-
ture is substantially greater than the neutral temperature in the F region.
This is due to the heating of ambient electrons by photoelectrons. Experi-
mental data from a Langmuir probe on a Javelin rocket shows that the electron
temperature is greater than the neutral temperature (see Figure 3.2)
[Hanson et a2., 1969]. Incoherent scatter radar measurements [Evans, 1962;
Hagen and Hsu, 1974], other rocket measurements [Spencer et al., 1965, Nag{
et aZ., 1963], and satellite measurements [Smith, 1968, McClure et aZ., 1973]
show conclusively that the electrons are heated to higher temperatures than
neutrals which is due to photoelectron heating.
The importance of electron heat conduction was also deduced by Hansom
[1963] who found that heat conduction is responsible in keeping the electron
temperature constant even at high altitudes. Photoelectrons produced at
lower altitudes were found to contribute to non-local heating at higher al-
titudes [GeisZer and BowhiZZ, 1 0651, which in turn is conducted back down to
lower altitudes along the lines of magnetic force.
Photoelectrons which transfer most of their heat to the ambient electron
gas do not heat the ion gases because of the mass of ions is much greater
than the mass of electrons. The thermal electrons are sources of energy for
the ion gases. Below 300 km neutral gases rapidly cool the ion gases and so
T. Tt [Hansom, 1963]. At high altitudes the energy given to ions by elec-
trons cannot be dissipated by the ions to the neutrals. In fact, the ion
temperature approaches the electron temperature at high altitudes [Banks,
1967ai.
Thermal conduction for the ion gases is important in keeping the ion
temperature substantially below the electron temperature [Banks, 1967b].
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Figure 3.2 An electron temperature profile from a Javelin
rocket experiment (after Hanson et at., 19691.
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Also important is the effect of heat transfer between individual ion species.
This heat transfer is weak enough to permit significant temperature differ-
ences between 0+ and H+ at altitudes near 400 km [Bunks, 1967a].
In the following sections the important heat transfer processes of the
ionosphere will be discussed in more detail.
3.2 Energy Balance Equations
The energy balance equation for a plasma composed of electrons, several
ion species, and neutral gases can be derived from Boltzmann's equation as
nrDEr/Dt - apr/at + V-Ir = Mr + 
n  r u
r	(3.1)
where n  is the gas number density, pr = nrkTr is the gas partial pressure,
T• the gas temperature, u  the rth species transport velocity, Kr the rth
species heat flux vector, Fr the external forces. Mr is the kinetic energy
moment of the collision term
Mr =	
1 
mrvr •vr (8fr/at)a dvr	(3.2)
Er =^Tr + '
"rur2	 (3.3)
DEr/Dt = 'Er/at + ur •VEr 	(3.4)
The term Ofr/at) c is the change in the velocity distribution function
per unit time for a collision, Mr is the mass of the rth particle, and k is
Boltzmann ' s constant. The term Mr represents the formation of energy per
unit volume minus the energy loss rates per unit volume due to interactions
with other gases. 
r 
includes both transfer energy due to unequal mean flow
velocities and unequal species temperatures. This is expressed in the gen-
eral form 
r 
E M, where
P 
rp
E
_
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Mrp 
n [2mrmp/(mr + mp) 2 ]nrv^ [^(TP  - Tr)f(vla)
+ ^Mr'ur + pup) (Up •ur)g(v/a)] 	(3.5)
for elastic collisions, with vrp the momentum transfer collision frequency,
v= ^ur - up ^, a = 2k(Tr/mr + Tp/mp), and f(v/a) and g(v/a) are functions
determined by the velocity dependence of the interaction cross section p is
an index indicating a neutral or charged particle.
The effect of an external magnetic field is present in the flow vector
Ir, which becomes increasingly anisotropic as the ratio of the collision
frequency to gyrofrequency becomes small. Then most of the heat flows par-
allel to the magnetic field. Another effect of the external magnetic field
is the confinement of charged particle flow along the magnetic field lines.
The term r can be reduced to specific forms depending on the type of
interactions used. For example, if one considers the hard sphere interaction
then [Banks and Kockarte, 1973]
_ 2
f (v/a) _ r (a + t) erf (a) + 7- eXp( ivY	 (3.6)a
9 (v/a) 3 ^-I-- (a + v - 3^ ) erf (a)
4v
	
2	 2
+ g(1 + 2 exp(- )	 (3.7)
	
2v	 a
where
	
vr8 = -y n
8 (7-k) (r/mr + T8/m8) nag
	(3.8)
erf is the error function, and a is the collision cross section. For Coulomb
interaction, one has [Banks and Koekarts, 1973]
f(v/a) s exp(-v2/a2)	 (3.9)
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2
g (v/a) n 3^ - ( 3 erf (a) - (v) 2 exp (^)	 (3.10)
a
where
	
v .16A n
82r2282e41n A
re	 3	 3/2 (3,11)
ua
u is the reduced mass given by
JA • rme/ (r + me)
Zr, z  are the atomic charge of the rth and eth particle, and in A is the fac-
tor which depends on the minimum scattering angle (it will be discussed later).
For inverse velocity dependent cross section
f(v/a) - g(v/a) - 1	 (3.12)
In this case the energy transfer term is
(2m a/ (r + 8) 2 Jnr re I2 k (Te - T8 ) + -21-(m8u8 + rud -(u8 - &r) l
(3.13)
Using this result equation (3.1) can be reduced to
2m m
nr(DEr/Dt) - 8pr/at - 
r r•ur - o
• 1Cr + E x8 
nrvrs
e (mr * a)
[2 k(T8 - Tr) * -21-( sua + rur) • (u8 - ur)]	 (3.14)
Equation (3.14) can be further reduced if one uses the fact that the
heat flow vector is essentially along the magnetic field line. A cylindrical
coordinate system whose axis is parallel to I and where changes in the inten-
sity of ^ are taken into account gives
ra -
_ 1 !— AK ' a rV4 -
r	 A as	 r 98 	 (3.15)
where s is a coordinate parallel to ^, A is the area of magnetic field tube
at point a, A - B_ 1 , and 
Kra 
is the rth species thermal conductivity.
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3.3 Bleotron Enerpy
The source of energy for electrons is the energy from photoelectrons.
Since photoelectrons are created from photoionization of the neutral atmos-
phere, one must know the ultraviolet flux spectrum, the composition of the
neutral atmosphere, and relevant absorption and ionization cross sections in
order to determine the photoelectron energy spectrum. Photoelectrons are
transported and can deposit their energy elsewhere in the atmosphere. Thus,
the photoelectron flux is needed in order to solve the problem of photoelec-
tron heating of the ambient electron gas. The solution of the photoelectron
transport is a difficult problem and will be discussed later.
Usually when dealing with electrons one divides the energy distribution
into two components. The first component deals with the ambient electron
energy distribution. This component is assumed to have a Maxwellian distri-
bution with a characteristic temperature e. This component also covers the
low energy portion of the energy distribution (0.01 - 0 . 3 eV). The second
component of the energy distribution is the so -called "tail" of the electron
energy distribution. This tail contains photoelectrons with energies greater
than 1.S eV.
The ambient electrons gain energy from electron -electron Coulomb collisions
with a rate given by [Sohunk and Hays, 19711
^_ - 2r v ne e4/(mgE) In C1
	(3.16)
dE 
• - 7.7 x 10-6 ne/O in C1	(3.17)
	
v 3	 m e$
where	 CI 
me
 v (classical) kT6
 << E < ^	 (3.18)
	
Y e 
W 
	 2h
Or
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m v
2	
m s{
	
C i'—et W	 (quantum) E > 2	 (3.19)
	
WP
	 2
h
h
=
with In Y a 0.5771 a Euler ' s constant, h n Planck 's constant and w  a plasma
frequency.
The photoelectron energy loss per unit length is
dF n
* - 1.3 x 10-13 
no 
InC1 (3.20)
Equation (3.20) can be used to calculate local photoelectron heating rates.
The electron energy balance equation must include photoelectron heating
and cooling through elastic and inelastic collisions with neutral particles.
Inelastic collisions are especially important because c.Vling through elastic
collisions is generally slow. This will be discussed in detail later. The
electron energy balance equation is
DES
 
P
- 2te ` no ^e *U e - q . e ' Q.
♦ + 2
- Le + mene:7 6i8 - ug) (3.21)
where Q  is heat production due to photoelectrons and Le is heat loss due to
inelastic and elastic collisions with neutral particles, and Coulomb colli-
sions with ions. i menevee (us - ue) 2 is the rate of energy production due
to elastic thermal electron collision with ions and neutrals, i.e. Joule
dissipation.
3.4 Production of PhotoeZeetrone and Local Heating
The production of photoelectrons is a very complex problem due to varia-
tion of the incident flux of solar photons. There have been a number of
measurements of the solar EW flux by rocket and satellite-borne instruments
with varying degrees of resolution and accuracy [Hatt et al., 1963, 1965,
1969; Hinteregger, 1965; HaZZ and Hinteregger, 1970; Hinteregger, 1970).
ne
J.
S1
When considering the ionizing effect of solar ultraviolet photons of
flux I. at the outer boundary of the earth's atmosphere, one has
q3 . n f ( r ) e-T	 (3.22)
where nj is the 3-th neutral particle number density, q j is the production
rate of ionization,	 is the ionization cross section and t is the optical
depth given by
i a
	
	
nfoado
	
(3.23)
Ts
where aJ is the absorption cross section, and the integration is over th-%
optical ray path.
Equation (3.22) gives the ionization rate for a particular neutral spe-
cies. To find the total ionization rate one must sum over all the neutral
particles. Thus
q f q^ _ ^ nJ(d, 1a)e-s
The concept of the "heating efficiency" [Hannon and Cohen, 19681 can be
be used to calculate the rate of heat input Riven locally to the thermal elec-
tron gas. Heating efficiency is defined as the energy input to the thermal
electron gas per electron-ion pair produced by photoionization. The photo-
electron-thermal electron heating rate is given by
Fc (s) = c(s) q = c(a) E n 	 e t	 ('.24)
J
where c(z) is the heating efficiency.
As an example of equation (3.24) take the case of an isothermal Vydro-
static neutral atmosphere of temperature Tn , and total density given by
n(a) exp(-(a-a)/H) 	 (3.25)
a
S2
where H = kT /mg is the scale height, n (a) is density at altitude a, and z
is the altitude. If ca is constant then the rate P
e
 (a) is
P (z)
	
e(z) n(a)cr I
exp(-(z-a)/H - n(a)Hea exp(-(z-a)/H))	 (3.26)
This shows that the rate of heat input decreases exponentially with altitude
if e(z) is constant. The heating efficiency, c(z), plays an important role
in the solution of the electron temperature. The altitude dependence of e(z)
should show the effectiveness of neutral particles in taking energy from the
photoelectrons by inelastic collisions. At altitudes above 250 -300 km at
moderate to high magnetic latitudes the heating efficiency loses its physical
significance because photoelectrons are transported and deposit their energy
non-locally. Above the altitude (escape altitude) where transport is assumed
to be non-negligible, the non-local contribution is added to the heating rate
[Geisler and BowhiZZ, 1965; Nagy et aZ., 1969; Swrtz and Nisbet, 1972].
The theory of non-local heating of the topside ionosphere by photoelec-
trons as developed by GeisZer and BowhiZZ ( 1965) is based on a number of
assumptions. At altitudes above about 300 km collisions between photoelec-
trons and neutral constituents are ignored due to low neutral densities. The
photoelectron pitch angle a is assumed to remain constant as the photoelectron
is slowed to thermal energy and the photoelectron flux from the conjugate
ionosphere is ignored. The rate of non-local heating is given by the product
of the photoelectron flux and the absolute value of dE/ds, where dE/ds is the
rate of energy loss per unit lengths along the magnetic field [see Eq. 3.20
In C 1 = 15]
3- ti -Kn/E,	 (3.27)
where K = 1.95 x 10 -12 eV2 cm2 , E is the energy of the photoelectron, n is
l^
S3
i
the ambient electron density.
This method of calculating the non-local photoelectron heating rate
serves as a basis for further calculations by Mintas [1973]. In his method
the electron gas heating rate is also calculated from the product of dElds
and the photoelectron flux as
P
e
 (3) (dE/de) 0T (E,$)dE	 (3.25)
where 4T (E,$) is the photoelectron flux. But the quantity (cElde) depends on
the energy of the photoelectrons in a more complex way than that given in
(3.27) since collisions of photoelectrons with neutrals are not ignored. Also
tT (E,a) depends on the photoelectron energy.
dE ^ 1 dE s
 -) E E v J
	
(3.29)
T, 
I	
r'c k
where vki is the single collision frequency, v 0 is the photoelectron velo-
city, and 	 is the mean energy lost per collision of the j type.
vk'j s nk q ok (q)	 (3.,-,0)
where n  is the density of the k-th particle, g is the relative velocity of
of the colliding particles, q a ( l - 'V=I, and Cj(q) is the velocity depend-
ent cross section for the event j.
The photoelectron flux energy spectrum has been calculated by M4xntrs
[1973]. In his calculations pitch angle distributions and the effect of the
photoelectron flux from the conjugate ionosphere are taken into account.
The lower limit of the heat input integral (3.28) is taken to be leV since
electron temperatures at altitudes below 300 km have energies less than this
value.. In Figure 3.3 profiles of the electron heating rate are shown for
solar zenith angle X = 00 and 90°.
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Figure 3.3 Thermal electron heating rates [after Mantas, 1973].
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3.S Other Energy Sourcee for EZeetrone
Although photoelectron heating is the major source of heating for the
ambient thermal electrons, one cannot ignore other possible sources of heat
for electrons. Electrons can gain heat through interactions with electric
fields or Joule heating. Electrons can also be heated by hot neutrals.
Charge particles drift through the neutral gas when there is an electric
f
`
	
	 field and a magnetic field applied to a region in the atmosphere. This
drifting causes collisions between neutrals and charged particles which act
to limit the final transport velocity of the charged particles. Now since
the final transport velocity is lowered due to the neutral and charged parti-
cle collisions, motion is converted into random thermal energy. This energy
is important in the auroral atmosphere [WaZker, 1971]. The rate of energy
transfer for electrons is small compared with that for ions. The electrons
are not heated significantly by the electric fields because the mass factor
is much greater for ions. This heating is only important in the auroral
ionosphere because the field-aligned currents are a result of auroral electron
precipitation. The heating can be ignored at lower latitudes where electron
precipitation is not significant.
Joule heating can also be caused by collisions due to differing transport
velocities of electrons and ions. Thus, electric currents flow and the elec-
tron heating rate follows from the M^ equation (3.S) and the Coulomb interac-
tion equation (3.111). The Joule heating rate is given by
J  = me V  (ue - ui ) 2 g(v/a)
	
(3.31)
where	 g(v/a) = 3TN4(a/v) 3 erf(v/a) - 3/2(a/v) 2 exp( -v2/a2 )	 (3.32)
V ' Ue ui ,	 a2	 2kTe/me
	 (3.33)
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and ve is mean electror.-ion collision frequency.
Electron heating by hot neutrals is possible because of the presence of
significant numbers of hot neutrals. Energetic oxygen atoms with character-
istic temperatures as high as 5400 K have been found to have a significant
number density above 1000 km under quiet solar activity condition and above
1600 km under active conditions [ Rohrbaugh and Nisbet, 1973]. Thermal elec-
trons can be heated by these hot neutrals through elastic collisions. Cal-
culations shown below indicate that this source of heat for electrons is much
smaller than heating by photoelectrons.
If,	 n(0) = 104 cm 3	 (3.34)
<E>0 a 0.7 eV a 5400 K	 (3.35)
where n(0) is the concentration of the energetic oxygen atoms and <E> 0 is the
average energy of these 0 atoms. In equation (3.35), a Maxwellian velocity
distribution is assumed to exist, since the mean free path is very long and
these energetic oxygen atoms have a collision frequency which allows a random
distribution around the average squared velocity. The energy transfer rate
for elastic collisions between electrons and 0 atoms is given by [Banks,
1966a].
LeO - -3.74 X 10-18 nen(0) Teh (Te- T)	 (3.36)
With ne = 1 x 104 cm-3 , Te = 3000 K, and T = 5400 K, one has
LeO = 4.9 x 10-5 ev cm-3 3 -1 .	 (3.37)
Now, for the photoelectron heating rate at 1000 km one has [Mantas, 19731
X= 0° Q= 7 x 10-1 ev cm-3 s-1
X = 900 Q - 1.5 ev cm-3 s-1
	
(3.38)
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x is solar zenith angle, Q is photoelectron heating rate. Comparison of 
Leo
with Q indicate that heating through energy transfer between electrons and
energetic oxygen atoms can be neglected during the day.
Another source of electron heating is energy gained through de-excitation
of the vibrational levels of nitrogen which have characteristic temperatures
of about 3100 K [Walker, 1968]. This nitrogen vibrational energy is pro-
duced by the collisions with photoelectrons due to the large cross sections
for vibrational excitation of molecular nitrogen by electrons. This source
of electron heating is principally effective in the E region (100-140 km).
It will be neglected in F-region electron heating.
3.6 Energy Losses of Electrons for Elastic CoUisione
Elastic collisional energy transfer between mixed gases having separate
Maxwellian velocity distributions is one of the physical processes by which
electrons lose energy. A deeper physical insight into this process can be
achieved by considering a simple model of energy transfer.
First, the average energy loss per collision of a single particle of
mass ml and kinetic energy E1 traveling through a gas composed of particles
of mass m2
 and average energy e 2 is [Huxley and Crompton, 1962]
Ae 1 - -[2m1m2/(ml + m2) 2 ] (el - E2)	 (3.39)
The rate at which the single particle loses energy per unit time is given
by the single particle w1!ision frequency
v12 - n29 qD	 (3.40)
where n2 is the ambient gas number density, g is the relative velocity given
previously, qD is the velocity dependent momentum transfer cross section,
q  = 2n f c(g,©)(1 - cos0) sin0 d0	 (3.41
S8
and c(g,@) is the differential scattering cross section.
The average rate of energy transfer of a single particle follows from
(3.39) and (3.40) as
U _ 21,12 
ff ' 
ml+m2 (E 1  c2)v12
(3.42)
Now, the total average energy transfer exchange rate follows from com-
bining the average rate of energy transfer of a single particle of Maxwellian
gas mixed with the original gas as
dam-- elm---'f n  (s l - c2)v12	 (3.43)(ml + m2)
U  = in lmlvl 2
 = nlel 	 (3.44)
where 
el is now the average energy of particles with mass m l , and v12 is the
average collision frequency which takes into account the many different rela-
tive velocities between the various gas particles.
The result (3.43) shows that the energy exchange rate can be decomposed
into three factors: mass ratio, a difference in average particle energy, and
an energy transfer collision frequency. The first two quantities are inde-
pendent of the mode of interaction between the two gas species. The colli-
sion frequency contains the factors which depend on interparticle forces.
The exact result for the total average energy exchange rate is given by
[DesZoge, 1962]
dUl	 (M1m2)7J2(Ti - T2 )
r 
S	 2
dt -4nnln2	 + m 2 2nk 3 2 m T + m T 5/2 ^0 9 4
D (9) exp ( -K9 )d9
(ml	 2 ) (	 )	 ( 2 1
	 1 2)
(3.45)
J"•
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1	 .
where	 V  ' j 7 m1v12 fl d' 1 (3.46)
K = (2kTl/ml + Wl/m2) -1 (3.47)
qD(g) = 2w
J 
a(g,@)(1 - cos8) sin8 d8 (3.48)
U	 - gas total k1netic Energy
n	 - particle number density
M	 - particle mass
T	 - Maxwellian temperature
k	 - Boltzmann's constant
g	 - relative velocity between particles
qD(g) - velocity dependent momentum transfer cross section
V	 - particle velocity in laboratory system
d3v	 - velocity space volume element
8	 - center of mass scattering angle
o(g,®)- differential scattering cross section
f	 - velocity distribution function
If one lets
QD = K3 g5 qD (g) exp(-Kg2)dg (3.49)
and	
v12	 y n2 9 QD (3.50)
where
`3
F =	 flf2lvl - v Id 3V d 3212	 (3.51)
or if fl and f2 are Maxwellian velocity distributions
9 = (8k/,r)h (T1/ml + T2/m2)h	 (3.52)
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and	 sl • kTl and f2 = kT2
then
^ _ - 3rt1 m-- 12 )2 k(T1 - T2)v12	 (3.S3)(ml t m2)
There is an arbitrary numerical factor of 4/3 which has been noted by Nicolet
[1953] in an analysis of electron collision frequencies based upon an analysis
of collision integrals and diffusion coefficients derived by the velocity dis-
tribution method. Since me 	m2 , for electrons QD becomes
QD = (	
T.
v5 qD(v) exp( -%v2J2kTe)dve	(3.S4)
e o
To apply this equation to electron -neutral collisions one must have
analytical expressions for the momentum transfer dross sections. But unfor-
tunately these results don ' t exist and one must use laboratory results. A
description of the current methods used to measure elastic electron -neutral
momentum transfer cross sections can be found in McDaniel [ 1964], and Hasted
[1964]. Empirical expressions are found for qD for the atmospheric gases and
are presented in the following sections.
3.6.1 Molecular nitrogen. Pack and PheZps [ 1961] have measured the
drift velocity of electrons under the influence of a constant electric field.
Their data for the electron momentum transfer cross section for electron
energies between 0 . 02eV and O . leV can be represented by the equation
qD = 1.88 x 10-15 Eh cm 	 (3.55)
where E is the electron energy measured in eV. For energies above O.leV
there is a correction which has been found by Englehardt et al. [ 1964] who
calculated q  from measurements of electron mobilities and diffusion coeffi-
cients. The data gives
i
a	 _—
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1
qD n (1.83 - .73E) x 10
-15 
cm2 	(3.S6)
Substituting this equation into the 4D equation gives
i
QD(N2) n (2.82 - 9.44 x 10
-3 
To )Ts ^c 10-
17
 cm
2
	(3.S7)
'` =	 which is valid over the range 100 K < Ts < 4S00 K.
3.6.2 * ZeouUw oxygen. The Boltzmann equation can be used to evalu-
ate the drift velocity, the diffusion coefficient, and the electron mobility
in molecular oxygen if the cross sections are known. Measurements of elec-
i
tron mobility and diffusion coefficients can be compared with predicted
values. Therefore, the momentum transfer cross sections can be adjusted so
the predicted and measured values of electron mobility and diffusion coeffi-
cients agree within 20 percent. Hake and Phelps [1967] have done this analy-
sis and their results are shown in Figure 3.4. As a first order approxima-
tion to this data one has
qD = (2.2 + S.IEh) x 10-16 cm2 	(3.58)
which applies over the range 0.02 < E < 1.0 eV.
Substituting qD into the QD equation gives
QD (02) = (2.2 + 7.86 x 10-2 Teh) x 10-16 cm2 	(3.59)
which applies over the range 150 K < Te < 5000 K.
3.6.3 Atomic oxygen. The experimental results for atomic oxygen give
only total scattering cross sections due to the chemical activity of oxygen
in any closed container. The momentum transfer scattering cross section can
be calculated theoretically from quantum theory partial wave phase shifts as
qD . 4^ 1 (1 + 1) sing n R	 (3.60)
k 	 t=0
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Figure 3.4 Momentum transfer cross sections for 0 2 [adapted
from Hake and PheZpe, 19671.
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where kl r (2amsvelh) is wave number, h is Planck's constant, t is the angu-
lar momentum quantum number, and n t is the partial wave phase shift due to
the action of the scattering potential. The phase shifts can be calculated
from measurements of photodetachment cross sections [Cooper and Martin, 19621.
If one accepts that the values for the scattering phase shifts are good for
for determining the momentum transfer cross section for atomic oxygen then
[Banke, 1966a]
q  = (3.4 t 1.0) x 10-16 cm2
	 (3.61)
or	 VD (0) n (3.4 f 1.0) x 10-16 cm 	 (3.62)
independent of the electron temperature for Te
 < 4000 K.
3.6.4 Atcmio hydrogen. Like atomic oxygen, there are no experimental
measurements for the electron-hydrogen momentum transfer cross section.
Theoretical calculations of scattering phase shifts for electrons in hydrogen
[9nith et aZ., 1962] can be used to calculate both total cross sections and
momentum transfer cross sections via equation (3.60). These predicted total
cross sections agree with measurements of total cross sections -L#,y Braahman
et aZ. [1958] and so errors in the calculation of the momentum transfer
cross sections should not be too large. Using equation (3.60) and the results
of Smith et aZ. [1962] and fitting a suitable analytic expression for the
energy dependence gives
q  w (54.7 - 28.7 8) x 10-16 cm 
	
(3.63)
and	 QD(H) n (54.7 - 7.42 x 10 -3Te) x 10-16 Cm 	 (3.64)
over the temperature range 150 K < T  < 5000 K.
3.6.5 Helium. The experimental data for electron-helium momentum
transfer cross sections give a constant cross section of S.6 x 10-16 
em 
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[Pack and Phelps, 1961 1 over the energy range 0.0 to 0.4 eV. Thus,
Q0(He) n S.6 x 10-16 cm2 	(3.6S)
which is independent of the electron temperature over the range 0 < Te <
6000 K. The error is within 10% because of the good agreement between ex-
perimental data.
The values of Qn for the different atmospheric gases are shown in Figure
3.S which are calculated from the analytic formulas given previously. The
errors involved in using these expressions can be estimated by considering
how close they agree with experimental data and by the accuracy of the ex-
perimental data. For molecular nitrogen and molecular oxygen the uncertainty
in QD is approximately 20 percent or less [Engtehardt et at., 1964; Hake and
Phelps, 19671. 3 (He) is accurate to within 10 percent, but for atomic hy-
drogen and atomic oxygen QD should be less than 25 percent and 30 percent,
respectively based on quantum calculaiions.
3.6.6 Charged particles. The momentum transfer cross section for
charged particles can be calculated from equation (3.48) and the Rutherford
differential scattering cross section
2 20 0,g) alb  cosec 4(9/2)
2vg
(3.66)
where u is the two particle reduced mass, 
`1,2 are the respective atomic
chargfss, a is the electron charge and a is the center of mass scattering
angle. Integrating a(e,g) over e, one gets
ww
	 2 2
qD(g) = 8n Z^ In (,^ cos e )	 (3.67)
where 0  is minimu= scattering angle determined from the parameters of the
charged particles. The relation between the impact parameter, b, the
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scattering angle, 8, and the relative velocity, g, is given by
(1 - cos e) - ----- --- 	(3.68)
1 + (b/b0)
where b0 = z iz2e2 lug 2 , other quantities defined previously. The minimum
scattering angle em can be calculated from this equation when b is a maximum,
b i . Calculation of the maximum impact parameter, bi , follows from consider-
ing the shielding of charge due to electrostatic polari-ation effects [Cohen
et at., 1950]. The Debye length, De , which represents the maximum distance
over which microscopic density fluctuations are correlated by random electric
fields, can also be used as the effective range of the Coulomb interaction
and so can be used in equation (3.68) as the maximum impact parameter. Since
De>>b0
z z e 2 2	 ug2D
q  = 1617	 1 22	 in	 2e	 (3.69)2ug	 z 1  2e
which is the momentum transfer cross section between two arbitrary charged
particles.
The argument of the logarithm in equation (3.69) can be expressed in
terms of the c::nter of mass energy of the colliding particles, E, as
ug2De	 2EDeA=__ =„2
z iz 2e	 ziz2e
(3.70)
Calculat3.ons of in A for various particle energies and Debye lengths are
shown in Table 3.1 where z  = z 2
 = 1. For the earth's atmosphere particles
energies and Debye lengths are such that the approximation In A = 15 can be
used with an uncertainty of less than 10%.
Using (3.70), (3.69) and (3.49) for two gases with different Maxwellian
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temperatures one gets
axe2QD 	-^ 2—	In A	 (3.71)
(Tl/ml + T2/md
which applied to charged particles of arbitrary mass and charge.
3.6.7 Electron collision frequencies and energy transfer rates. The
momenti. .m transfer cross section for electron -neutral elastic collisions
derived in the previous sections can be used to calculate electron energy
transfer collision frequencies and energy transfer rates via equations (3.S0)
and (3.53). The final results are given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
For charged particle the electron energy transfer collision frequency
and energy transfer rate has been calculated by Banks [1966a]. With
In A = 15, the collision frequency is
V  = (54 ± 5) ni/Te3/2 sec-1
	
(3.72)
and the energy transfer rate is
dU	 (T -T.)
-	 _ - (7.7 ± 0 .8) x 10-6neni	 a	 3Z2 eV cm-3sec-1 	(3.73)
A. TZ e
where A,
Z 
is the ioh atomic mass in amu.
Note in equation (3.73) that for a fixed T.71 there occurs a maximum
energy transfer rate at T  = 3Ti . If the temperature dependence of the term
In A where included in (3.73) one has instead T  = 3.5T z. Equation (3.73)
is important since it expresses energy transfer between charged particles in
a single equation.
3.7 Energy Losses of Electrons Through Inelastic Collisions
Besides elastic collisions, inelastic collisions are also important for
electron cooling. Flectrone can excite neutral particles and thereby trans-
fer some of their energy to the neutral particles. Rotational, vibration,
91
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TABLE 3.2
Electron energy transfer collision frequencies for elastic
collisions with atmospheric neutral particles.
Neutral	
Collision frequency
/(4/3 n WANT /m
species	 en	 e	 e e
N2
	
(2.82 - 9.44 x 10 -3 1e h )T e h x 10-17
02
	
(2.2 + 7.86 x 10 -2 Ted)
 
x 10-16
0	 (3.4 ± 1.0) x 10-16
H	 (54.7 - 7.42 x 10-3 
Te) x 10-16
H	 5.6 x 10-16
e
1 v
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TABLE 3.3
Electron energy transfer rates for elastic collisions
with atmospheric neutral particles.
Neutral	 Energy transfer-1
	
3
Species	 rate	 - M, (eVs cm )
N2	n(N2)ne(Te - n) 1.77 x 10 -19 (1 - MS x 10-3 
eh)Te
02
	n(02)ne(e - n) 1.21 x 10-18 (1 + 3.57 x 10-2 
eh)Teif
0	 n (0)ne (Te - n) 3.74 x 10-18 e
H	 n(H)ne(Te - n) 9.63 x 10 -16 (i - 1.35 x 10-4 Te)Teh
He
	n(He)ne( e - n) 2.46 x 10-17 Teh
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electronic, and fine-structure excitations by thermal electrons are possible
for the atmospheric neutral particles N„ 020 0, H. and tie.V
Electronic excitation of N2 is not a significant energy loss process
for electrons in the ionosphere due to the relatively large excitation poten-
tial of the first excited state (6.2 eV). The electronic excitation poten-
tials of H and He are larger than for N 2
 so energy loss through electronic
excitations of N2 , H, and He can be neglected in the ionosphere. For 0 the
first excited state, 0( 1D) lies 1.97 eV above the ground state 0( 3P). Thus,
for electron temperatures greater than about 23000 K electron impact excita-
tion of the 1D state can be important. Since electron temperatures in the
F region are much less than 23000 K, electronic excitation of 0 is also not
important.
The excitation of the second excited state of atomic oxygen 0( 1S) is
not a significant energy loss process for electrons since the excitation
potential of 4.2 eV is too large for ionospheric electrons.
The electronic excitation potential for 0 2 (a 1A9) lies only 0.96 eV above
the ground state. But due to very small excitation cross section leading to
02 (a 1 A 9) [Schulz and Dowell, 1962] this is not a significant sink of electron
thermal energy.
Electron energy loss rates from electron-impact-induced transitions of
the fine-structure levels of atomic oxygen are important because the 3P0
 and
3P1 levels are 0.028 and 0.020 eV above the ground state 3P2 level and must
be included in the electron energy balance equation. This cooling is brought
about by the collision process
e + 0( 3 P r)-t- e + 0(3PJt )
	 (3.74)
The distribution of levels J follows from assuming that the reaction
t
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(3.74) proceeds rapidly. The distribution is given by [DaZgarno and Degges,
1968]
nJ 
n(2J + 1) exp(-EJ/k7n)	
(3.75)
JEC (2J + 1) exp(-EJ/kTn)
where n is the number density of atomic oxygen, EJ
 is the energy of the state
with total angular momentum J and n is the neutral particle gas temperature.
The time rate of change of the electron energy E through excitation and de-
excitation of the fine structure levels of atomic oxygen is given by
dV 2s v JEO nJ Jip (EJ - EJ O Q(J, J', E)at— (3.76)
where v is the electron velocity, and Q(J, J', E) is cross section for col-
lision (3.74). The cross section Q(J, J', E) can be calculated from theoreti-
cally derived collision strengths. Breig and Lin [1966] were the first to
derive these collision strengths. More recently Tmnbe and Henry [1976] and
LeDourneuf and Neebet [1976] have recalculated these collision strengths.
Cross sections calculated from these more recent data are shown in Table 3.4.
The mean rate of change of E can be calculated from [DaZgarno and Degges,
1968]
7. 2
TT_ 2n (nkTe)-3/2 (2/me
)1/Z 
J=0 nJ
x
 fo 
E exp(-E/kTe) J'#J (EJ -
 EJ' ) Q(J, J ', E) dE	 (3.77)0
where the electrons were assumed to have a Maxwellian velocity distribution
with characteristic temperature Te . The mean cooling rates are shown in Fig-
ure 3.6. To a first approximation the cooling rates of Figure 3.6 can be
represented by
I It
.. °L:
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TABLE 3.4
Total cross sections for de-excitation of the
spin-multiplet levels of 01 by electron impact.
	
Electron	 Cross
	
2
Transition (J-►J' )	 Energy (K)	 Section ( '^^0 )
1-+2	 20000
	 0. S435
	
10000	 0.5193
	
5000	 0.4988
	
2000	 0.4577
	
1000	 0.3999
	
S00	 0.2841
0+2	 20000 0.4230
10000 0.4609
5000 0.4672
2000 0.4262
1000 0.3472
500 0.1894
0+1
	 20000 0.5469
10000 0.4183
5000 0.3536
2000 0.3078
1000 0.2841
500 0.2525
Q (J—*,T	 2 SI W J) l (2J + 1)(kl)..
t
_s	 J-
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Figure 3.6 Mean cooling rates for electron impact induced fine-
structure transitions in atomic oxygen.
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dVe 
-3.4 x 10- nn (0)[S + 3 exp(-E2/kTn) + exp(-E3/kTn)]-1
x Te
l/2, {(.81
 
+ 8.6 x 10-5 Te) E2 [exp(-E2/kTe) - exp(-E2/kTn)]
+ (.32 + 8.7 x 10-S Te) E3 [exp(
-
E3/kTe) - exp(-E3/kTn)]
+ ( . 32 + 8.9 x 10-S Te) El [exp( -El /k e) - exp( -E1/kTn)])
(3.78)
where El - 0.00833 eV, E2 - 0.01965 eV, E3 : 0.02798 eV, and k = 8.62 x 10 -5
eV K 1 . The integrals in equation ( 3.77) are approximately equal to coefficients
of the terms [exp(-E/kTe) - exp( -E/kTn)] in equation (3.78). The cooling rate is
proportional to (Te - n) as Te approaches Tn.
Election cooling by vibrational excitation of 0 2
 has been calculated by
Lane and Da Zgamio [1969]. Their results are shown in Figure 3.7. Although
the results show that the heat loss by vibrational excitation of 0 2 is not a
dominant heat loss process, it may contribute up to 20% of the total hea l loss
in the E region. So, it must be included in any accurate quantitative study
of the thermal balance in the E region. The electron cooling rate by vibra-
tional excitation of 0 2 can be represented by
dLIe
= - 8 x 10
-16n(02 ) ne (I - n) Te l/2 eV cm-3 s-1	 (3.79)
The vibrational excitation of N 2 is a more efficient electron cooling process
than rotational excitation of N, for electron temperatures above 1500 K
[Dalgarno and Henry, 1965]. In Table 3 . 5 cooling rates due to vibrational
excitation of N2
 from Fees et aZ. [1967] are presented.
Electron cooling through rotational excitation of 0 2 has been calculated
by DaZgarno et. a7. [1968]. They used the expression
W
a	 ^.
v'e
—Ic
OJ
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Figure 3.7 Electron cooling rates by vibrational
excitation of 0, [after Lane and
D 7 ar*no, 1969]`
TABLE 3.S
Cooling rates through vibrational excitation
of N2
 (after Da Zgarno et aZ. 1967),
dV
-t • -ne n(N2) R
To
e
R
200 3 x 10-19 2S00 1 x 10-11
300 7 x 10-17 3000 S x 10-11
S00 7 x 10-15 3S00 1 x 10-10
1000 2 x 10-13 4000 3 x 10-10
1500 8 x 10 13 4500 2 x 10-9
2000 2 x 10 12 S000 7 x 10-9
w
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rt n -n@n (02 ) 7 x 10-14 (re  1/2
T) 
eV cs 3 sea l	 (3.80)
T+
o
where n(02) is the number density of 02 and the other quantities have been
given previously.
Rotational excitation of N2 has been studied by DaZgarno and Moffett
[1963]. The computed cross sections are in satisfactory agreement with the
analysis of the experimental swarm experiments of Engelhardt et aZ. [1964].
They can be represented by the cooling rate
d^ _ -nen(N2) 2 x 10
-14 
(Ta - 
n)ITs112 eV cm 
3 
s-1	 (3.81)
with a possible uncertainty of a factor of 2.
3.8 ThermaZ Conduction
Particle collisions determine the thermal conductivity. In ionized
gases charge separation electric fields have the effect of limiting the flow
of electrons. Thus, electric fields tend to reduce the effective thermal
conductivity.
Owing to the dependence of the thermal conductivity of a gas of charged
upon ;he inverse square root of the mass of the particle, the thermal con-
duct`vity of the electron gas is much larger than that for the ion gas
[Chapman and Cowling, 1970; Spitaer, 1962]. Nevertheless, the ion thermal
conductivity cannot be ignored comp*Rely since at high altitudes the rate
of energy transfer from electrons to ions is slow. Thus, ion conduction will
be important in determining ion temperature profiles.
3.8.1 Electron thermal conduction. The importance of the electron
thermal conductivity in tht electron energy balance equation was studied by
Ceisler and BowhiZZ [1965]. In their work three situations that probably
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could be found withi;t the ionosphere were investigated. The first case is
that of an overheated electron gas at all altitudes. In this case the effect
of thermal conduction is to conduct downward the excess heat through a strong
electron temperature gradient to the heat sink in the lower thermosphere.
The second case is that there is heat sink at high altitudes where heating of
electrons is slow. In this case even a small temperature gradient will re-
sult in a heat flux that is sufficient to exceed the capacity of the heat
sink and so the electron gas is not cooled by the heat sink. The third case
is t..at the electron gas is only overheated in the region between 200 and
2S0 km. This case leads to a temperature maximum around 200 km and the tem-
perature is controlled by neutral cooling rather than by thermal conduction
at the maximum.
The calculation of the electron thermal conductivity is carried out by
considering the mean free path within a weakly ionized gas. This permits the
separation of the collision effects of neutral and charged particles colli-
sions. The effective thermal conductivity can then be found from the indi-
vidual conductivities of neutrals and electrons. This has beou executed by
Banke [1966c] who arrived at
7.7 x 10
5 T 5/2
K	
e	
ev cm 1 sec
-1
 K 1	 (3.82)
e	
Te
	
I + 3.22 x 10 
4 
n	
E 
nnQD
e
where K  is the effective electron thermal conductivity, the summation is
over all neut r:.1 gas species present, Q  is the average momentum transFer
cross section. For low neutral particle number densities this expression
(3.62) reduces to
K = 7.7 x 105 T 
e 
5/2 ev cm
-1
 sec
-1 K-1	 (3.83)
e
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which is the equation derived by Spitzer 119621 for a fully ionized gas.
The effect of the neutral atmosphere on the electron thermal conductivity
for several values of 
a
 is shown in Figure 3.8. The "transition between the
fully ionized csse and the partially ionized case of (3.82) occurs when the
curves depart from the horizontal.
The effect of the earth's magnetic field on the thermal conductivity is
important since the thermal conductivity is anisotropic with different values
parallel and perpendicular to the field lines [Chapman and Cowling, 19701.
The value of the thermal conductivity is unaffected when temperature gradients
are parallel to the magnetic field. The perpendicular component is reduced
by the factor ve/(ve2 + a e 2 ) [Chapman and Cowling, 1970] where v  is the mean
collision frequency and Q  is the electron cyclotron frequency or gyrofrequency.
In the earth's atmosphere v e/(ve2 + 11e2 ) << 1 since v  = 10-9
 nn sec-1 and
a  = 106 sec. Thus, only electron temperature gradients parallel to the field
lines will be effective in transporting energy through the electron gas.
At high altitudes the electron temperature profile can be determined
from thermal conduction alone. The heating and cooling terms in equation
(3.14) can be neglected. If steady state is assumed and the effect of exter-
nal forces is ignored, then the electron temperature can be calculated from
aT
U— e - TY - 0
Integrating one gets
K 
aTe 
K 
aTe
e az	 a az l a
or	 T 
S/2 aTe - 
 
	
aTe
e	 az 
[Ta]S12
 e	 az la
(3.84)
where the subscript a refers to some reference altitude. Integrating again
gives
.Ir Ai 1.
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Figure 3.8 The effect of the neutral atmosphere on the
electron thermal conductivity (After Btznka
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f (,,a)7/2
   + 7 [,,a]S/2 a	 (xa) 2/7
 
^ a
8 1n T
or	
Te ' %a(1 7' Ts a (B-0) 2/7	 (3.85)
showing that the electron temperature must continually rise with altitude.
The presence of the heat flux can be inserted into (3.85) g.'ving
( ea) 7/2 7 q (a-a) 2/7	 (3.86)
where On 
is the heat flux at some reference altitude.
3.8.2 Ion therwZ conduction. Although ion thermal conductivity is not
important at lower altitudes it can be effective in keeping the ion tempera-
ture significantly below the electron temperature at high altitudes [&anke,
1967b]. Thermal energy flows along the lines of magnetic field when there is
a gradient in the ion temperature. Generally, heat flux for a single ion is
given by
Qi = - Xi 
"Ti
	 (3.87)
but diffusion and thermal diffusion can alter this expression when the ion
temperature is small and when ion densities are large. The importance of
diffusion heating or cooling due to ion transport can be calculated by com-
paring the term
aT.
(y nek) (u ^ + T Tis)
Fe
(3.88)
K	 aQ ,
with
where u is the ion diffusion velocity, a is the vertical coordinate, and n^,
is the electron concentration. In Table 3.6 are shown some calculations of
j	 diffusive heating and thermal flux from conduction where the ionization fluxes
have been taken from Table 2.3.
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The calculation of the ion thermal conductivity Ki for a single ion gas
of atomic mass Ai has been performed by Chapman and Coating [1970] and is
K,i n 4.6 x 104 (2z.'M t) 1/2 eV cm-' sec-1 K-1
	 (3.89)
where the second approximation correction has been used. Below 500 km the
ion conductivity is damped because of ion-neutral collisions, and is divided
by [1 + 3.22 x 104 (Ti2/ni) E nn QB].
f	 h ionosphere and single onWhen there is a mixture o ions in t e   sphere	 a si g i tom-
	
perature is assumed, then the thermal conductivity must be adjusted to take 	 s
into account the different values of the thermal conductivity for each indi-
vidual ion. The exact expression is difficult to obtain but a density
weighted thermal conductivity can be ::sed as [Banks, 1967a]
Ki n 1.2 x 104 [n(0+) + 2n(H+) + 4n(He+)]/ne	(3.90)
which is accurate to within several percent in binary mixtures. (n(0 +) is the
number density of 0+ ions, n(H+) is the number density of H+ ions, and n(He+)
is the number density of He + ions). When there is a mixture of ions and sepa-
rate ion temperatures are calculated, then equation (3.89) is used for thermal
conduction of each individual ion. The solution for the separate ion tempera-
tures is discussed later in Chapter 6. The effects of icon-neutral ,.ollisions
which is included in the Plectron thermal conductivity can be neglected abov-
300 km.
3.9 Energy .Sources for Ions
The major source of heating of ions is energy transfer through Coulomb
collisions with thermal electrons. The energy transfer rate has been calcu-
lated previously and is given in equation (3.73).
In addition to heating by the electron gas, ions can be heated through
dissipation of wave energy, or through electric fields, chemical reactions,
or inelastic collisions. But experimental observations indicate that the
electron gas is the primary source of ion heating altitudes above 300 km.
Incoherent scatter measurements of Ahm 119691 and
	
m and Hsu [1974] show
that the ion temperatures are always equal to or less than the electron tem-
perature. This implies that the electron gas is the major ion heat source.
Different ion species can have separate temperatures. H * ions are heated
to higher temperatures than 0♦ ions due to the larger collision frequency of
electron with He ions. Thus, H^ ions can transfer energy to the cooler 0+
ions through Coulomb collisions, and H* ions are then an energy source for 0^
ions.
Below 300 km, the effects of neutral winds, electric fields, and elec-
tric currents can cause ion heating through conversion of bulk transport into
random thermal motions. This is ion Joule heating. Also, since heat produc-
tion a.nd energy loss are governed by the same collisional processes, the ion
temperature . can be found from (3.14) when steady-state conditions apply as
Ti a n + mn (Ui - un ) 2J3k
	
(3.91)
Generally, electric fields and neutral wands are not large enough to have a
significant effect in raising the ion temperature above the neutral tempera-
tune.
3,10 Energy Lasses for Ions
There exist for ions three methods of energy loss: ion-neutral elastic
collisions, ion-ion Coulomb collisions, and ion-neutral resonant charge ex-
change. The process of ion -neutral resonant charge exchange is fundamentally
elastic in nature but it cannot be described by the equation of collisional
energy transfer. This is discussed later in Section 3 . 10.2. The analysis
of laboratory and theoretical cross section data are used to obtain the res-
onance ion-neutral energy transfer rates. In the following subsections the
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collision frequency and energy transfer equations are discussed for elastic
ion-neutral and ion-ion collisions.
3.10.1 Ion-neutrat ootZirtone; The energy transfer rata for two gases
with Maxwellian velocity distributions characterized by the ta"ratures Tl
and fit and particle masses M1 and M2 is given by equation (3.53). Accurate
expressions for both energy transfer rates and collisions Frequencies can
easily be derived from equation (3.53) once the velocity dependent momentum
transfer cross section is known. At low temperatures the induced dipole
attraction with a=potential of Q * - a 02 /2r2 is'the most important ion-	
1t
neutral interaction (a is the neutral atom polarizability, and Yr is the ra-
dial separation). Using this relation it is found that the average momentum
transfer collision--cross suction is proportional to (T l ♦
 72)
-1/2 
and that
the collision frequency is independent of the temperature.
The induced dipole force of attraction is countered by a short-range
F
quantum mechanical repulsion at temperatures greater than 300 K. The nature
of this repulsive force is linked directly to the details of the ion and neu-
tral orbital electron structures. This creates a problem since there are
almost no data available for either the %toss sections or collision frequen-
cies for ion-neutral collisions at high temperatures. Thus, ion-neutral
energy transfer rates are somewhat uncertain. The rates are estimated by
using the low temperature polarization interaction with a suitable truncated
repulsive potential to account for short range quantum effects.
Datgarw et aZ. (1968] has evaluated the ion-neutral interaction po-
tential by assuming the polarization potentials at distances greater than a
small atomic radius and an elastic sphere repulsive potential at distances
less than this atomic radius to simulate quantum repulsive effects. The
e
..A
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ion-neutral collision frequency for singly charged ions is given by
v,^n 2.6 x 10-9 %(%/uin)1/2 see -1 	(3.92)
where a  is the neutral gas atomic polarizability in units of 10 -24 cm3 , and
Vin is the ion-neutral reduced mass in amu. The ion-neutral elastic energy
transfer rate is calculated from equation (3.53) as
dUi
Mr * - 2.6 x 10-4 A---n -I vin (T - Tn) eV cm'3 sec-1
(Ai + An)
(3.93)
where A is the atomic mass of the indicated particle. In Table 3.7 are
sham the ion energy loss rates to the atmospheric gases where the polariza-
bilities are from Banks and Kookarts 11973]. The differences in the rates
are due mainly to changes in the mass factors rather than changes in the ato-
mic polarizability.
3.10.2 Ion-ion oottisivns. In studies of ionospheric thermodynamics a
single ion temperature is often used throughout the ionosphere. However,
Banks [1967a] has shown that a temperature difference exists between H + and
0+ ions and between He* and 0+ ions. This difference is largest for H + and
0+ ions and has a maximum of 200 K in the region between 2S0 and 650 ka.
The important factor limiting the size of the temperature difference is the
rapid ion-ion energy exchange rate. The Coulomb interaction determines the
ion-ion energy transfer frequency which follows from equation (3.71). The
ion-ion energy transfer rate is calculated from equation (3.S3) using equa-
tion (3.71) as
dt!	 3.3x10-4nn (1' -T)
-	 1 2 1	 2	
eV co-3 sec' 1	(3.94)
A IA2 [(T1/A 1 ) + (T21A2)1
tg
so
TABLE 3.7
Ion energy loss rates for elastic collisions with
atmospheric gases (after Bmtke, 1967b).
Neutral
Species Ion Energy loss rates (10 -14eV cm 
3 
sec 1)
N2 0+ 6" n(0+)n(N2)(Ti - Tn)
02 0+ S.8 n (0+)n (02) (Ti n)
He 0+ 2.8 N(0+)n(He)(Ti - n)
N2 H+ 3.1 n(N2)n(H+)(Ti
- n)
02 H+ 2.8 n(02)n(H+) (Ti
- n)
He H+ S.S n(Ha)n(H+) (Ti - Tn)
J. .
_di_ t_ - --s L. _
n g
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where the subscripts apply to the two ion species and A is the ion sass in
asu.
The H+
 ions lose energy to 0+ ions and the 0' ions in turn gain energy
j
	 through 0* - H} Coulomb collisions. This is because H + ions are heated 16
times faster by electrons as shown in equation (3.73).
3.10.3 Resonant ion-neutraZ ctoUia£ons. The importance of charge ex-
change in the ion energy balance equation has been investigated by Banks
[1966b]. In process of exchanging charge both of the original particles tend
to retain its original kinetic energy. Thus, the reaction is flmdamentally
elastic in perserving the total kinetic energy even though the identity of
the ion has changed. Thus, c'4rge exchange provides energetic ions a rapid
way, in which to transfer energy to neutral particles. For many atmospheric
ion-neutral pairs the probability of charge exchange collisions is much larg-
er than that for normal elastic collisions.
The energy loss rate of an ion gas is derived from considering energy
balance in ion production and loss. For Maxwellian velocity distributions
with characteristic temperatures, Ti and n the ion-neutral energy loss rate
is [Banks, 1966b]
d^ " - y nik 7E(Ti - T 	 (3.9S)
where vE is the ion-neutral charge exchange collision frequency. In Table
3.8 are given energy loss rates for ions of the topside ionosphere.
Besides resonant ion-neutral charge exchange collisions between atmos-
pheric gases of the same species, there exists an accidentally resonant charge
exchange between H` and 0. This has been discussed previously in Sep ion 2.2
with regard to hydrogen -ion production and loss. The energy loss rates for
oxygen and hydrogen ions due to charge exchange are [Banks, 1967a]
e`
TABLE 3.8
Resonance charge exchange energy lass rates.
1	 1	 1	 {
Species	 n1 % (T,
	
" t
0+ 0 0	 2.1
H+ , H	 13.0
fife+ , He	3.9
00
8 n(0)n
. 
(H* ) n1/2T 112 )^+	 -3	 -1(N	 eY cm sec	 (3.96)
9 n (0 )n (H)
dUj
- H+-0 = 3.4 x 10-15 n(H+)n(0)Tlj2(H)
x [T(O+) _ 9 n n^ (n3
/T(H♦))1121 eV cm-3 sec_18 n (H*) n (0)
(3.97)
The resonant charge exchange energy loss rates are based un experimental
results reported in (Banks, 1966b). While the maximum error in He*
 - He
charge exchange cross sections is less 1S percent, the maximtna errors associated
with 0+-0, 0+-H, H+-0, and H+-H charge exchange cross sections are less than
11, 10, 10, and 1 percent respectively.
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4. INCOHERENT SCATTER THEORY
4.1 introduction
Information about the teVeraturet of the ions and the electrons and
about the mixture of ions can be obtained from observations of the scattering
of electromagnetic waves from density fluctuations in the medium. .^.ordon
[19S8] was the first to predict that the width of the frequency spectrum would
be determined by a Doppler spread caused by the thermal velocities of the
electrons. Later observations by BowZea [1962] and Pineo et at., [1960]
showed the frequency spectrum to be much narrower than anticipated because the
Doppler spread is determined by the thermal velocity of the ions. The theory
of this phenomenon has been developed by a number of workers [Fejer, 1960,
1961; Dougherty and FaKpy, , 1960; Renau, 1960; and SaZpeter, 1960a, b] and
all arrived at identical conclusions.
Fejer [!961] has developed a theory of scattering of radio waves b y an
ionized gas in thermal equilibrium in the presence of a uniform magnetic field.
This is a generalized treatment in that the results would be used for s,veral
types of ions present and for unequal values of the individual ion tempera-
tures and electron temperature.
Flooreroft [1964] has studied the effects of ionic composition on the
nonmagnetic spectrum. From his work Hagen and You [1974] have deduced the
structure of the protonosphere above Arecibo.
In this chapter attention will be paid to the effects of unequal i.on tem-
peratures on the spectrum where it magnetic field is not present which is rele-
vant for all directions of propagation except those nearly perpendicular to
the magnetic field lines. The ions, 0 +
 and H+ , will he treated and considered
in detail. The ion, He + , is not considered in this treatment because of its
e
H- number density [Rees et at., 1971; GZeeeon and Axford, 19671.
The effects of ionic composition, electron temperature, and Debye length
on the nonmagnetic spectrum will also be considered. The H+ number density
plus the 0+ number density is assumed to equal the electron number density.
Electron temperatures are assumed to be greater than or equal to the ion tem-
peratu=res. This has been shown to exist by a number of experimental observa-
tions of the topside ionosphere [Hagen and Hsu, 1974]. Theoretical expres-
sions for scattering from the thermal density fluctuations in an ionized gas
have been taken from a paper by Fejer [1961]. Computations in this work were
programmed on the H-P 9830, the CDC Cyber 1700, and the IBM 360 at the Univer-
sity of Illinois.
4.2 Incoherent Scatter from a Thermal ftwgnetized PZasma
The influence of ions on the scattering characteristics has been shown
to be important when the exploring wavelength is very much larger than the
Debye length [Dougherty and Farley, 1960; Salpeter, 1960a; Hagfors, 1961].
The Debye length or shielding distance De is
De = (e0kTe/nee 2)1/2 meters	 (4.])
where c 0 is the permittivity of free space, k is Boltzmann's constant, Te is
the electron temperature, n  is the electron density, and a is the charge on
the electron. The scattering can be thought of as arising from density fluc-
tuations brought about by longitudinal oscillations in the plasma. Ion-
-	
acoustic waves and electron-induced waves at the plasma frequency and the
electron gyrofrequency comprise a major part of these oscillations. In the
absence of collisions the frequency spectrum of the scattered power from
rfi
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randomly distributed electrons is
3	 2
SM	
1 - J12 Cj
1 -^ 1 rj
e-1/2a1-1"1% eXp(-W2/a12)
2 3
+ —.
	 2 R-1/2 s^ j-1 n^ 0 exp(-n►2/tt 2)
(4.2)
where
	 nj n kw (2kTj
 / j ) 1/2	 (4.3)
Cj a P, -2 IW-
2 (-1 + 2(w/ 11 j) exp(-w2/nj2)
X MAIM  exp y2dy + i w 1/2 (W/Y exp(-to2/rj2)]
	
(4.4)
JO
pj n (cokT /y2 ) 1/2	 (4.5)
and	 kv • OA	 (4.6)
where A is the transmitted wavelength
Subscript 1 refers to electrons, 2 refers to 0% and 3 refers to H + . The
Thorson scattering coefficient of an electron is
o^ » ( unp` sing/4nm 1 )
2
	(4.7)
where u. is the permeability of free space, y is the angle between the elec-
tric field vector of the incident wave and direction of scattering, and the
other quRntities have been defined previously.
Tn equation (4.2) the first term is called the electronic term and
second term is called the ionic term. For large values of the parameter
a . JfiP 
V
IA the spectrum function is very broad and most of the scattered
power is in the electronic part of the spectrum (FeJer, 1961]. This spectrum
t*
a•
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has a Gaussian shape. For small values of a the spectrum becomes narrow and
the ionic part of the spectrum contains most of the scattered power. It is
i
this feature which allows radar investigation of the ionosphere using appa-
ratus of lower sensitivity. In the topside ionosphere a is generally quite
small. At larger values of a the scattered power can be calculated by use of
f
approximations.
The only term in equation (4.2) which is not analytic is the integral
r
J exp y2dy	 (4.8)
0
This can be expressed as the power series
2 k-1
exp(w2/02j k^l (k-l) 	
W2	 (4.9)
(see Appendix C), or as an asymptotic expansion
7- exp (w2/02)
02	 02 
2	
02 
3	
02 
4
x (1 + — 2 + 3 2 + 1S 2 + 105	 2 + ... )
2w	 2w	 2w	 2t^
Both the power series and the asymptotic expansion used in the calculation
of the power spectrum depends on the magnitude of the quantity, w2/02 . When
w2/02
 is small, the power series is very useful since it converges rapidly.
When w2 /02 becomes large and the power series fails to converge, the asymp-
totic expansion is used with very little error entering into power spectrum
calculations.
Buneman [1962] has shown that the total cross section attributable to
the ionic component when Te = Ti is given by
a W. aeAl + a2 ) (2 + a2 )
	
(4.10)
.J
aiir.
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which approaches 
or 
/2 as a -►
 0. In the topside ionosphere, Ts is often not
equal to Ti. Generally T/rj is in the range 1 to 4. When this is true the
effect of varying Te/Ti on the total echo power can be expressed as
I I	
c = %/0 + a2)(1 + Te/Tti + a2)	 (4.11)
The exact variation of the total cross section a as a function of TejT-
has been calculated by Moorcroft [1963] and is shown in Figure 4.1 for the
case a ♦ 0.
4.3 Charaoterietias of TheoreticaZ Spectra
4.3.1 Spectra for one type of ion. In order to better understand the
more complicated case of two ions, spectra for one type of ion will be re-
viewed and examined first. Power spectra are shown in Figure 4.2
for scatter from ionized gases where the ion present is either oxygen or hy-
drogen for electron-ion temperature ratios T6/Ti of 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0. Only
half of the spectrum is shown since the spectrum is symmetric about the
transmitter frequency. The scale for the power scattered per unit incident
power densiV- (power spectral density) is normalized by the power spectral
density at zero Doppler shift. The frequency scale is normalized by the fac-
tor a(me/8kTe) 1J2 . This indicates that the position of the peak in the spec-
trum depends on 161/2 , since the peak position doesn't change significantly
when the frequency scale is normalized by this factor. Figure 4.2 also shows
that the width of the spectrum is nearly proportional to the square root of
the ion mass. Thus, if the frequency scale is normalized by mi1/2 as is
shown in Figure 4.3, then the peak of the spectrum appears at almost the same
Doppler frequency shift for both 0+ and H+.
The width of the spectrum also depends on the ion temperature. This
is shown in Figure 4.4 for 0+ where TeITi is assumed to be equal to 1. The
! t
r	 -	 r 4•JS..
1
bi :b
1•
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Figure 4.1 Total scattering cross sections as a function of
T ,Im, i for a -+ 0 [after Moor,• -oft , 19631.
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Figure 4.2 Scatter spectra for different values of 
Te/Ti when 0* or
11+ is the scattering ion.
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NORMALIZED SPECTRA FOR THREE IONS
1.0
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DOPPLER SHIFT Of I (Te /T)1/2
Figure 4.3 Spectrum shapes for the ionic component for three ions for
three values of TelTi. These spectra have been plotted
against a frequency scale normalized with respect to the
ion mass and electron temperature so that they may be
compared directly [after Mooreroft, 19641. It can be seen
that the shapes are almost identical in all cases.
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Figure 4.4 Scatter spectra for different values of T.
where TeITi - 1.
R
width of the spectrum increases as T, increases. This characteristic can
be used to calculate T, from experimental data.
When only one type of ion is present and 	 - Ti the calculation of
Tia Te and % is straightforward. ne can be found from the power scattered
per unit volume a. Ti can be calculated from the width of the spectrum (An .
Q is equal to Tz. Generally in the topside ionosphere the ions are hatter
than the electrons. The quantities a and fif are then functions of the tem-
perature ratio T I!ri. However, the height of the peak of the spectrum rela-
tive to the spectrum value at zero Doppler shift, R - max(S(w))JS(0), is a
function only of the temperature ratio. So, if R is measured then Te/Ti can
be found which in turn can be used in the calculation of Ti
 and Ne. Figure
4.S shows the dependence of R on 2./Ti for 0+ and 7(0+) - 1000 K.
4.3.2 Spectra for a mixture of H+ and 0+ with a single ion temperature.
The interpretation of the scattering from an ionized gas is considerably
more complicated when two types of ions are present than when only one kind
is present. The discussion in this section is related to a mixture of H+
and 0+ . This is appropriate for the topside atmosphere since densities of
other ions are very small compared to the combined densities of H+ and 0+.
Mbororoft [1964} has calculated the spectrum for the case where the mass
of one ion is four times the mass of the other ion. This could apply to mix-
tures of 0+ and He* ions or mixtures of H+ and He* ions. Although this anal-
ysis may be useful where the He * density reaches its maximum value, generally
the He+ density is much too small to have any appreciable effect on the
incoherent-scatter spectrum. The effect of He * will therefore be ignored
and the mixture of H+ and 0+ ions will be studied in detail.
While the shapes of spectra for two different ions are similar for a
given temperature ratio, the shape of spectra for a mixture of the two ions
AM
1.0	 1.5	 2.0	 2.5	 3.0
To/TI
Figure 4.5 Spectrum peak-to-center ratio R as a
function of Te/Tz for 0' when T. a 1000 K.
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E	 is quite different from those of either ion alone: This is evident in Fig-
i
ure 4.6 where spectra are shown for various mixtures of q* and H* for a tem-
i
perature ratio of 2.0. This figure also indicates that thu peak-to-center
ratio R is now a function of n(0*)1rag as well as of Ts/Tj which complicates
the calculation of %g j . The R dependencies must be represented by a whole
family of curves rather than a single line as in Figure 4.S. Figure 4.7
shows R as a function of n(0*)/ng and Tg/Tf for mixtures of 0* and H♦.
The appearance of a double hump feature in Figure 4.6 is the result of
the Doppler frequency separation of the 0* peak and the H* peak. The peak
of the H* part of the spectrum doesn't show clearly as a peak until n(0*) /ng
is 0.4 or less. Likewise, the 0* peak doesn 't become.a peak until n(0*)/rag
Is 0.6 or greater. Thus, when n(0*)/ng
 is greater than 0 .4 and less than
0.6 there is no peak in the spectrum and the maximum value of the spectrum
occurs at zero Doppler shift. This makes the determination of Ts/T, or
n(0*)/ne from measurements of R impossible since Tg/Tj and n (0*) /ng can t -t
on many values for a single value of R. Thus, an extra parameter is needed
in order to determine Tg/Tf and n(0*)/n0 when n(0*)/ng is in the range be-
tween 0.4 and 0 .6. When n(0*)/ne is between 0.6 and 1 . 0 and between 0.0 and
0.2. R changer rapidly as n(0*)/ne changes.
In contrast to R, f^ (see Figure 4.8) the width of the spectrum at half
maximum, changes much more rapidly when n(0*)/ne is between 0.2 and 0.6 than
when n(0*)/ne is between 0.0 and 0.2 and between 0.6 and 1.0. When n(0*)/ne
is between 0.8 and 1.0, fh is almost constant and changes only slightly from
one value of 1VT, to another. This makes the determination of n(0*)/ne and
Te/Ti from	 measurements difficult when n(0*)/ne is between 0.8 and 1.0.,
with the result that the error in n(0*)ne and Te/T^- would be much larger.
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Figure 4.6 Scatter spectra for a mixture of 0' and N +
 where
TelTy n 2.
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Figure 4.7 Spectrum peak-to-center ratio R as a function of
Ta1Ti and n(0+)/ne where Ti a 1000 K.
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Figure 4.8 Width of the spectrum at half its maximum value (f1j)
as a function of Te/.'i and n(C')/ne where Ti	 1000 K.
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One quantity which changes only slightly as the composition is varied
is One where a is power scattered per unit volume [*oraroft, 1964]. a is
a function of T
o /T. which is shown in Figure 4.9. The change in One is
sufficiently small as the composition varies that it can be either ignored
or obtained by a simple interpolation between the curves of Figure 4.9.
Since very little error is introduced by ignoring the dependence of a on
composition, a is assumed hereafter, to be a function only of ne and TB/Ti.
Generally, the determination of the temperatures and densities of the
electrons and ions requires at least the measurement of four parameters of
the spectrum. So, it is clear that-measurement of fh, R, and a alone is in-
sufficient to determine any of the temperatures or densities. However, prior
knowledge of any one of Te, i, VT,, n(0+)/ne or n  is sufficient to deter-
mine all the rest.
Sometimes, for example, an independent measurement of the electron den-
sity is available. Then the ratio a/ne via Figure 4.9 will give 2VT. which
combines with R via Figure 4.7 to give n(0+)/ne. Finally, since fh depends
on Tih, Te/Ti and n(0+ )/ne combine via Figure 4.8 to give Ti.
An assumption about a ither Te/Ti or n(0+)/ne will likewise enable all
the other quantities to be determined. When T.
71
 is known it is necessary to
make an initial assumption above either n(0+)/ne or Te/Ti to get the other
quantity from either Figure 4.7 or 4.8. If the value of n(O+)/ne is assumed
initially and Figure 4.8 is used to reduce Te/Ti , then this value of Te/Ti
can be used in Figure 4.7 to determine n(0+)%ne. This iterative procedure
is continued until n(0+ )/ne and Te/Ti converge.
One point which has been ignored in the above discussion is the fact
that two values of n(0+)/ne are possible for a single value of R and TeIT.
as shown in Figure 4.7. However, this ambiguity can be removed by additional
Z .,
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To /Ti
Figure 4.9 o/N as a function of TjTf for 0+, fie+ and I f+
[after Afoorcroft, 19641.
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information concerning the structure of the upper atmosphere. At lower alti-
t#
	
	 tudes it is known that the amount of N + is very small. As the investigation
is extended upward from the Fl layer only one of the two possible sets of
l	 values for n(0+)/n$ gives a continuous variation of n(0+)/ne with height.
If information about no t Te/Tj, % or Ti is not available and if one
is to deduce information about temperatures and composition from scattering
measurements alone, then another independent measurement on the spectrum is
necessary. A survey of the shape of spectra in Figure 4.6 shows that the
tail of the spectrum b)comes more extended as n(0 + ) /ne decreases. It appears
that the measurement of the slope of the tail of the spectrum will yield in-
formation on n(0+ ) /nc and ,/Ti. The choice for this new parameter is the
slope of the spectrum at the point where the power spectral density falls to
one-half its central value and it will be called S^. In order to keep it in-
dependent of the scales of power density and Doppler shift, S^ can be meas-
ured on a semilogarithmic plot of the spectrum in which the central value of
the power spectral density is normalized to zero. Because of this normaliza-
tion, . is then expressed as the number of decibels of change over a fre-
quency interval corresponding to the Doppler shift to a point - 3 dB from
the central value of the spectrum. S% is independent of the electron and ion
temperatures and is a function only of T,1Tf and n(0+)/n,.
4.3.3 Spectra for a mixture of H+ and 0+ with di f fem-n t ion te r a-
tures. The influence of differing .ion temperatures on the :spectrum has been
ignored in the previous discussion. The ion temperature also has been as-
sumed to be the same for all the ions present. This assumption is valid at
lower heights where the ions, electrons, and neutrals all have the game tem-
perature. When	 IT. is found to he cfjt&al to one using the analysts of the
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previous section one can sanely assume that the ions have a single tempera-
ture. But as 
Te/Ti 
increases above one then the possibility that the ions
have separate temperatures must be investigated because H+
 and 0+ ions are
heated at different rates by the thermal electrons. In this section the
effect of separate ion temperatures on spectra for a mixture of H+
 and 0+
are investigated in detail.
In general the parameters, R, fy c, and S  are functions of each ion
temperature. In any of these parameters are functions of Tz then it is a
function of both the hydrogen ion temperature (T(H+)) and the oxygen ion
temperature (T(0+)). The only parameter which was a function of Tz was f^.
Therefore, one expects fh to be a function o.° both T(0 +) and T(H+). The
other parameters may also be functions of T(H+) even though they were not
functions of T.. This will be discussed later in this section.
Instead of dealing with both T(0+) and T(H+) the ratio T(11+)/T(0+) and
T(0+) will be used. This simplifies some of the numerical calculations which
will be carried out later on. In Figure 4.10 the spectra for values of
n(0+)/n8 equal to 0.0 to 1 . 0 are shown for different values of the ratio
T(H+)IT(0+). In this figure the ratio T6 IT. is taken as 2.0. Notice in this
figure that a point near the peak due to H + ions the curves converge to a sin-
gle value. For all values of n(0+ ) /ne the power at zero Doppler frequency
is greater for larger values of T(H+)IT(0+). Also the power decreases less
rapidly after the H + peak for larger values of T(H+)IT(0+). The shape of
the spectrum is different for each value of n(0 + ) /ne and T(H+)IT(0+). There
are points where the spectra intersect which provide a way of calculating
n(0+)Inc . The ratio T(H+)IT(0+) can be calculated from places where the
spectra differ. Unfortunately most of these parameters also depend on other
quantities such as T(O+ ), T0IT(0+ ), and n(0+ ) /n0 . It is very difficult to
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Figure 4.10 Spectra for different vIlues of n(O )/n. and
different values of T(H )/T(0+) where TV IT(O+) a 24
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find parameters of the power spectra which only depend on one quantity such
as ?i(0+)/ne. This makes the determination of T(0+), TejT(0+), T(H+)/T(0+),
and n(0+)/ne very complicated. Sometimes the solution is ambiguous due to
two or more ..ys of matching theoretical results with experimental data.
The parameter f
h
, which was a function of Ti , is a function of both T(0+)
and T(H+)/T(0+). As can be seen from Figure 4.10, f, increases as T(H+)/T(0+)
increases. Another parameter which increases with T(14+)/T(0+) is o. For
larger values of T(H+)/T(0+) amplitude of the spectrum at frequencies near
zero Doppler shift is also larger. Earlier it was found that as Te/T(0+) in-
creases, c decreases, so T(H+)/T(0+) has the opposite effect on o as does
T./T(0+).
The effect of T(H+)/T(0+) on R is not readily apparent from Figure 4.10.
Both the spectrum maximum and the spectrum at zero Doppler shift changes as
T(H+)/T(0+) changes. If one compares the values of R for n(0 +)/ne = -/8
at different values of T(H+)/T(0+) one can get the relation for the dependence
of R on T(H+)/T(0+) at T(H+)/T(0+) - 1, R1.0 - SI/SO and at T(H+)/T(0+) - 1.5,
R1.5 a (SI + &.S)/(SO + AS) so
S1
 - SO
R1.5rR1.0 1 - DS S  0
Thus, as T(H+)/T(0+) increases from 1.0 to 1.5, R decreases slightly.
4.4 Characteristics of Theoretical AutocorreZation Functions
Although the analysis of various par:.:vx!ters of the incoherent-scatter
power spectrum is very useful in determining temperatures and densities of
electrons and ions, this analysis cannot be dirnct.iy applied to experimental
data. Instead, the autocorrelation function (ACF) or the Fourier transform
of the power spectrum is available. To get the experimental power spectrum,
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the inverse Fourier transform of the experimental ACF has to be calculated.
This leads to larger errors in the determination of temperatures and densi-
ties of electrons and ions. Fortunately, analysis of theoretical ACF's can
be performed to determine temperatures and densities of electrons and ions.
The method of this analysis is discussed in the following subsections.
The ACF like the power spectrum depends on T(0+), Te/T(O+j, T(H+)/T(0+)
n(0 )/n8. By identifying certain characteristics of the ACF one can under-
stand how the ACF can be used to deduce T(0 +), 7 e T(0+), T(H+)/T(0+) and
n(0+)/tee . Some of these quantities affect the ACF significantly. Others
have a slight effect on the ACF. Parameters which are derived from the ACF
are discussed in the following subsections. These parameters can be used
to determine the temperatures and densities of electrons and ions. In
Chapter S analysis of the theoretical ACF will be applied to experimental
ACF's to calculate the temperatures and densities of electron and ions.
4.4.1 ACF for a aing ile ion. The analysis of the ACF when a single ion
is present will serve as a basis for the more complicated case of a mixture
of ions which will be discussed later. The calculation of the ACF has been
performed numerically using Simpson's rule for integration. The time delay
step size has been chosen to be at least as short as time delay of experi-
mental ACF's. The general features of the ACF are illustrated in Figure 4.11,
which shows ACF's for scatter from ionized gases where the ion present is
oxygen or hydrogen and for electron-ion temperature ratios of 1.0, 1.4, and
2.4. All the ACF's have been normalized to one at zero time delay. The posi-
tion of the first minimum of the ACF, T 1 , is smaller for H+
 than for 0% and
is nearly inversely proportional to the square root of the ion mass. Since
the shape of the ACF is of particular interest, the abscissa can be divided
by the square root of the ion atomic mass shown in Figure 4.12. It is clear
lis
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Figure 4.11 ACFs for 0* and H+
 for T,1T 
T - 1.0, 1.6, and 2.4.
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Figure 4.12 ACF's for 0* and H*
 for T,IT- - 1.0, 1.4,
and 2.4 with abscissa normalized by the
atonic mass of the ion present (AZ).
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frost this figure that the shape of the ACF is only slightly dependent on the
mass of the ion present in the gas. If there were no contribution to the
spectrum due to electrons in equation (4.2) then the shape of the spectrum
and the ACF could be independent of the ion mass.
Figure 4.11 also shows that the depth of the first minimum of the ACF,
AMIN, is strongly dependent of the electron-to-ion temperature ratio. This
characteristic of the ACF is due to the dependence of peak-to-center ratio R
of the spectrum on T8/TZ. As R increases for increasing T-ITj. so does the
depth of the first minimum of the ACF. To confirm the relationship between
R and AMIN one would except that they do not depend on the ion temperature.
Analysis of Figure 4.13, which shows ACF's for different values of T,, indi-
cates that the AMIN does not depend on Tf even though the position of AMIN
does. Thus, if only one type of ion is present in the gas the electron-to-
ion temperature ratio could be determined from AMIN.
Another feature of the ACF which is shown in Figure 4.13 is the depend-
once of the first zero crossing of the ACF (i 0) on the ion temperature. As
the ion temperature increases, T O decreases. This is opposite to the depend-
once of fi^ on T, which was discussed in Section 4.2. It was found that fh
depends on T, h . Here, the dependence of t 0 on T£ is t0 - Ti A. The first
zero crossing doesn't depend on Ti alone, as can be seen from Figure 4.11
which shows ACFs for different values of TeITZ. It is evident from this fig-
ure that t0 also depends heavily on TeITf. 	 As Te/Tj increases, tC decreases.
So, the functional dependence of T C is complicated since it both depends on
Tj and Te/TL.
When only one type of ion is present one can use the dependencies of
o, t C , and AMIN on TEA TelTi , and ng to deduce these quantities. These
J.
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Figure 4.13 ACr's for 0' for different values of Ti with "e
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various dependencies are illustrated in FiSures 4.14 and CIS for the ions
0^ and H'. In Figure 4.14 the AGF at its first minim, AMIN, is sham as r.
function of Vj for temperature ratios from 1.0 to 2.4, the appropriate
range of TJTt for the upper atmosphere. Since the ion mass has a slight
effect on the shape of the ACF (a" Figure 4.12) AMIN depends just slightly on
the ion mass. The effect of Ti on AMIN is slight and can be ignored compared
to the dependence of AMIN on TO/Ti. It is even less significant than the
effect of changes in the ion mass. Thus, the functional form of AMIN can be
expressed in terms of Telf,f Oone.
Both s0 and a depend on ?_IT,. but TeIT, can be determined from AMIN.
Thus, one can find T
i- 
from z 0	 s	 s iand n from o by using T /T from AMIN. Al-
though o is only slightly de.pendent on the ion mass, t 0 is strongly affected
by the ion mass. Therefore, no further complications are introduced by the
ion mass when using a to find ns . But, T  cannot be used alone to find TV
Either some information about the ion present in the gas must be available or
t0 must he normalized with respect to some other parameter. Sometimes the
ion present :.n the gas is known. For example, at altitudes near the F2 peak
in the electron density it is known that the ionic composition is almost ex-
clusively 0+ . At other altitudes the knowledge of the ion present is less
certain. In fact, at most altitudes then* is a mixture of ions with no one
ion more than 90 percent of the total ion density.
Suppose there is only one ion present and it is not known. t0 must than
be normalized with respect to some other parameter. A suitable parameter to
use is i0; which is a value of t 0 at a fixed ion temperature of 1000 K. This
ion temperature is chosen because the ion temperatures in the topside iono-
sphere are near 1000 K. In Figure 4.15 the normalized to is shown as a func-
tion of TE/Tf for 0* and H% Although s 0 depends slightly on the irn mass
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Figure 4.14 The first minimum of the ACF is called AMN. It is
shown for 0` as a function of TelTi(0') and Ti(0').
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Figure 4.15 The first zero of the ACF normalized with respect to
the time delay at ACF = k is called TZERO. It is shown
for 0+ and H+ as a function of•TelTi and T(O+).
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one can determine Tj fairly accurately if T IT. is known from analysis of a.
If only one type of ion is present and if AMIN, To, and a can be mea-
sured then it is possible to determine Te, T. and of using the curves of Fig-
ores 4.14, 4 . 15 and 4.9. However if not all these scattering quantities can
be measured, it may be necessary to make some assumptions about the tempera-
tures, or perhaps measure n  in another way. In Figure 4.16 the various com-
binations of measurements and assumptions are shown by a schematic diagram.
The case where not all of v, AMIN, and T I can be measured can be con-
sidered with the aid of Figure 4.16. Of the three quantities, the most dif-
ficult to measure is AMIN. Examination of Figure 4.16 shows that the measure-
meet of T  and a must be supplemented by a measurement or an assumed value
of one of the other quantities before anything can be deduced. Any of Ti,
T^, Ta/TI., or n  will suffice. At certain times, the temperature ratio in
the topside ionosphere can be accurately estimated. For example, T0/TT a 1
at n;ght; also, the ion temperature could be obtained from rocket measure-
ments if an isothermal atmosphere is assumed. Either of these assumptions
would be sufficient to deduce both temperatures and the electron density
from measurements of a and T 0 . For example, values of the electron density
from topside sounders could oe combined with a to give T6ITi . This value of
I
Tt;'T t_ along with analysis of t0 would give Ti and Te.
Two quantities which are necessary for the determination of temperatures
and the electron density are T O and a. Without them it is not possible to
determine temperatures and the electron density. Early measurement of Boullee
[1960 only contained measurements of a. In that case, assumptions about
TWIT. will give n^ from a; or an independent measurement of ne will give
T
e
ITi . When only T^ is measured, one of Ti, T^, or T ITi must he obtained
1R
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by independent measurement or assumption and then the others can be obtained
Y	 ,
from To.
4.4.2 ACF for a mixture of two ions at a eingtt ion te"rature. The
interpretation of the scattering from an ionized gas is considerably more
complicated when two types of ions are present than when only one kind is
present. The discussion in this section is related to a mixture of H ♦ and
0♦, the ions present in the topside ionosphere.
While the shape of the ACF for two different ions are similar for a
given temperature ratio, the sharp of the ACF for a mixture of the two ions
is quite different from those of either ion alone. This is evident in Figure
4.17 which shows ACFs for various mixtures of 0+ and H+ for a temperature
ratio of 1.3 and an oxygen ion temperature of 1000 K. This figure also in-
dicates that the depth of first minimum of the ACF, AMIN, is now a function
of n(0+)/ne as well as of Te/T.. This complicates the calculation of Ari
and n(0+)/ne. The functional form of AMIN can be represented by a whole
family of curves rather than a single line as in Figure 4.14. Figure 4.18
shows AMIN as a function of n(0+)/ne and Te/Ti for mixtures of 0+ and H+.
There are a number of characteristics in Figure 4.18 which either hinder
or aid the determination of Ts/Ti and n(0+)/ne. One characteristic which
aids the determination of a/Ti and n(0+)/ne is the fact that at either small
or large values of n(0+)/ne, Te/Tt can be determined fairly accurately if
n(0 
+)/ne is known from other measurements. In opposite sense if Te/Tf is
known, Figure 4.17 will give n(0+)/ne if it is small or large.
One characteristic which hinders the determination of Te/T. and
n(0+)/ne is the fact the curve of one value of TIT,. 	 crosses the other
curves of constant T0 IT. or becomes almost equal to the curves of constant
IT,
	
a point in the range between n(0+)jne equal to SO and 70 percent.
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Figure 4.1' ACF's for mixtures of 0 + and H+ for
T ITi = 1.4 and Ti - 1000 K.
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In fact the curve for T^^ w 1.0 crosses all the other curves twice between
n(0e)/ne equal . 4 and . 7. This characteristic means that 2 values of Te/Tj
can be deduced from AMIN at these points of crossing. Also, AMIN cannot be
used to find n(e)/n8 or TeIT,. when n(0+)/na is between . 4 and .7 since the
curves cross and reach a maximum. This implies, with the use of Fig. 4.18,
that when AMIN is greater than -. 1 some other parameter must be used to find
n (0+) /ne and T/rT .
Another characteristic in Figure 4.18 is the simllarity of values of
AMIN for n(0+)/ne near 0.0 or 1.0. This means two values of n(0/ng can
be determined from a single AMIN using one value of TeIT.. Usually this is
not a problem, since the dominate ion is often known in a particular alti-
tude region and n(0+)/ne can be assumed to be smoothly varying with altitude.
Also, the ACF is quite different for r.(0+)/ne near 0.0 and 1.0 (see Figure
4.17) .
An important parameter of the ACF which depends on n(0 +)/%, sjTi, and
TZ is the time delay at the point where the ACF is one half (THALF). Figure
4.19 shows the dependencies of THALF on n(0+) /ne, TejT., and T.. The depend-11
ence of THALF on n(0+)ne is more pronounced with THALF much less for n(0 +)ne
equal to 0 than 1.0. THALF depends on T. more than it depends on ejTi.11
Yet, the dependence of THALF on 
TejTi is significant and cannot be ignored.
Since THALF depends on all the quantities that need to be deduced, one must
combine measurement of THALF with measurement of at least two other para-
meters such as AMIN, to find n(0+)ne, T,/T-, and T..
Another important parameter of the ACF is the time delay at the first
zero of the ACF (TZERO). TZERO depends on TZ, TejTz, and n(0+)/ne as shown
in Figure 4.20. In this figure, TZERO has been normalized by THALF. Hence-
forth, the normalized TZERO will be referred to as TZERO.
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In Figure 4.20 0 the dependence of TZM on n0e)l% is noticed as the
strongest dependence and the dependence of TZW on_Tl; ts_the next strongest.
The dependence of TZERO on Te/Tf is very slight when n(0+)/% is greater
than 0.60 and less than 0.20. When n(0 +)/ne is between 0.2 and 0.6 there
is some separation between the curves for different values of Ts/Tf. The
curves are discontinuous when n(0+)/ne is between 0.2 and 0.6. The reason
for this has to do with the disappearance of the minimum of the ACF due to
H+ ions as n(0+)/na increases. The minima becomes less in magnitude as
n(0+)/ne increases and increases above zero. Then the minimum due to H+
disappears altogether and the first minimum is due to 0% The minimum changes
discontinuously when this occurs. The place where the curves become disconti-
nuous depends on the ratio TITi as wail as on n(0+)jne. Since the respec-
tive step sizes for n(0+)/ng and TIT, were 0.1 and 0.2 when these calcula-
tions were made, the resolution of the curves in the range of n(e) /n, be-
tween 0.2 and 0.6 is not very good. The resolution could be improved with
smaller step sizes for either n(0+)/ne , or T IT., or both.
In Figure 4.21, TZERO is shown for n(0+)/ne in the range 0.2 to 0.6 with
step sizes of 0.04 for n(0+)/ne. This figure shows that the curves have bet-
ter resolution when the step size for n(0 +)/ne is smaller. Although Figures
4.20 and 4.21 could theoretically determine n(0+)/ne very accurately when
TZERO has a discontinuity in its experimental measurement, this is dependent
on the accurate measurement of Te/fiZ and fiZ . Even thoughTi and 
TeIT. 
are
not accurate, Figure 4.20 still could be used to get a fairly accurate value
of n(0+)/ne if TZERO is greater than 2. When TZERO is less than 2 and a Us-
continuity has just occurred n(O+)/ne is between 0 and .54. If TZERO is less
than 2 and n(0+)/ne
 is near 1 then TZERO can again be used to find n(0+)ne
t
.J-
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If a single ion temperature is used for both ions and there is a mixture
of 0* and H* then the parameters TZERO, THALF, and AMIN (Figures 4.18-4.21)
can be used to find n(0*)1ne, Ti , and relri , and a can be used to find ne.
If a is not measured, % cannot be found. If measurement of one of the other
parameters is not possible then the independent knowledge of one of TJTi, Ti,
or n(0*) 1% must be had in order to determine the rest of these quantities.
4.4.3 ACF for a mixture of 0* and H* with different ion temperatures.
This section covers the special case of deducing all the possible quantities
of a mixture of 0* and H* from theoretical parameters of the ACF. That is,
n(0*)/ne , T(0*), T(H*)/T(0*), TaIT(H*) and ne can all be calculated with suit-
able parameters of the ACF. This is possible theoretically since the power
spectrum and in turn the ACF depend on all these quantities. The dependence
of the ACF on T(0*) if Ti n T(H*) - T(0*) has been shown previously in Figure
4.13. The dependence of the ACF on TsITi and n(0*)/ng has been shown in
Figures 4.11 and 4.17 respectively. The dependence of the ACF on T(H*)IT(0*)
is shown in Figure 4.22 for the cases n(O *)/ne n 0.4 and 0.9 with gIT(H*)
equal to 1.4. These are only two of the many possible cases. Other cases
will be discussed and illustrated in this section.
The dependence of the ACF on T(H*)IT(0*) as shown in Figure 4.22 is weak
but still strong enough to permit determination of T(H*)IT(0*). The para-
meters THALF, AMIN and TZERO which depend on n(0*)/ne , TeITi , and Ti may now
depend on T(H*)IT(O+) also. From Figure 4.22 one notices that THALF depends
on T(H*)IT(0*). Since THALF also depends on n(0*)/ns , 7e/Ti . and Ti it is
hard to represent all the dependencies of THALF on a single graph. THALF is
shown in Figure 4.19 as a function of n(0*)/n$ , T0/Ti , and Ti ; in Figure 4.23
THALF is shown as a function of n(0`)/ne , T(H*)/T(0*), and T(0*) with
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Figures 4.22 The dependence of the ACF on T(H+)/T(0+).
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T MH+) = 1.0. Examination of Figure 4.23 shows that the dependence of
THALF on T(H+)/T(e) weakens as T(0+) increases since the curves are closer
together for the case where T(0+) 2000 K case than for the 1000 K cage.
Even though the dependence of the ACF and THALF on T(H+)/T(0+) (Figures 4.22
and 4.23) indicates that it is theoretically possible to deduce ratios of
T(H+)/T(0+) if the other quantities that the ACF and THALF depend on are
known.
The parameter TZERO which depends on n(0+)/ne and Ti
 does not depend
on T(H+)/T(0+) in any significant way when n(0+)/ne is greater than 0.6. The
only places where THALF depends on T(H+)/T(0+) are at the discontinuities.
Since THALF does not depend on T(H+)/T(0+) for most of the range of n(0+)/ne,
the dependence of THALF on T(H+)/1(n+; will be ignored, just as the dependence
of THALF on Te/Ti is ignored for most of the range of n(0+)/% .
Another parameter which depends on T(H+)/T(0+) is AMIN. In Figure 4.24
AMIN is shown as a function of T(H+)/T(0+) and n(0+)/ne for T0/T(H+) = 1.0
and T(0+) = 1000 K. Fortunately, the dependence of AMIN on T(_0 +) is very
slight; so this figure can be used for all values of T(0 +). The dependence
of AMIN on T(H+)/T(0+) is strongest for values of n(0+)/ne near 1.0. When
n(0+)/ne decreases below 0.5 there are values of AMIN which give 2 values
of T(H+)/T(0+). This is because the curves cross one another. Thus, other
parameters must be used to deduce T(H+)/T(0+) when n(0+)/ne is less than O.S.
The dependence of AMIN on T(H+)/T(0+) is also somewhat similar to the depend-
ence of AMIN on Te/T(H+) as shown in Figure 4.18. This could cause a problem
with ambiguous solutions, i.e. two sets of values for Te/T(H+) and T(H+)IT(0+)
could give the same AMIN. This problem can be eliminated if another para-
meter can be found which depends on Te/T(H+) and T(H+)/T(0+) in much different
ways than AMIN does.
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Figure 4.24 MIN at a function of n(O + )/n 
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A parameter which depends on T (H+)/T(0+) is ADHALF, which is the deriva-
tive of ACF at t - THALF. ADHALF also depends on some of the other quanti-
ties. In Figure 4.2S ADHALF is shown as a function of n(0 +)/ne and T(H+)/
T(0+) with 78/T(H+) - 1.0 and T(0
+) 
n 1000 K. The dependence of ADHALF on
T(H+)/T(0+) is slight compared to the dependence on n(0+)/ne. Usually
n(0+)/ne is determined quite accurately from TZERO, so the dependence of
ADHALF on T(H+)/T(0+) can be used to determine T(H+)/T(0+). This is not very
easy because ADHALF also depends on Te/T(H+). Although the dependence of
ADHALF of Ta/T(H+) is not similar to the dependence on T(H+)/T(O+), as in the
case of AMIN, it is close enough to cause some problems with ambiguous re-
sults. Usually this can be overcome with some assumptions based on physical
reasoning. For example the quantities Te/T(H+) and T(H+)/T(0+) are expected
to vary smoothly with altitude. Since many altitudes are observed, results
that are discontinuous will be rejected.
There are many other parameters of the ACF which depend on the quantities
T(0+), n(0+)/ne , Te/T(H+), and T(H+)/T(0+). Parameters such as the time de-
lay at the first minimum of the ACF (TMIN) and the derivative of the ACF at
the first zero (AO) could be used to reduce these quantities. Like the
other parameters discussed previously, TMIN and A O have complicated de-
r
pendencies. They will not be discussed here but they may be used if another
O	 parameter is not useful in reducing the ion and electron temperatures.
4.4.4 Swm?iary. There are five quantities to be determined from analysis
of the ACF - ne , n(0+)/nE , T(0+), Te/T(H+), and T(H+)/T(0+). The only quan-
tity which is easy to determine is n(0+)/ne if it is greater than O.S. It
can be determined quite accurately from TZERO. The quantity n  can be deter-
=
	
	
mined to within a factor of 2 from a. If Te/T(H+) is known, then ne can be
determined much more accurately. The T(0 +), Te/T(H+), and T(H+)/T(0+) are
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Figure 4.25 ADHALF as a function of n(O + )/n and T(H+)IT(o
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these quantities. If either Ts/T(H
+) 
or T(H+)/T(0*) is known then the task
of finding the other quantities is made easier because one dependence is re-
moved. If all the quantities are unknown then the ACF parameters in conjunc-
tion with physical assumptions have to be used to reduce these quantities.
Sometimes even this doesn't work, in which case the data is rejected either
because of an experimental failure causing the problem or the occurrence of
other physical events which are not of interest in this study. It was found
that useful information can be reduced from almost all of the data.
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S. METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Introduction
The preceding chapter dealt with different parameters that can be derived
from theoretical incoherent-scatter autocorrelation functions and spectra.
In this chapter the method of fitting these theoretical parameters to the
corresponding experimental parameters will be described. From this one can
deduce electron, 0+ and H+ ion temperatures, and the relative concentrations
of 0+ and H+ ions. The only ions present in the scattering medium are as-
sumed to be H+ and 0+.
The radar signals from the Arecibo, Puerto Rico facility are in the
form of long (2000 us, 300 km) and short (300 us, 45 km) pulses transmitted
alternately in order to obtain both adequate sensitivity at the highest alti-
tudes and sufficient height resolution for the lower altitudes in the F re-
gian. The short pulse provides 48 km resolution over the range 230 to 902 km
while the long pulse provides 108 resolution over the range 340 to 1850 km.
That is, the short pulse samples the ACF every 48 km and these ACF's are
averaged over 45 km. The long pulse samples the ACF every 108 km and these
ACF's are averaged over 300 km.
The basic design of the Arecibo facility has been described previously
by Gordon [1964]. The transmitter operates at 430 MHz with a peak power of
2.5 MW. For this work the beam was directed at the zenith. The received
430-MHz signal is prrt •.essed by converting it to an IF of 30 MHz and passing
this through a 125 kHz wide filter and then converting to a second IF of
62.5 MHz which was finally sampled and applied to a digital autocorrelation
[Hagen and Hsu, 1974]. The hardware correlator has been described by Hagan
and Farley [1973]. This hardware correlator forms the autocorrelation
functions in real time.
J,^
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The autocorrelation functions are sets of 24 points for each of the 1S
altitudes sampled. The time spacing between adjacent points is 8 us. This
data is stored on magnetic tape so that additional processing can be done at
a later time. The ACF's on tape are 12 minute averaged ACP s. That is,
every 12 minutes the integrated ACF's for both the short and long pulses are
written on magnetic tape.
5.2 Methods of analysis of the ACF
Two methods of analysis of the ACF are described in this section. The
first method is the method of fitting ACF parameters using Newton's method
of solving nonlinear equations. The second method is the method of fitting
the ACF's using nonlinear least squares analysis; in the second method the
entire ACF is used.
5.2.1 Fitting ACF parameters. Information about the temperature and
composition of the charge particles of the F region can be obtained by
matching experimental ACF parameters with theoretically generated ACF para-
meters. The parameters THALF, TZERO, AMIN, and aACF J 	 = ADHALF are
at THALF
first calculated from the experimental ACF. Then these values can be com-
pared with values calculated from theoretically generated ACF's which has
been discussed previously in Chapter 4. As discussed in Chapter 4, these
r
	
	
parameters are not simple functions of T(0+), T(H+)/T(O+), 7 e/T(0+), and
n(O+)/ne. So in order to derive temperatures and composition from THALF,
TZERO, AMIN, and ADHALF one must first make a initial assumption about the
temperatures and composition. Then n(0 +)/ne is calculated from TZERO. This
value of n(O+)/ne is then used to calculate Te/T(0+) from AMIN. These values
of Te/T(O+) and n(O+)/ne are then used to calculate T(0+) from THALF. T(H+)/
T(0+) is then calculated from ADHALF using the previously calculated values
of T(O+), Te/T(O+) and n(0+)/ne . This procedure is repeated with these new
t
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values to solve for n(0*)/ne , Te/T(0+), T(0♦), and T(H*)/T(0*) until they
converge. This procedure is illustrated in Figure S.I. This is the general
method for solving for n(0*)/ns, TB/T(0*). T(0*) and T(H*)/T(0*). Sometimes
this method has to be altered due to problems in the data.
The numerical method used in deducing the ion and electron temperatures
and number densities was Newton's method for solving nonlinear equations.
The equation that was solved is
AX) - ye - yt (x) - 0	 (5.1)
where ye is the experimental ACF parameter, yt is the theoretical ACF para-
meter and x is the physical quantity one is trying to find. The solution
for x using Newton's method is found by generating successive approximations
from the iteration
xi+l - xi
 - f(Xi ) If I (xi) - g(xi)	 (5.2)
where fl (xi) is the derivative of yt(x).
The expected error in x is
xk+l - x - h 9"(nk)(xk - x) 2 	(5.3)
where nk is between xk and x.
One of the main problems is the obvious fact that when n(0+)/ne = 1.0
no information about the H + temperature can be deduced from the ACF. Even
though n(0+?lne is not often 1.0 it is close enough to 1.0 at altitudes
around F2 layer peak so that H + temperatures are almost impossible to deduce
from the ACF alone. In this case the H+ temperature can be derived from the
shape of the 0+ and electron temperature profiles using results from therma'
processes analysis i.e. the 0+ and electron temperature profiles can have
different shapes depending on whether the H+
 temperature is equal to or sepa-
rate from the 0+ temperature. This will be discussed in more detail in
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1. Assume Initial Values
2. Calculate n(0+)/ne from
TZERO
3. Calculate Te/T(H+ ) from
AMIN
4. Calculate T(0
+
) from
THALF
S. Calculate T(H+)IT(0+)
from ADHALF
6. Repeat 2-5 until all
values converge
Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of the procedure for
finding T(0 ) , T (H+ ) , Te , and n (0+) /ne.
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Section 5.4.
The deduction of n(0+)/ne from TZERO is sometimes ambiguous due to the
discontinuity in the theoretical value of TZERO at different values of
n(0+)/ne for different TE/T(0 +). This was discussed in Chapter 4. Even
though the experimental data of TZERO has discontinuities also, it is diffi-
cult to match the theroetical TZERO with the experimental TZERO at the alti-
tudes where the discontinuity takes place. There are two possible solutions
to this problem: the first is to try to fit theoretical and experimental
values of TZERO but working from the other side of the discontinuity; the
second is to find another parameter from the ACF which depends on n (O+)/ne in
a different way than TZERO does. This will be discussed in detail later in
Section 5.4.
The parameter used to calculate T(0+) is THALF. THALF depends on T(0+)
in a simple way but THALF also depends on n(0 +)/ne , T(H+ )/?'(0+), and Te/T(0+).
This complicates matters a little but if n(0+)/ne is known T(0+) can be cal-
culated with reasonable accuracy (200 K or 20%) since the dependence of THALF
on T(0+) is stronger than the dependence of THALF on Te/T(H+). The calcula-
tion of T(0+ ) will be discussed in Section 5.5.
Solving for Tr,/T(0+) is simplified if one first ignores the dependence
of AMIN on T(H+)IT(0+). Then AMIN only depends on TeIT(0+) and n(0+)/ne ; it
doesn't depend on T(0+). Now if n(0+)/ne is assumed to be known as it was
for finding T(0+) from THALF then Te/T(0+) can be found to within 20%. This
accuracy can be improved and this will be discussed in more detail in Section
5.5.
There are two more quantities which need to be found n  and T(H+)1m(0+).
The electron density n  can be found quite easily if the total scattered
power is known. Data from Arecibo gives the scattered power very accurately
and thus the electron density can be calculated quite accurately. The de-
termination of T(H+)1T(e) is not so precise. This is because the ACF de-
pends on T(H+)/T(e) only weakly. Yet there is a definite dependence in the
shape of the ACF. Some of the parameters of the ACF do depend on T(H+)1T(0+)
and these will give approximately values for T(H+)1T(0+). Extensive analysis
of the ACF which will be discussed in Section S.5 give better accuracy for
1
T (H*) IT (e) .
5.2.2 Fitting ACF'a. Experimental ACF's can be matched with theoret-
ical ACF's using the usual least square criterion. The 24 experimental
points En are each weighted by the reciprocal of its expected variance pn.
The physical quantity x is found from locating the minimum of
24f(X) _ I [(En - en (x) )1Pn ] 2
n=1
(5.4)
where a is the theoretical ACF. The condition for the minimum is simply
aflax = 0	 (5.5)
Since the theoretical ACF's are not simple functions of x, numerical tech-
niques are used to find the best fit. The solution for x using nonlinear
least squares analysis is fo-..nd by first numerically differentiating f(x).
Then successive approximations are generated by using
xk+1 = xk - f (xk) !f' (xk)	 (5.6)
If x represents a set of physical quantities then the second term on the
right side of equation (5.6) is the solution to the matrix equation
A6xk
 = B	 (5.7)
where	 Aid (aflaxi ) Of/ ax^)
Bi = (aflaxi)f
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Equation (S.6) then becomes
+1 • s + XA	 (S.$)
The variance of the final fitted quantities is given by
variance (xi) - 
Ad 	 (S.9)
The matrix is inverted in the course of solving equation (S.7).
The physical quantities which can be used for X are T(0+), TeJT(0+),
T(H+)JT(e), and n(0+) 1ne . So matrix A is a 4 x 4 matrix. Particular care
must be used in inverting this matrix because some of the elements of A are
very small compared to other elements. This gives a determinant of A which
is close to zero. If the determinant of A is in fact zero then the inverse
of A does not exist and matrix equation (5.7) has no unique solution. If the
determinant of A is close to zero then the solution of matrix equation (S.7)
is very difficult using nonlinear least squares analysis. In this case,
Newton's method can be used to fit the theoretical ACF to the experimental
ACF.
By fitting the entire theoretical ACF to the experimental ACF better
accuracy can be achieved when deducing the ratio T(H+)JT(')+) and also when
deducing T(e) and TeIT(0*). The ratio n(0+)In8 is not deduced by this
method because it can be deduced accurately from TZERO.
The method of fitting the entire ACF is a more accurate method of de-
ducing the physical quantities than fitting parameters of the ACF. The rea-
son is that much more information is available in the ACF than in the ACF
parameters discussed in Chapter 4. All the physical quantities could be de-
duced by this method but n(0+)Jna and sometimes the other quantities are cal-
culated by fitting ACF parameters because fitting the entire ACF is computa-
tionally slower and requires much more computer resources. The ratio n(0')Jna
J.
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and some of the other quantities are deduced by fitting ACF parameters when-
ever the accuracy is good.
S.3 Ion and Electron henber Densities
The determination of n(0*)/n$ and n  will give the ion and electron
number densities since n(0*) + n(H*) a nQ
 in the topside ionosphere. From
TZERO one can calculate n(0*)/n8
 if T(0*) is known. Even if T(0*) is not
known, n(0*)/ne can be estimated from assuming a typical value for 21(0#).
For example, if one assumes that T(0 *) is 1000 K throughout the topside
ionosphere, one gets what is shown in Figure S.2 for n(0 *)/% profiles. Also,
shown in Figure S.2 is the n(O*)/ne profli., for T(0+) a 2000 K. Comparison
between the T(0*) = 1000 K and T(0*) a 2000 K profile for n(0*)/ne shows that
error is not too large in the measurement of n(0*)/ne if T(0*) is not known.
Thus, reasonable estimates of n(0*)/ne can be made even if T(O+) is not known.
Profiles of n(O+)/ne can also be calculated using different assumptions
on Te/Ti . This is shown in Figure S.3 with Te/Ti equal to 1.0 and 2.0. As
one can obviously see from this figure the effect of Te/Ti on n(0+)n,  is very
small except when n(O*)/ne is around O.S. When n(O*)/ne
 is greater than 0.6
the dependence of n(04')/na on TeIT,c an be ignored. The reason for disagree-
ment in n(0*)/n. measurements around 0.5 is due to the discontinuity in theo-
retical values of TZERO near n(0* ) Ine a O.S.
Another parameter which has very little effect on n(0 *)ne
 is T(H*)IT(0*).
It is fortunate that Te1Ti and T(H*)IT(O*) have very little influence on mea-
surements of n(O*)/ne because other parameters of the ACF depend on n(0*)/ne
besides Tc 1''(0*), T(0*), and T(H*)IT(0*). Thus if the dependence of n(0*)/na
can he eliminated from the other parameters of the ACF then better measurements
of Tee (0* ). T (O* ). and T(H*)IT(O*) can be Rude.
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Usually the ratio n(0+)/ne is found from TZBRA which has been described
previously. If n(0+)/% is less than .55 n(0+)/% is found from the timo delay
at ACF - 1/2 (THALF). THALF is dependent on Ts/T(0+), T(H+)/21(0+). and T(0+)
besides being dependent on n(0
+
)/na, so the determination of a(0+)/% is much
more complicated than previously. If f(0+), T./T(0+), or T(t1+)1T(0+) are
not known then one must assume values for them. This leads to errors in the
calculation of n(0+)/n6. These errors can be reduced if T(0+), T,/T(0+), or
T(H+)IT(0+) are calculated separately. For example, T(0+) is calculated when
n(0+)/ng is greater then .55. If T(0+) is assumed to he constant with in-
creasing altitude, then n(0 +)/ne is found with better accuracy where also
T.IT (0+) - T(H+)/T(0+) - 1.
The determination of ne is a bit more difficult than finding n(0 +)/ne.
This is because n  is found from measurements of a which depends on the elec-
tron to ion temperature ratio. The parameter a also depends on the electron
Debye length to wavelength ratio,
a - 4nDg/a 	(5.10)
where De is the electron Debye length given in equations 4.1 and A is the
transmitted radio wavelength. The dependence of a on T6/Ti and a can be ex-
pressed as (bloorcroft, 1963)
a a neae/ 0 + a2)(1 
+ fie/Ti + a 2 )
	
(5.11)
where a  is Thomson scattering cross section given in equation (4.7). Usually
in the F region a is very small so a only depends on n  and Te/Tf. In the
topside ionosphere the electron to ion temperature ratio is generally between
one and three; therefore the electron density can be found within a factor
of 2 since the measurements of a are quite accurate.
J
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The measured power depends on many experimental factors besides depending
on n  and eITi. If all these factors are known the electron number density
can easily be found, but usually ionosonde data are used to find the peak
electron number density. (An ionosonde is a radio wave vertical sounder
which sweeps in frequency from about 1 to 25 MRz.) This is then used to find
the electron number density at the altitude where the peak power occurs. At
other altitudes the electron number density can be found by normalizing the
power by the peak power and multiplying this by the peak electron number den-
sity found by ionosonde data. In Figure 5.4 are shown some electron number
density profiles where a is assumed to be zero and T,1Ti is set equal to one.
These profiles give an indication of variation of the electron number density
during a winter day (Feb. 10, 1972). Notice that the peak electron number
density increases before dawn and reaches a maximum in the late afternoon.
Ater this the electron number density profiles decrease slowly during the
night. The proportion of the 0+ and H+ ions also varies during the day. This
is shown in Figure S.S where the temperature of electrons, the 0 + and H+ ions
is equal to 1000 K. In Figure 5.5 there are two set of profiles - one for
the daytime and one for the nighttime. The daytime profile indicates that 0+
is the major ion at all altitudes in the altitude region observed. The
nighttime profile indicates that H+ becomes the predominate ion around 750 km,
that is, at 750 km the transition between 0 + and H+ as the major ion takes
place. Below 750 km at night 0+ ions are formed through a rapid charge ex-
change with H+ ions with the reaction
► i+ +0 +O++FI+AE
The source of H+ ions is the inward flow of H + ions from high altitudes.
During the night H + ions diffuse inward which results in the maintainance of
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substantial ion densities in the F region. During the day inward diffusion
of H+
 is not important due to the large photoionization rate of 0. In fact,
during the day there is either a slight outward flow of 0 + ions or diffusive
equilibrium exists. This is the reason why 0+ is the predominate ion from
230 to 1200 km during the day.
Also in Figure 5.5 the effect of the ion temperature is included in the
calculation of nighttime and daytime profiles of n(0+)/ne . As mentioned previ-
ously, TZERO depends slightly on Ti. 5o Ti and n(0+)/ne are calculated from
THALF and TZERO respectively. THALF also depends on TeIT. which can be calcu-
lated from AMIN. The profiles of n(0+)/ne where the effect of TB is included
should be more accurate because the effect of all the physical quantities are
included. The profiles of Figure S.5 are almost the same except that the
transition between H+ and 0+ occurs at a slightly higher altitude in the pro-
file where the effect of T(0 +) is included. The difference in the profiles
of Figure S.S indicates that the errors in n(0 + )/ne are less than 5 percent.
The effect of T8 /T. on electron number densities is shown in Figure 5.6
for daytime profiias of n8 . Profile 1 is for the case where Te/Tz is assumed
to be one. The other profiles include the effect of 2VT. where T6 /T. is
calculated from AMIN or from fitting the ACF. The difference between pro-
file 1 and profile 2 or 3 is greatest around the peak of the electron density
profile. This i! because the ratio T2 /T. is closer to two at altitudes near
the peak. At other altitudes the effect of TB
 
/Ti is reduced either because
n  is much less than its value at the peak or T^/TZ is near 1.0. Also shown
in Figure 5.6 is a electron number density profile where Te/Ti has been cal-
culated from nonlinear regression analysis. This method is described in
Section S.2.2 and is the method where the experimental ACF's are fitted to
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theoretically generated ACFs. A library of theooetical ACPs is created for
various values of Ti and 
TelTi 
and the experimental ACFs are fitted using
nonlinear least squares method. The values of Ti and 7
e
 IT. corresponding
to the best fit to the theoretical ACF are found from this method. The
value of 
TejTi 
is then used in the calculation of electron density profile 3
given in Figure S.6. This electron density profile is very similar to pro-
file 2 which indicates that the errors of electron density measurements are
small. Although the profiles given Figures 5.6 agree fairly closely, above
806 km there is a problem because the measured total scattered power is much
smaller than it is around 400 km. Even though one expects the total scat-
tered power to be less because of smaller electron densities, the reduced
total scattered power causes larger uncertainities in the measurement of
2VT.. Thus, electron densities are less accurate. This can be overcome by
longer pulses which were used.
The electron density profile for long pulse signals is shown in Figure
5.7. There are three profiles shown which have been calculated using the
three methods used for Figure 5.6. Profile 1 is the case Te/Ti • 1. In
profile 2 Te/7z is calculated from AMIN. By fitting experimental and theore-
tical ACF's one gets Te/Ti used in profile 3. The largest difference between
the profiles occurs below 666 km where 2VTi is close to 2. Above 666 km the
profiles are approximately equal. Profiles 2 and 3 are about equal from 342
to 1206 km. This indicates the accuracy in values of TB/Ti is good because
two different methods of finding Te/Ti give approximately the same results.
The expected error of the electron densities given in Figure S.6 and
Figure 5.7 depends on the accuracy by which TEITi can be measured. The
error of Te/Ti will be discussed later. in Section 5.4. The error of the
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electron density also dopends on the error in the measurement of the total
scattered power which depends on the nv..ber of correlated samples taken. As
more samples are taken the error in total scattered power decreases. Usually
enough samples are taken so that the error in the power is vey small (less
than 10-4). Therefore, the error of the electron density only depends on
the error of Te/TZ. Typical values for the error of TelT£ are less than
2S percent. So the error of the electron density is less than 25 percent.
S.4  Ion and V ectron Teger aturee
While the determination of n(0+)/ne and ne are relatively quite simple,
the determination of the ion and electron temperatures is considerably more
complicated especially if separate ion temperatures for a and H' are cal-
culated. There are a number of parameters of the theoretical ACF which de-
pend on T./T(0+), T(H+)/T(0+), and T(e). Therefore, one tries to choose
parameters which depend on only one or just two of quantities lvm+),
T(H+)/T(0+), and T(0+).
Fortunately, AMIN depends on 7e/T(0+) and T(H+)/T(0+) and does not de-
pend on T(0+). AMIN also depends on n(0+)/ne which can be calculated from
TZERO. When n(0+)/ne is between 0.4 and 0.6 temperature ratios deduced from
AMIN are unreliable and another parameter of the ACF must be used to deduce
temperature ratios. Usually AMIN is very useful in deducing temperature
ratios for daytime because only at high altitudes does n(O
+
)/ne drop below 0.6.
The ion and electron temperatures discussed in this section apply mostly to
daytime results. Daytime is concentrated on because the temperatures during
the day are much larger than at night. Also during the day the ion and elec-
tron temperatures vary more with altitude than at night.
At nighttime H+ becomes a dominant ion at much lower altitudes; so
n(0+)/ne drops below 0.6 at lower altitudes than during the day. At night
1S9
the ion and electron temperatures seem to be fairly constant with altitude.
In Figure 5.8 ion and electron temperatures are shown for nighttime on Feb.
10, 1972 where a single ion temperature is assumed. This night was charac-
terized by low magnetic activity. The temperatures were calculated from
comparing theoretical and experimental values of AMIN and THALF. The electron
and ion temperature profiles shown are almost identical at all altitudes.
They can be considered the same since experimental errors are greater than
the difference between the electron and ion temperatures.
In Figure 5.9 ion and electron temperature pr%files are shown for Feb.
10, 1972 from 9:07 to 9:19. These profiles were calculated from AMIN and
THALF using the method described in Section S.2.1 where a single ion tempera-
ture was used. Notice that the electron temperature profile is significantly
greater than the ion temperature profile. The ion temperature seems to stay
relatively constant up to about SOO km. Then the ion temperature increases
steeply up to about 700 km. Above 700 km the ion temperature increases more
slowly but there is a definite temperature gradient. The electron temperature
increases rapidly from 230 to about 400 km. Above 400 km the gradient of the
electron temperature gradually decreases until the gradient of the electron
temperature is about 1 K/km at 1000 km.
The ion and electron temperatures can also be calculated by fitting the
experimental ACF to a therretical ACF. A library of theoretical ACF's used in
this analysis is given in Appendix D along with the computer program which
created the library. In this analysis the ratio n(0 *)/ne is first calculated
by matchii,g theoretical and experimental values of TZhRO. Then the experi-
mental ACF is fitted to a theoretical ACF by minimizing the square of the
fr	 difference of the two ACF's. The results of this analysis are shown In Figure
S.10, S.11, S.12, 5.13, and 5.14.
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In Figure 5.1O profiles of T(O+) and Te are shown for Feb. 10, 1972 from
9:07 to 9:29 AM. This filpire is for two consecutive 12-minute time periods.
The circles represent data for the first time period. The data for the se-
coed tine period are given by X's. Data from both long and short pulses are
given. The data above 900 ke are not very accurate (±200 K) due to the lack of
an extensive library of ACF's for ion temperatures greater than 2000 K. The
accuracy of the profiles below 900 km is approximately ±50 K. The accuracy
of the profiles below 900 km is much better because of the extensive library
of theoretical ACF's from T(O
+) 
n 800 to 2000 K. Also, one can see that the
accuracy below 900 km is good because of the close agreement of data of the
two time periods.
Comparison of the results of the methods of fitting ACF parameters (Fig-
ure 5.9) and fitting, the entire ACF (Figure 5.10) indicates a close agreement
of tr._,
 profiles of T(O+) and T8 . Therefore, the results for T(O
+
) and Te are
very reliable.
When n(O+)/ne
 is approximately 1.0, T(H+) is very difficult to deduce
from experimental data. T(H+) can be found from analysis of the profiles of
T(O
+
) and Te . Profiles of T(O+) depend on T(H
+
) because T(O
+
) has a different
shape for different circumstances. For exarlile if a single ion temperature
is used then T(O
+
) becomes equal to the neutral temperature at a higher alti-
tude than that when each ion has different temperatures. Inspection of Figure
5.10 indicates that T(O
+
) approaches a neutral temperature of 1000 K at about
500 km. If T(O
+
) were equal to T(H+), T(O
+
) would approach 1000 K at about
600 km or higher. So one can conclude T(ti+) must be sipr:ificantly larger than
T(O+) in altitude region from 500 to 600 km because a larger T(H +) increases
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In Figure 5.11 the ratio T(H*)/T(0+) is shown for Feb. 10, 1972 from
9:07 to 9:27 AM.	 The circles are for the first time period, X's are for the
second. Both long pulse and short pulse data are shown in this figure. The
lower altitudes don't have data points for the first time period because
n(0+)/ne was nearly 1.0 at these altitudes during this time. During the next
time period n(0+)/ne was sightly below 1.0 which allowed the calculation of
m(H+)/T(0+). Figure 5.11 shows that T(H+)/T(0+) has a maximum near 550 km of
about 1.45 and drops off to 1.0 at low and high altitudes. T(H+)/T(0+) is
very large from 300 to 700 km. The fact that T(H+)/T(0+) has these large
values indicates that much more heat is being transferred to H+ from the elec-
tron than to 0+ . The theory of thermal processes with regard to ion and elec-
tron temperatures is discussed in Chapter 6.
In Figure 5.12 the profile of n(0+)/ne for Feb. 24, 1972 is shown. This
figure includes both long pulse and short pulse data from 7:57 to 8:24 AM
where n(0+)/ne is calculated from TZERO. The circles represent data for 7:57
to 8:10. The X's represent data for 8:10 to 8:24. The morning of Feb. 24,
1972 was characterized by disturbed magnetic activity. From 300 to 600 km
n(0+)/ne is nearly equal to 1.0. Long pulse data (300 km altitude sample)
give values slightly less than 1.0 at 342, 450, and 558 km which allows the
calculation of T(H+)/T(0+) at these altitudes.
The profiles of T(0+) and T  for same data given in Figure 5.12 are
shown in Figure 5.13. Above 900 km the accuracy of the profiles is approxi-
mately ±300 K. This is due to the lack of an extensive library of theoreti-
cal ACF's for T(0 ) greater than 2000 K. Below 900 km the error in the pro-
files is less (±100 K) than above 900 km but the error is larger than in Fig-
ure 5.10. This is because the data in Figure 5.12 are earlier in the morning
than Figure 5.10. At night the ion and electron temperature is approximately
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constant with altitude and much less than during the day (see Figure 5.8).
So, at dawn the ion and electron temperatures must change as a result of
solar radiation creating photoelectrons which in turn heat the ambient elec-
trons. One can expect rapid changes immediately after dawn with more gradual
or slower changes into the morning. Therefore, the heat transferred to the
electron and ions could be changing more at 8:00 AM than at 9:00 AM. Even
though the changes are slight this probably is the reason why the errors of
Figure 5.13 are larger than those of Figure 5.10.
Although the errors of Figure 5.13 are larger than those of Figure 5.10,
Figure 5.13 still gives a good picture of the profiles of T(0+) and T8. In
fact the profiles of Figure 5.13 are similar to the profiles of Figure 5.10.
T(O+) in both Figures 5.10 and 5.13 is approximately 1000 K up to 500 km.
From 500 km to 700 km T(0+) increases rapidly to 2000 K. Above 700 km the
gradient of T(0 +) decreases gradually until it is about 1 K/km at 1200 km.
T  in both Figures 5.10 and 5.13 starts at 1000 K at 230 km and increases
steadily to 2500 K at 600 km. At 900 km T  is approximately equal to 3000 K
in both Figures 5.10 and 5.13.
In Figure 5.14 the ratio T(H+)/T(0+) is shown for the same data used for
Figures 5.12 and 5.13. The maximum of T(H+)/T(0+) occurs at about 550 km and
is approximately 1.4. There are substantially large values cf T(H+)IT(0+)
from 450 to 770 km. As in Figure 5.11, T(H+)/T(0+) again falls off to 1.0 at
low and high altitudes.
5.5 S tamntzry
The results given in this chapter apply to data taken at the Arecibo
Observatory in Puerto Rico. There are two methods used to reduce the data:
1) fitting the parameters of the ACF and 2) fitting the entire ACF. 'These 	 )
methods are described in Section S.2. There are five physical quantities
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which can be reduced from this analysis. They are ne , n(0+), T(0+). T(H+),
and Te where ne is assumed to equal n(0+) plus n(H+). The quantities ne and
T(0+) can be found directly from this analysis. The other quantities are
found by first computing n(O +)/ne , T(H+) /T(O+), and 7e/T(0+).
In Section 5.3 the results of ne and n(O+)/ne are discussed and it was
determined that ne and n(O+)/ne can be found very accurately. Figures 5.2
and 5.3 show that n(O+)/ne could be computed to within i.OS even if T(O+) is
not known. If T(O+ ) is known then n(O+)/ne could be calculated with errors
less than .01. The determination ne is less accurate than the determination
of n(O+)/ne because ne depends on an accurate measurement of Te/T(O+). In
the topside ionosphere Te /Z'(O+) is generally between one and three, so ne
can be found within a factor of 2. Usually Te /T(O+) is calculated to within
±.1 or less so ne can be computed with a relative error less than 4 percent.
In Section 5.4 results of ion and electron temperatures are discussed.
It was determined the profiles of T(O +) and Te were reliable and fairly accu-
rate because of the general agreement of the profiles for both methods used
(see Figures 5.9 and 5.10). Using a library of theoretical ACF's and fitting
the experimental ACF to the best theoretical ACF it was determined that T(O+)
and Te could be calculated to within ±100 K (Figures 5.10 and 5.13). The fact
that the results of one 12-minute time period are almost exactly the same as
the results of the next 12-minute time period (Figures 5.10 and 5.13) indi-
cates that the accuracy of these results is very good. The general agreement
bet:.een Figures 5.10 and 5.13 and between Figures 5.11 and 5.14 suggests that
these results are typical of morning data because two different days are re-
presented. These days include both quiet (Feb. 10, 1972) and disturbed (Feb.
24, 19721 magnetic activity.
t
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Figures S.11 and S.14 show the ratio T(H+)/T(0+) can have significantly
large values in the altitude region between 350 and 700 km. This means that
T(H+) can be significantly larger than T(0 +) in this altitude region with
the maximum difference occurring near 550 km. Although the accuracy of the
values of T(H+)/T(0+) given in Figures 5.11 wid 5.14 isn't too good it is
certain that T(H+) is larger that T(0+) in the altitude region between 350
and 700 km. The larger values of T(H
+) has an effect on the T(0 +) profile
r-zause T(0+) approaches the neutral temperature at 500 km rather than at
600 km. Analysis of the ion and electron temperatures based on the energy
balance equations is given in Chapter 6.
t
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6. ION AND ELECTRON TEMPERATURES FROM THE ENERGY BALANCE EQUATIONS
6.1 Introduction
During the past IS years some progress has been made in describing the
ion temperature and electron temperature structure in different regions of
the magnetosphere. By equating the electron-ion heating rate with the loss
of energy of the ions to neutrals, Hanson [1963] was the first to show that
the oxygen ion temperature profile depends heavily on the altitude. His re-
sults show that the ion temperature increases gradually from the neutral gas
temperature at 300 km towards the electron temperature above 800 km. DaZgarno
et al. [1963] investigated the effect of solar ultraviolet radiation on the
rate of heating of the ambient electrons and found that the electron tempera-
ture reaches a maximum temperature near 200 km at noon in a quiet ionosphere.
Ce^.sZer and BowhiZZ [1965] developed a theory of nonlocal heating of the
topside ionosphere and the protonosphere by photoelectrons which escape the
F2 layer. They found that the electron temperature has a stjop temperature
gradient at altitudes less than 1000 km for sunspot maximum conditions. The
effect of oxygen cooling on ionospheric electron temperature has been re-
ported by DaZgarno et al. [1968] who found that the inclusion of electron
cooling by excitation of the fine-structure levels of atomic oxygen removes
the discrepancy between Thomson scatter data and theoretically predicted
electron temperatures above 320 km. The influence of the ion thermal conduc-
tivity has been studied by Banks [1967b] and Sanatani and Hanson [1970].
Their calculations of the ion temperature resulted in an ion temperature sig-
nificantly less than the electron temperature at high altitudes. In the
studies by Banks [1967b] and Sanatani and Hanson [1970] the electron tempera-
tune was assumed to be constant above a certain altitude.
r
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Theoretical profiles of temperature for different model neutral atmos-
pheres and different ion and electron density , models are computed from the
basic steady state energy balance equations for ions and electrons described
in chapter three. In the following sections results of these calculations
are discussed. Also, in this chapter the effect of photoelectron heating on
electron temperatures will be examined. The importance of thermal conduction
in both the electron and ion energy balance equ ations will be studied too.
Other topics studied in this chapter are the _'fect of temperature gradients
at the upper boundary and the effect of various elastic and nonelastic energy
transfer pre-asses on electron and ion temperatures.
6.2 Numerical Methods
The electron, 0+ , and H+ energy balance equations are coupled differen-
tial equations which are second order in z(height). These equations cannot
be solved analytically, so numerical methods must be used to find the solu-
tion. In order to find the suitable method among the possible methods avail-
able, one employs a trial and error procedure. A method which works on one
equation under certain conditions may not work on the other equations. For
example, a triple aisjonal mesh method (which will be explained later) is
effe;cive in solving the ion energy balance equation, but not the electron
energy balance equation. Thus, one must search for the best method to numeri-
cally solve each energy balance equation.
6.2.1 The trH ple diagonal nesh method. The numerical method known as
the triple diagonal mesh method is used to solve the ion energy balance equa-
tion when thermal conduction is included as an energy transfer team. It was
used by Banks (1967b] to solve for the ion temperature profile under restric-
tive conditions. In the following analysis, a modification of the basic
t
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procedure of Banks [1967b] is used.
Banks [ 1967b] assumed a single ion temperature and an electron tempera-
ture that was constant with altitude. Also, he assumed a zero temperature
gradient as the upper boundary condition. These assumptions are modified in
this study so that the 0+ and H+ ion temperature profiles can be found. An
electron temperature profile from the electron energy balance equation is
used. Also, the upper boundary condition is modified so that a variable
temperature gradient can be used.
The steady-state ion energy balance equation is
aT.
-sing I 8; Ki art ` P(e-i) - L(I-n) - C(i-J) (6.1)
where I is the magnetic dip angle, X  is the ion thermal conductivity, 
P(e-i)
is the energy transfer between electrons and ions, L(,-n) is energy transfer
between ions and neutrals, C(i-J) is the energy transfer between one ion and
other ion species, i is a subscript for the ion species (G * or H+ ), and j is
a subscript denoting, the other ion species.
The ion thermal conductivity K  for a single ion gas is
K. = 4.6 x 104(Ti51Ai)/
[1 + 3.22 x 104 (Ti2/ri) E nn .] ev cm-1 sec -I K- 1
Substituting 9 
= Ti7/2 in the energy balance equation gives
fl (x,e)
a^
where	 " (a,e) _ -7 (P(e-i) - L(i-n) - C(i-j))1(2Fisin2I)
and	 F. = 4.6 x 10 41A 	 [1 + 3.22 x 104 (Ti2/nd E nn Qp]
e
I
(6.2)
(6.3)
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If one assumes that
9(2) - g(X) + A(a)	 (6.4)
where g(s) is known from a previous iteration or initial conditions and
A(s) is a difference quantity, equation (6.3) can be put in a numerically
solvable form after linearization of fl (a,8). Linearization of f1 (s,8) gives
fl ($, e) - f2 (s,g) + f3 (s ,g)	 (6.S)
where f2 (s,g) and f3 (s,g) are function which depend on the energy production
and loss rates and factors of the order of 82 and higher are neglected. Using
and (6.5) with (6.3) one gets
2	 27 	 (6,6)- f2 (s ,9) + f3 (s ,9) d -
as	 as
Applying central difference formulas to (6.5) results in
Dj+1 + Bjej + bj l - D.	 (6.7)
where	 B. - -2 - f3
 (s ,9) 62
D j - f2 (s .9) a2- (9 j+l - 29 j + 9 j_1
6 is the altitude step size (S km), and the J's refer to integration steps
extending from j - 0 to a maximum value, jmax.
Since (6.3) i= a *cond order differential equation one needs two bound-
ary conditionf. The firet boundary condition is that the ion temperature is
equal to the neutral temperature at an altitude of 200 km. This gives
t0 = 0. The second boundary condition is that the ion temperature profile
i
has a temperature gradient at an altitude of 1200 km of aTi /as I1200' Typical
experimental values of 3'? '3 I1200 lie between 0 and 2 Kjkm. This gives
`^jmax + 1	 ^jma % + 7j2 g^ ax aTt/as 11200
	 (6.8)
e
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Since (6.7) is in the triple diagonal form, the solutions for the A^
are found by first calculating mesh coefficients X and Lf for	 0 to
jmax according to
AO
^ tl*^ (6.9)
3 DK	 » L 1 L j $---t-=—
J-1	 1
Then one works downward from j • jmax to 3 a 1 using the relation
a	
` X
	
- L^-1 d
3	 (6.10)
wish
(g	 - g	 . K	 + 17.5 "V'2	 g f5/7
_ 3max 3max+ 1 Jmax^^ z 1200 •max)
QJmax• l	 + ;.`."v	 (6.11)
The iterative solutions for a (and Tj) are found by using equations
(6.7) - (6.11) to find e3
 which is added to the previous value of g3 . The
initial function g is found from the temperature profile which neglects the
thermal conduction effects. The iteration process is continued until all the
e i 's are essentially zero. The final function g is the equivalent to a which
.
gives the steady - state ion temperature profile. The convergence of the itt-tr-
ation process is rapid with the ratio 16jIgj I for all the 3's reaching 10-4
after four repetitions of the process.
The profiles for each ion temperature are found by solving for T(H+)
using the triple diagonal mesh method where T(0 `) is set equal to the ion
temperature where a single ion temperature is assumed. Then, the triple
diag=zl mesh metnod is used again with T(H`) given from the previous step
to solve for :' (0`). The procedure is continued until there is no change in
either the T(0`) or the T(H`) profile. It generally takes four repetitions
tof this iteration process to get convergence of both 0* and a temperature
profiles.
6.2.2 Modified Newton's method. A modified Newton's method is used to
solve for the ion temperature profiles when thermal conduction effects are
ignored. Thus, the ion temperature is calculated using a formula of the form
xi+l = xi
 - af(x )lf'(Xi)
where x is the ion temperature, a is a modification factor, f(x) is the right
side of equation (6.1), and f t (x) is the derivative of f(x) with respect to x.
To find the 0+ and H+ temperature profiles, it is first necessary to find
the single-ion temperature profile. Next, the H + temperature profile is
Found, followed by the 0 + temperature profile. Finally, the process of
finding the H+ temperature profile and then the 0 + temperature profile is.
repeated until the respective profiles converge.
6.2.3 Integration of the energy balance equation. The electron energy
balance equation is integrated numerically to solve for the electron tempera-
ture profile. The integrated steady state energy equation is
dT
sing I e W- = 1 (Q - L) do	 (6.12)
z
where Q is the heat input through photoelectron heating of electrons, L is the
heat lost by Coulomb, elastic, and nonelastic collisions with ions and neutral
particles, and a is the thermal conductivity of the electron gas given in
equation (3.86).
The upper limit of the integral in equation (6.12) is infinity. This is
the result of using the assumption of open field lines or flat earth. In
other words, the field lines are parallel out to infinity. This is a very
good approximation in the altitude region below 1200 km. The integral is
(' - ^,
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not actually integrated to infinity. The upper boundary condition gives the
value of the integral from 1200 km to infinity. This is done by setting the
value of the 'integral from 1200 ka to infinity equal to the left side of
equation (6.12) where the upper boundary condition is on dre/da.
The lower boundary on % is that thermal conduction is unimportant below
200 km. That is, thermal conduction is negligible compared to heating by
.photoelectrons or cooling by neutral particles.
The electron temperature profile is found by adopting a trial value of
Te at 1200 and integrating equation (6.12) downward in a stepwise fashion
(in 5 km steps). The temperature gradient, dT0Ids, is determined from equa-
tion (6.12). The energy equation is used to calculate the second derivitivo
of T^, d2Tc/da2 , where the value of dTe/da from equation (6.12) is used. The
electron temperature at the next lowest altitude is found by using a Taylor
expansion
T (a - Aa) = T (a) - gB
	
As - 1 
s12T6 
A^a2	(6.13)e	 e ^ a 'f ^^
where fa n 5 km. An appropriate value of Ts at the upper boundary will give
a profile which satisfies the lower boundary conditions (see Section 6.4).
The procedure for finding the electron temperature profile is summarized in
Figure 6.1.
6.2.4 Time relaxation method. The time relaxation method is sometimes
used for investigation of diurnal changes in ion and electron temperatures.
It could also be used to calculate steady - state ion and electron temperatures.
The time relaxation method as described by Da Rosa [ 1966) involves solv-
ing the energy balance equation which can be written in the form for ions as
f!
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1. Input 6 at 1200 km
2. Integrate the heat
source, loss terms
3. Find dTe/da
4. Find d2Te/da2
S. Te (z - As) _
T (a) - dT e Az - d2 a Aa`
da	
dA2
6. Continue 1-S until lower
boundary condition is
satisfied
Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of the procedure for finding the
electron temperature profile.
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" V;a ► t,T) a ; + V(a,t,T) (ft) + W(Xot,T)	 (6.14)
where
	 U(a,t,T) _ ( nek) ' l sin? I Ki
V(x,t,T) _ ( %k) -1 sing I Ki
W(a,t,T) _ ( nek) -1 (p(e - i) - L(i - n))
Central difference formulas can be used to reduce equation (6.14) to
Ti^ ld+1 - T'.
 	
Ti+1. j - 2Ti^ + Ti-,,j
at	
U. '
,a	 (As)
- T	 2
+ Vi	 Tt+l,j	 i,J	 + W.	 (6.IS)
i^7	 ax ,J
where	 i is the subscript for the height step, AL;
j is the subscript for the time step, At;
and	
Ui,J : 
V(iAa, aAt, Ti), etc.
The unknown Ti,j+l can easily be found since all the other quantities in
equation (6.IS) are known. The height and time steps have to be chosen care-
fully so that the solution of the difference equation converges to the solu-
tion of the differential equation. Sometimes even if An and At approach zero
there is no convergence (the values of T oscillate wildly with each iteration).
The equation is then said to be unstable. The condition of stability as given
by pa Roea [1966] is
max
(Ui,J) 
A--^ < 1
	
(6.16)
(A$)
I	 This condition imposes strict restrictions on the steps As and At, and makes
it impossible to solve the physical pr(iblem, as verified by the following
example: if the electron number density is 104 cm-3 and the temperature is
1000 K. then with a height step of 20 km, the maximum time step is 0.1 seconds.
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Even time intervals of one hour would take far too many iterations and also
would render the solution meaningless by the accumulation of truncation and
round-off errors.
Different schemes have been formulated to circumvent these difficulties,
but care must still be taken in choosing the time step. Methods other than
the time relaxation method were found to be easier to apply to this study,
and had fewer difficulties.
If one is interested in the thermal response to changing electron num-
ber density or varying photoelectron-thermal electron heating one would prob-
ably take the extra care in employing the time relaxation method. Fortunately,
this study involves the solution of the steady-state ion and electron energy
balance equations which can more easily solved by methods described in Sec-
tions 6.2.1, 6.2.2, and 6.2.3.
6.3 The Effect of the Electron and Ion Number Aeneitiee on the EZeetron
and Ion Temperature ProfiZee
In this section several different models of the electron and ion number
density profiles corresponding to different atmospheric conditions will be
used to calculate electron and ion temperature profiles. In the two cases
considered in this section, parameters other than number densities will be
held constant. In the neutral atmospheric model used, the exospheric tempera-
ture is equal to 1000 K (CIRA [1972]; see Appendix A). Also a thermal-electron
heating rate at a solar zenith angle, X, of 0 0 from Mantas [1973] will be
used (see Figure 3.3). The heating rate above 1000 km is assumed to have a
constant value set equal to the heating rate at 1000 km.
The electron temperature profile is calculated by integrating the elec-
tron energy balance equation which includes thermal conduction. The boundary
e
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condition at 1200 km is that the gradient of the electron temperature is
1 K/km. The lower boundary condition is that thermal conduction is unimpor-
tant at the altitude WF 120 ka. Below 120 km, the electron temperature pro-
file is controlled by energy loss to the neutral gases, so that the electron
temperatures are nearly equal to neutral temperatures.
The ion temperature profile is calculated using the triple diagonal
mesh method. Thermal conduction is included in the ion energy balance equa-
tion. As in the case of the electron temperature profile, the upper boundary
is applied at 1200 km and is that the gradient of the temperature is 1 KJkm.
The lower boundary condition is determined by the fact that thermal conduction
is unimportant at altitudes below 200 km. The ion temperature is controlled
by energy loss to the neutral gases at altitudes below 200 km. Thus, the ion
temperature becomes equal to the neutral temperature near 200 km.
It is necessary to consider two cases depending on the electron and ion
number densities. In the first case the effect of the magnituae of the elec-
tron number density on the temperature profiles is considered. Electron and
ion temperatures (Figure 6.3) have been calculated with the electron number
density equal to one, one half, and two times that shown in Figure 6.2. The
0+ plus H+ number density shown in Figure 6.2 equal the electron number den-
sity of Figure 6.2. When the electron density is twice and one half that
shown in Figure 6.2 n(0+) is found by calculating n(0+)(ne from Figure 6.2
and multiplying this by twice or one-half ns. n(H+) is found by subtracting
n(0+) from ne.
When the electron number density is smallest, the electron temperature
is largest. Also, the separation between the electron and ion temperatures
increases as the electron number density decreases. This is the result of
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NUMBER DENSITY (cnn-3)
Figure 6.2 Electron, 0+ , and H+ number defisity profiles used in
the calculation of T  and T  in Figure 6.3.
w
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1
""	 1000	 2000	 3000	 4000
TEMPERATURE N)
Figure 6.3 T. and Tj profiles for X • 0' and different electron
density profiles. 1 refers to the profile in Figure
6.2. 2 refers to 2 times that profile. h refers to
0.5 that profile.
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two factors. First, * the heating of the ions depends on both n 4 and Ts-3j2;
as % decreases and TB increases the heating of the ions remains relatively
unchanged. Second, the effect of the electron density on the ion temperature
profile is not as great as its effect on the electron temperature profile.
While the electron density determines the magnitude by which electron energy
is lost to other particles, the electron density is important in both ion
energy production and loss.
In the second case the effect of ion number density profiles on electron
and ion temperatures is considered (Figure 6.S). In Figure 6.4, the ion
number density profiles used to calculate the temperature profiles of Figure
6.S are shown. Two examples are used to show the effect on electron and ion
temperatures when 0*
 dominates at all altitudes and when H * becomes the pre-
dominant ion at a low altitude. These two examples illustrate the effect of
Coulomb collisions on electron and ion temperatures.
Since H' has a larger energy transfer rate than 0+ , the ion temperatures
are higher when H+ is the dominant ion than when 0 } is the dominant ion.
This is indeed the case, as is shown in Figure 6.S. Also, since the electron
number density is essentially the same at altitudes near 1200 km, the electron
temparature profiles A and B are almost identical. Therefore, the species
of ion present has very little effect on the electron temperature profile
at 1200 km.
Most of the effect of changing the ion density profiles is felt in the
ion temperature profiles. Since the ion density profiles change from night
to day there will be changes in the ion temperature profiles from this factor
alone.
The 0+ ion density is dominant at all altitudes between 200 and 1200 km
11
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Figure 6.4 Ion number density profiles used in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5 Ion and electron temperature profiles for different ion
number density profiles. The A and B temperature profiles
were calculated using the respective A and B ion density
profiles of Figure 6.4.
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during the day. This corresponds to profile A in Figure 6.4. At night there
is no photoionization source for 0 ♦ ions, but inward flaw of H♦ ions and ac-
cidentally resonant charge exchange acts as a source of ionization for e
ions. Thus, there are substantial a ion densities at night, although le
becomes important at lower altitudes. This corresponds to profile B in Fig-
ure 6 .4. The nighttime profiles of the electron and ion temperate-es are
discussed in the next section.
6.4 Changes for the Ion and Motmn IW"rature PWAZe f*m Night to Dmj
The electron and ion energy balance equations can be solved for the case
where no solar radiation is-received. This implies that photoelectrons are
no longer being produced. Before dawn and after dusk the ambient electrons
can be heated by photoelectrons which originate in the conjugate ionosphere.
This occurs if the conjugate ionosphere is still sunlit. During the night
there are no photoelectrons, so by neglecting the heating of ambient electrons
by photoelectrons, nighttime ion and electron temperature profiles can be
calculated. Throughout this section the neutral atmosphere model is CIRA
1972 with 7^ . 1000 K.
In Figure 6.6, the effect of zero heating of the ambient electrons on
the electron temperature profile is shown. This case also uses the ion
density profiles shown in Figure 6.4 (profile A). The electron temperature
profile has been calculated using thermal conduction in the energy balance
equation with upper and lower boundary conditions as discussed in Section
6.3 using the method described in Section 6.2.3. A fixed ion temperature
is used. The most significant effect of zer.: .eating of ambient electrons is
that the electron temperature profile becomes equal to the ion temperature
profile at 400 km and below as shown in Figure 6.6. There is no maximum
IF
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TEMPERATURE (*K)
Figure 6.6 Electron temperature profiles for night and day where the
upper boundary condition is aTP/8a . 1 K/km for both night
and day. The ion number densities used to calculate 
TO
are shown in Figure 6.4 A.
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of the electron temperature at 250 km, as there is in the daytime electron
temperature profile. At higher altitudes the electron temperature is-loss
at night than during the day, but it is still greater than the ior_ tempera-
ture. This is the result of heat flux by thermal conduction from the higher
altitudes. W: biggest differences between the electron and ion temperatures
occur between 500 and 700 km. This is because while ion-neutral energy trans-
fer controls the ion temperature profile at higher altitudes, electron-neutral
energy transfer becomes important at a lower altitude than the ion-neutral
energy transfer.
Tle Plectron tem>erature profile for th-3 case where the ion densities
are given by profile B in Figure 6.4 is shown in Figure 6.7. The lower and
upper boundary conditions are the same as the previous example. In this case
the ion temperature profile also is calculated using the method described in
Section 6.2.1. As in the previous case the electron temperature is equal to
the ion temperature below 400 km. The difference between the ion and electron
temperatures is largest near 550 km. The ion temperature is still less than
the electron temperature up to 1200 km. The electron temperature is equal to
the ion temperature only in the region below 400 km.
During the night it is possible that the temperature gradients at the
upper boundary may be reduced from those during day. In Figure 6.8 the upper
boundary conditions for the ion and electron temperatures are that the tem-
perature gradients are zero and 0.5 KJkm respectively. The lower boundary
conditions are the same as the previous example and the ion densities are
given by profile B in Figure 6.4. The ion and electron temperatures in Fig-
ure 6.8 are reduced more than 1000 K at altitudes near 1200 km than those in
Figure 6.7. Also, in Figure 6.8 the electron temperature profile is approxi-
mately equal to the ion temperature profile at all altitudes. The electron
k'
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Figure 6.7 Electron temperature profile for night where the upper
boundary condition is n.las n 1 K/km. The ion number
densities used to calculate T  are shown in Figure 6.4 B.
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Figure 6.8 Electron and ion temperature profiles
for nighttime where the upper boundary
conditions are BT /as a b.5 K/km and
Vegas a 0. The Ion density profiles
are shown in Figure 6.4 B.
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and ion temperature profiles increase slowly from 1000 K at 400 km to 1500 K
at 1200 M. Therefore, if the temperature gradients at the upper boundary
are zero, the electron and ion temperatures increase only 500 K above the
neutral temperature (Figure 6.8); whereas, if the temperature gradients at
thn upper boundary are 1 Kfkm, the electron and ion temperatures increase
more than 1500 K above the neutral temperature (Figure 6.6 and 6.7).
6.5 The Effect of Inelastio ColZieione on the Eleotron Temperature Profile
Inelastic collisions of electrons with neutral particles are important
as sinks of heat for electrons at altitudes below 400 km. Inelastic colli-
sions were discussed in Section 3.7. Electrons can be cooled through rota-
tional and vibrational excitation of N 2
 and 02' Another important sink of
heat for electron is the fine structure excitation of 0. These inelastic
collisions control the electron temperature profile at the lower altitudes
in the F region. They gradually become unimportant with increasing altitude
due to decreasing neutral densities.
The importance of the various electron heat transfer processes is shown
in Figure 6.9. These energy transfer rates were calculated using the LIRA
[1972] neutral atmosphere model with T
CD 
• 1000 K, the ion density profiles
given in Figure 6.4 profile A, and the electron and ion temperature profiles
given in Figure 6.10 profile B. Curve 1 in Figure 6.9 is the cooling due to
electron-ion Coulomb collisions. Curve 2 is the cooling due to electron-
neutral elastic collisions. Cooling through vibrational excitation of N2
and 02 is shown in curve 3. Cooling through rotational excitation of N 2 and
02 is shown in curve d. Curve S represents the cooling through fine structure
excitation of 0. Curve 6 is the heating of thermal electrons by photoelec-
trons. In curve 7 energy transfer through thermal conduction is shown.
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ENERGY TRANSFER RATE (eVcm-3sec-1)
Figure 6.9 Electron energy transfer rates for all the
heat transfer processes: 1 - cooling through
electron-ion Coulomb collisions, 2 - cooling
through electron-neutral elastic collisions,
3 - cooling through vibrational excitation of
N2 and 02, 4 - cooling through rotational
excitation of N2 and 0 
0
S - cooling through
fine structure excitation of 0, 6 - heating of
thermal electron by photoelectrons, 7 - energy
transfer by thermal conduction.
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Below 400 km there are many important energy transfer processes. Photoelec-
tron heating of the ambient electrons is important below 400 km while cooling
through Coulomb collisions loses its importance at altitudes *,.:tow 2S0 km.
Figure 6.9 shows that elastic collisions are not important at any altitude.
Inelastic collisions are important below 250. Cooling through fine-structure
excitation of 0 and through vibrational excitation of N 2 and 02 are the im-
portant inelastic cooling mechanisms.
The importance of inelastic collisions in controlling the electron
temperature profile at altitudes below 400 km is illustrated in Figure 6.10.
Ion density profiles found using profile A of Figure 6.4, the CDM [1972]
neutral atmosphere model with Tm - 1000 K, and the thermal-electron heating
rate from Figure 3.3 with X - 0° were used to calculate the electron tempera-
ture profiles shown in Figure 6.10. Inelastic collisions act to reduce the
peak in the electron temperature profile near 250 km, as can be seen by the
fact that profile B is less than profile A in Figure 6.10. Profile A is the
electron temperaturee profile without including the effect of inelastic colli-
sions in the electron energy equation, whereas profile B does include the
effect of inelastic collisions. Thermal conduction is also important in re-
ducing the peak of the electron temperature profile in both profiles A and B.
As can be seen from Figure 6.9 photoelectron heating is the important source
of heat causing the peak in the electron temperature. Electron-ion Coulomb
collisions channel much of this heat away from the electrons at altitudes
J. J
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TEMPEATIRE (*K)
Figure 6.10 Electron temperature profile: for cases where
inelastic collisions are not included in the
energy balance equation (profile A) and
inelastic collisions are included (profile B).
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above 300 km. However, below 300 km thermal conduction and inelastic colli-
sions must transfer this excess heat to other altitudes or other particles.
Since inelastic collisions are not sufficient to absorb all the heat, there
will be temperature gradients. Thus, a small peak in the electron tempera-
ture profile occurs.
6.6 Diffemnt Ion Tempemturee
The importance of considering different 0 +
 and H+ ion temperatures has
been examined by Banke [1967a] for the case where thermal conduction is not
included in the energy balance equation. He found that H + ions can have tem-
peratures 250 K greater than 0 + ions. In this section the separate ion tem-
peratures are calculated with thermal conduction included in the energy bal-
ance equations using the method described in Section 6.2.1. Several different
cases are considered. Two sets of ion density are considered along with
changes in the upper boundary condition.
The lower boundary condition for H + and 0+ temperatures is Tz - Tn at
200 km. The electron temperature's lower boundary condition is that thermal
conduction is not important at 120 km. The thermal-electron heating rates
are from Figure 3.3 with X - 0%
In Figures 6.11-6.13 the effect on the ion temperature profiles of chang•,
ing the upper boundary is shown. The ion number density profiles used are
shown in Figure 6.2. The electron temperature profile is held constant in
these calculations. In Figure 6.11, aTj/as - 0 where j is the subscript for
both H+ and 0+ . The H+ temperature is greater than the 0+ temperature because
H+ has a larger electron-ion heating rate than 0% The difference between
the 0+ and H+ temperatures is largest near 500 km. This is because ion-
neutral cooling is larger for 0 + than H+ . The 0+ tewpo rature is controlled
more by ion-neutral cooling at the lower altitudes, so that 0 + temperature
r
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Figure 6.11 Temperature profiles for 0 + and N* where the
upper boundary condition is aTZ/aa = 0. The ion
number densities used to calculate T(0 + ) and T(H+)
are shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.12 Temperature profiles for 0* and H * where the
upper boundary condition is 8A'2/8a = 0.5 k/km
and the ion number densities are from Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.13 Temperature profiles for 0 * and W where the
upper boundary condition is Cilax n 1.0 K/km
and the ion number densities are from Figure 6.2.
is close to the neutral temperature up to about SOO ke.
The ion temperatures are such less than the electron temperature at the
higher altitudes in Figure 6.11. There is a gradient in the electron tempera-
I
	
	 tore and no gradient in the ion temperature. A large amount of heat is being
transferred in the electron gas through conduction, but very little in the
ion gas. In fact, the ion temperatures only increase by about 700 K above
the neutral temperature, while the electron temperature is more than three
times the neutral temperature at 1200 km.
In Figure 6.12 the ion temperature profiles is shown for the case where
the upper boundary condition is 37j'3s • O.S K/km. In this case the dif-
ference between the a and H} temperature profiles is larger than where
aTj/as n 0. The largest difference occurs at about SOO ka. The ion tempera-
ture profiles also increase to larger values in Figure 6.12 than in Figure
6.12 than in Figure 6 . 11. This is because of heat being transferred to lower
altitudes through thermal conduction and thereby raising the temperatures.
Thus, as the temperature gradients increase more heat is transferred from the
high altitudes, and the temperatures increase significantly.
The case where the upper boundary condition is OT /as = 1 K/km is shown
in Figure 6.13. In this figure, the difference between the 0 ; and H^ tempers-
ture profiles is even larger than the previous two cases. As before, the
largest difference occurs near SOO km. There are significant differences
even up to 1200 km. Both the 04 and H* temperatures increase to larger values
at 1200 km than they do when aTi/as n 0 and O .S K/km. This is due to more
heat being transferred from above the upper boundary to lower altitudes.
More heat is transferred to lower altitudes by thermal conduction if tempera--
_
	
	
ture gradients are larger because thermal conduction depends on temperature
gradients.
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Figures 6.11, 6 . 12 1 and 6 . 13 show the effect of different upper boundary
conditions on profiles of T(e) and P (H*). These profiles were calculated
based on an electron temperature profile which was the sass in each figure.
This is not a self-consistent calculation because the electron temperature
profile is :":acted by changes in T(0*) and r(e). Figures 6.11, 6.12, and
6.13 still provide useful information on the effect of the upper boundary
on ion temperature profiles.
Using Figures 6.11-6 . 13, H*-to-0* temperature ratios, T(H*)/T(0♦), can
be calculated. These ratios are shown in Figure-6.14. This figure shows
that T(H*)/T(0*) is largest in the altitcde region near 500 ks. Curve A
represents T(H*)/T(0+) for Figure 6.11 where aT^/as n u. Curves B and C are
for Figures 6.12 and 6.13, where aTf/as n O.S and 1 . 0 K/km respectively.
Curve C has the largest values of T(H*) /T(0*). The temperature ratio
T(H*)/T(0+) is large in curve C even at altitudes near 1200 ka. T(H*)IT(0*)
is much smaller at 1200 km in curves B and C. Since curve C represents the
case aTil as = 1.0 K/ka, this means that more heat can be conducted downward
through the H+ ion gas. Thus the H+ ion temperature is larger than the 0+
ion temperature. Thc: peak in T(H*)/T(0*) is due to the relatively constant
temperature gradient of T(H+) with altitude. The 0* temperature decreases
more rapidly and approaches the neutral temperature at about 40 km.
The ion density was found to to iaportant in controlling the ion and
electron temperature in Section 6.3. The ion density is also important in
controlling the difference between the H+ and 0*
 ion temperatures. The ef-
fect of the ion density profiles A And B of Figure 6.4 on 0+ and H+
 ten ;wra-
ture profiles is shown in Figures 6.1S and 6.16 respectively. Also calculated
along with 0* and H* temperature profiles is the electron temperature profile.
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T(H*)/T(O*)
Figure 6.14 Ratios of T(N`)/T(Q`) for Figures 6.11. 6.12, and 6.13.
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Figure 6.15 T(0+), T(H+ ), and Te where the upper boundary
condition is aTi/az = 1.0 K/km and the ion number
densities are from Figure 6.4 A.
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Figure 6.16 T (U') , T (tl+ ) , and T. where the upper boundary
condition is DTi /az a 1.0 K,/km and the ion number
densities are from Figure 6.4 B.
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The upper boundary condition for the ion and electron temperature is that the
temperature gradient at 1200 km is 1.0 Kjkm. The CnU 11P721 neutral atmos-
phere model with T. n 1000 K was used. The thermal-electron heating rates
were taken from Figure 3.3 with y m 0'.
The ion density is important in controlling the magnitude of the differ-
ence between H+ and 0+ temperatures. If H+ or 0+ densities are large
(- 1 x 104 cm"3) at 1200 km (Figure 6.1S and 6.16) then T(H+)17(0+) is re-
duced over the case where n(0+) R 1 x 103
 cm-3
 (Figure 6.13). There are still
significant values of T(H+)/T(0+) in the region near S00 km as shown in Figure
6.1S and 6 . 16. The magnitude of T(H+ ) IT(0+) in Figure 6.16 is less than that
in Figure 6.1S because H+
 densities are greater for Figure 6.16. The larger
H+
 densities allow more heat to be transferred to 0 +
 by Coulomb collisions.
Therefore, the H+
 temperatures are reduced and the 0 + temperatures increase.
The importance of the electrons as a heat source for ions is shown in
Figure 6.17. In this figure the electron temperature is much greater at al-
titudes above S00 km than in Figure 6.16. The electron upper boundary con-
dition in Figure 6.16 is 3T /Da 1 1200 n 1 Kjkm and in Figure 6.17 it is 1.5 KJkm.
If the temperature gradient is larger, the temperature also are larger.
Since the electron temperatures increase, the 1l+ and 0+ temperature also
increase. The If+
 temperature increases more than the 0 + temperature because
H+ has a larger electron energy transfer rate than 0
+. 
The difference between
If and 0+
 temperatures increases greatly from Figures 6.16 to 6.17. Therefore,
at the difference between electron and ion temperatures increases, the dif-
ference between H+
 and 0+
 temperatures also increases.
6.7 Tha fffoct of the Neutral Atmosphere on ron and Electron Temperattue-
h—ofi 1aa
The neutral atmosphere can he important in determining the ion and elec-
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Figure 6.1 71 T(O*), T(11* ), and Tj where the upper boundary
condition for Te is 3TC /az* v 1.5 K/km and the
ion number densities are from Figure 6.4 B.
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Iron temperature profiles. In particular, different temperature profiles can
result from neutral number densities that differ from one neutral atmosphere
model to another. The neutral atmosphere is important at lower altitudes
where the major heat losses for ions and electrons are through elastic and
inelastic collisions with neutral particles.
In Figures 6.16, 6.18, 6.19, and 6.20, ion and electron temperature pro-
files are shown for the cases 	 M 1000 K, 500 K, 700 K, and 1500 K respec-
tively. The lower boundary conditions is that the electrons 0+ and H% and
neutral temperatures are equal at 120 km. For each neutral temperature, the
upper boundary condition for electrons, 0+ , and H+ temperatures is the gra-
dient of temperature with respect to altitude is 1 K(km. Ion densities used
throughout this section are given in Figure 6.6 profile B. The thermal-
electron heating rates are from Figure 3.3 with X = 0°. The electron tem-
perature profile is calculated using the method described in Section 6.2.3
The ion temperature profiles are calculated using the method described in
Section 6.2.1.
Comparison between Figures 6.16 and 6 . 19 indicates that the ion and elec-
tron temperatures profiles change very little at the altitudes above 800 km
as the neutral temperature changes from 700 K to 1000 K. This is because
the dominate heat transfer process above 800 km is thermal conduction. Above
800 km neutral number densities are very small and cooling of ions and elec-
trons is accomplished through thermal conduction of heat to lower altitudes.
Since the thermal conductivity is independent of the neutral atmosphere, the
ion and electron temperature profiles are independent of the neutral atmos-
phere above 800 km.
Below 800 km the effect of the neutral atmosphere begins to determine
the shape of the ion and electron temperature profiles. For T
.
 n 1000 K, the
e
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Figure 6.18 T(p+ ), T(H
+
), and Te where the upper boundary
condition is aT- as n 1.0 K/km and ion number
densities are from Figure 6.4 B. The neutral
atmosphere model is from 01RA [1972) with
T
o
 500 K.
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Figure 6.19 T(0+ ), T(H+ ), and T. where the upper boundar'%
condition is Uti/8s = 1.0 K/km and ion nwnl. e
densities are from Figure 6.4 B. The neutral
atmosphere model is from CIRA [1972] with
T s 700 K.m
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TEMPERATURE (°K)
Figure 6.20 T(0+), T(H+), and R where the upper boundary
condition is Ui/8s = 1.0 Kjkm and ion number
densities are from Figure 6.4 B. The neutral
atmosphere model is from CDM (19721 with
T - 1500 K.w
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e ion temperature decreases more rapidly than the H+ ion temperature, leaving
a difference between 0+ and H+ temperatures. As T. decreases, the difference
between 0+ and H+ temperatures decreases. As the neutral temperature de-
creases, the neutral number densities also decrease. As a result, the 0+
temperature profile and H+ temperature profile are much closer to each other
for smaller neutral temperatures. Thus, the importance of neutral collisions
with ions and electrons is pushed to leer altitudes for smaller neutral tem-
peratures.
Although the T(H+) and T(0+) do not change at altitudes above 800 km
when m = 1000 and 700 K (Figures 6.16 and 6.19), T(H+) and T(0+) change when
% a S00 K and 1500 K. In Figure 6.18, (% • S00 K) and 6.20 (% = 1500 K)
T(H+) and T(0+) are much smaller than in Figure 6.19. For % = S00 K, T(0+)
and T(H+) are nearly equal from 200 to 1200 km. For T'ma 1S00 K, T(0+) and
T(H+) are much different especially near 700 km. When Tm = 500 K, T(0+) and
T(H+) are so close that it is very difficult to distinguish different tempera-
tures. Also when T
.
 - S00 K, T(0+) is approximately 1000 K from 400 to 1200
km. When T
.
 = 1500 K, T(0+) is nearly equal to Tn from 200 km to 700 km.
The electron temperature doesn't change drastically as T(0 +) and T(H+)
changes when 
Tft
-
 
500, 700, 1000, or 1500 K. It is approximately the same
in for each neutral thermosphere model. This is expected because thermal
conduction is more important for electrons than it is for ions.
6.8 swmnary and co"parison with Charter 5 Results
In this chapter electron and ion temperatures were found to depend on
many factors. The electron number density and the 0+ and H+ number densities-,
are important (see Figure 6.3 and 6.5). Also, the neutral thermosphere model
is an important factor (see Figures 6.16, 6.18, 6.19, and 6.20). The time
of day can determine Te below 500 km (see Figures 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8).
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Inelastic collisions have an effect on the T. profile at altitudes below 400
km (see Figure 6.10). Thermal conductivity and the upper boundary condition
are also very important in determining the shape of the Te. 21 (0+), and T W)
profiles (see Figure 6.11, 6 . 12, 6.13, and 6.17).
In Figure 6.9 the importance of the various electron heat transfer pro-
cesses is shown. Thermal conduction is the most important electron energy
transfer process at altitudes above 400 ka. Even though the thermal conduc-
tivity of 0+ and H+ is much less than the electron thermal conductivity, the
thermal conduction of ions is ,still important in keeping T(O +) and T(H+) sig-
nificantly below Te. Since the thermal conductivity of 0+ is smaller than
the thermal conductivity of e
,
 less heat flows through 0+ than through H+.
The electron -H+ energy transfer rate is larger than the electron-0+
energy transfer rate, and T (0+) and T (H+) are weakly coupled. Therefore,
T(H
+
) is generally larger than T(0+) (see Figures 6.11, 6.12, 6.13, 6.1S,
6.16, 6 . 17, 6.18, 6.19, and 6.20). Thermal conduction and the upper boundary
condition control the magnitude of the difference between T(H +) and T(0+).
As the ion temperature gradient increases from zero to one Kjkm the peak dif-
ference between T(H+) and 7(0+). Larger values of 1B result in more heat
transferring to H+ and thus a larger difference between T(H +) and T(0+) (see
Figure 6.17).
Some of the results of this chapter can be compared with experimental
results of Chapter S. The ion densities are given by experimental results
of Figures 5.3, 5.6, 5 . 7, and 5 . 12 and by the empirical model of Figure 6.4.
Experimental daytime electron temperatures of Figures S.9, S.10, and S.13
can be compared to theoretical electron temperatures of Figures 6.3, 6.S, 6.1S,
6.16, and 6 . 17. Nighttime electron temperatures are shown in Figures 5.8 and
[a
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6.6 ,fie 0+
 and H+ temperatures are given by the experimental results of
Figures 5.9, S.10, S . 11, S.13, and S.14 and by the theoretical results of
Figures 6.1S, 6.16 and 6.17.
The ion densities of Figures S.3 9 S.6, 5.7, and S . 12 are consistent with
the ion densitie., shown in profile A of Figure 6.4 because Figure t.4 is based
on experimental results. The magnitude and the location of the peak of the
0+ density are approximately the same in both Figures S.S and 6 .4. At alti-
tude below SOO km 0+ is the dominant ion. At altitudes near 1200 km n(0+)1%
is about O .S. The agreement between Figures S.3, S.6, S.7, and S . 12 and Fig-
ure 6 . 4 A is good enough so that the ion and electron temperatures based on
these figures can be compared. The errors for theoretical ion and electron
temperatures due to any disagreement in the ion densities would be less than
the differences between profile I and 2 of Figure 6.3 which is less than 100
K for Ti
 
and 200 K for e. In Figure 6.S the effect of the ion species on Te
is shown to be unimportant.
The electron temperature profiles in Figures S.9, S.10 and S . 13 have a
temperature gradient at the upper boundary of about 1.0 to 1 . 5 K/km. In Fig-
ure 6.15 and 6.16 T. has been calculated based on the assumption that the
temperature gradient at the upper boundary is 1.0 K/km. Figure 6.17 shows TO
when the temperature gradient is 1.5 K/km. The values of '"e in Figures S.10
and S.13 are somewhat greater than those in Figures 6.15 and 6 . 16 but less
than those in Figure 6.17. This indicates that the theoretical fie profiles
are consistent at the upper boundary with the experimental 7 g profile since
the experimental temperature gradient is between 1.0 and 1 . 5 K/km at the
upper boundary. The experimental and theoretical 7P profiles don't agree
below 400 km. The theory predicts TB to be approximately equal to T(H+ ) and
e
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T(0*) from 300 to 400 km, and Ts has a relative maxims at about 240 ko. How-
ever, the experimental Ts profile becomes equal to T(e) and T(0 *) below 230
km and Te has a steep temperature gradient from 300 to 400 km. This region
below 400 km needs to be investigated in future research to find the reason
for the discrepancy between experimental and theoretical T. profiles. There
are several possible reasons for this discrepancy - 1) the heating of the
dent electrons by photoelectrons is not accurate below 400 km, 2) the elec-
tron density model below 400 km is not accurate and actual experimental elec-
tron densities should be used instead, and 3) there are other sources of heat
for electron which have not yet been identified as important.
In Figure 5.8 nighttime electron and ion temperature profiles are shown.
Although the profiles only extend to 6S0 km one can still compare then with
theoretical calculations of 
7  
and Ti given in Figures 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8.
Figures 6.6 and 6.6 don't agree with Figure S.8 because 
a
 is significantly
greater than Ti from 400 to 6S0 km in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. However, Figure
6.8 is similar to Figure S.B. The T. profile is approximately equal to the Tf
profile in both Figures S.8 and 6.8 and the temperatures are fairly constant
with altitude in both figures due to zero or near zero temperature gradients
at the upper boundary.
The agreement between experimental and theoretical profiles of T(0 ;) and
T(H;) is quite good (see Figures S.9, S.10, S.I1, S.13, S.14, 6.1S, 6.16, and
6.17). Both the experimental and the theoretical profiles of T(0 *) are close
to the neutral temperature of 1000 K up to about S00 km where T(0 *) starts to
increase rapidly. The temperature gradient at the upper boundary is approxi-
mately 1.0 K/km for both experimental and theoretical T(0 #) profiles.
Comparison between experimental and theoretical T(H `) profiles cannot be
made directly because Figure 5.11 and S.14 give T(H+)/T(0`) instead.
m
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Calculation of values of TW)121(0♦) for Figures 6.IS, 6.16, and 6.17 give
values of about 1.0 at low and high altitudes which is the same for Figuw- s
S.I1 and S.14. The peak value given by Figures S.11 and S.14 is located at
SSO km. This is also about the same location of the peak of T(H')/T(O*)
calculated from Figures 6.IS, 6.16 0 and 6.17. The values of T(H') /2'(0♦) at
SSO km calculated from Figures 6.1S, 6.16, and 6.17 are about 1.3, 1.2, and
1.! respectively. The maxim of T(H')/T(0♦) in Figures 5.11 and S.14 is
about 1.3 and 1.4 which are consistent with those of Figures 6.IS and 6.17.
Yt is important that the experimental and theoretical ion temperature
profiles agree because it means that all the important energy transfer pro-
cc4=es are included in the ion energy balance e quations. There is no reason
to look for additional energy sources or sinks for ions because there is no
discrepancy between experimental acid theoretical ion temperatures.
The experimental and theoretical electron temperatures agree above 400
km. However, below 400 km there is a discrepancy which needs to be investi-
gated by further research of electron energy transfer processes.
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APPENDIX C
The following is a calculation of the nonanalytic term in the power
spectra of incoherent-scatter returns.
r
/A
	 2 	 2 t4
exp y dy *(1+t + TT + 	)dt
O
	
flo
W	 WA) 3 	wil y (w/o) ?
_ W (1 +(W/O) 2 + (win) 4+	 )
_ n 1F1(1l2; 3/2; w2A2)
where 1F1 (1/2; 3/2; w2/n2) is the degenerate hypergeometric function or Kummei
function given in Abramowitz and Stegun [1964].
Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [1965] gives an expression for 1F1 as
1F1 (1/2; 3/2; w2/a2 ) = exp (w2 /A2) E 
s_11! (-w2/n2) 
k-1
k=1
This summation is useful when w 2/n2 is not large. When w2/02 becomes
large the summation will not converge. Therefore, one has to use an asymptotic
expansion, which is given by [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964]
	
2	 2
1F1(112; 3/2; w2/n2 ) _ 7 exp (w2`) ( 1 + n + 3 112w	 2w	 2w
2 3	 2 4
+15 
-7 +105 -7 +. . .. )
2w	 2w
i'
,`'fir
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APPENDIX D
COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED IN THE CALCULATION OF EXPERIMENTAL
AND THEORETICAL ELECTRON AND ION TEMPERATURES
In this appendix a list and description of some of computer programs
used in Chapters S and 6 is given. Programs MAC, NOINE, and ACNAL were used
to calculate the experimental electron and ion temperatures and densities
given in Chapter S. The program used to calculate the theoretical electron
and ion temperatures is also described and given in this appendix.
The following program calculates a library of theoretical ACF's and
stores them on tape. Subroutine DISP calculates the electron and ion disper-
sion functions. Subroutine CFS calculates the cosine factors for the cosine
transform of the power spectrum. Subroutine ACF calculates the autocorrela-
tion function. The power spectrum is calculated and stored in array W. The
variables M1, M2, and M3 refer to the masses in kg of 0% H% and the elec-
tron respectively while T1, T2, and T3 represent these particles temperatures.
Constant factors necessary for the calculation of the power spectrum are given
by C, C2, C3, and C4.
The power spectrum is calculated for a range of values of T(0+),
T./T(0+), T(H+)/T(0+), and n(0+)/n6 (B4). After the ACF (A) is calculated it
is sent to the printer and stored on magnetic tape for use by other programs.
PROGRAM MAC(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE7,ACA,TAPES=INPUT,PUNCN,TAPE6RABA)
COMMONiCFA/CF(24,31)
DIMENSION W( 301), l( 381), G( 301). A(24 )
DI M ENSION 0X(9?1)
REAL	 L,K,M2,M3,PO,KI,PI,N1
22S
PI=3.141592654
K= 1.380622E-23
PO=8.854185E-12
M1=2.655913E-26
M2=1.672614E-27
M3=9.109558E-31
L=.69719186
NACF =0
E=2.SE11C=L**c^./(32.*PI**2.*K)Cc^=C*RIC3=	 (1.6021917E-19)**2 /PO/K
C4 = (L/ 4 . /PI)**2 .
D4=1.8E3
TS=S.E-6CALL CFS(
	 D4,TS)
READ( 5,100 )ITO
READ( 5,100 )ITS
READ(5,100)IT1
100	 FORMAT(I4)
T1=ITS+FLOAT(ITO-1)*IT1
REWIND 7
READ(5, 100 )IF1
WPITE(6,109)ITO,ITS,ITi,IFl
1@9	 FORMAT(1X,7HN0. INC,I4,7HST TEMP,I4,8HTEMP INC,I4,8HN0 FILEa,14)READ(5, 100)ITRS
READ(5,100)ITRI
REAV 5,108 )IRS
READ( 5,100 )161
WRITE(6,110)ITRS,ITRI,IBS,I9I
11L	 FORMAT(1X.5HTR ST,14,6HTR INC,I4,5NB4 ST,14,6HB4 INC,I4)
IF(IF1.FQ.0)GO TO 85
DO 84 IFIL=I,IF1
00 84 IFK=1,96
READ(? )A
34	 CONTINUE
1115 	CONTINUE
X1=M1/T1
CALL DISP(X1,D4,F,C)
DO 19 I'=1.4
T tl=TI+FLOAT( IT-1 ) *T1/10.0
X =M-': T-
GALL C4I SP(X2, D4, G, C )
DO 23 J=1,4T3=(ITPS+(J-1)*ITRI)*T1 /l0.
'1113 =M7,T3CALL DI0PiX3,D4.H,C)
DO 56 I6=1,E
B4=(IeS+(IB- 1)*IRI )/1080.
NACF=NACF+1
WPITE?6,104)T1,72,T3,B4,NACF
104	 FGPMAT(iX,3F8.1,F8.2,I5)
W1 =8.0
DO u Ir=1,301
34	 Fi=F(Ie )
Fc =r i -B4 *SOPT(C2*X2)*EXP(-C*X2	 *W1 **2
Fv-= -FS*W1
F9=5-)P.T( C2* :3 )*EXP'. -C*X3 	 *W1**2
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F6=—F9*Wi
F7=B4	 *SQRT(C2*X1)*EXP( —C*X1 *Wi**2 >
F4=—F7*W1
	38	 Ala(1.+C4*C3*E*(64*FI/T1+(1.-84)*F2/T2))**2 *F9
A2=C4*C4*(C3*E*(
	 F4/T1+	 F5/T2))**2 *F9
A3=C4*C4*(C3*E/T3)**2 *(F3**2 +F6**2 )*(F7+F8)
A4a(l +C4*C3*E *(F3/T3+Fi*64/T1+F2*(1.—B4)•'T2))**2
A5=C4*C4*(C3*E*(F6/T3+F4	 fTi+F5
	
/T2))**2
W( I K )=( Al +A2+A3 )" ( A4 +A5 >
W1=W1+04
	
0	
CONTINUE
CALL ACF(W, A, D4 )
WRITE(6,103)A
	
56	 CONTINUE
	
23	 CONTINUE
	
19	 CONTINUE
END
S'.'RPOUTINE OISP(X1,04,F,C)
DIMENSION F(3131)
t2
Y7=1
'•0 77 I=1,301
W i=FLOAT( I-1)*04
: F(W I NE . 0.0 )GO TO 82
F1 =1.0
GO TO 8b
	
T2	 IF(K7 . LT . 60 )GO TO 85
	
ti3	 C5=2*X1*W1*W1
Fi=-i.}C5-3./C5**2-15./C5**3-105./C5**4-945./C5**5
GO TO 86
5 Akl=l 0
AF2=1.0
F1=0.0
G1 = 0 0
00 61 K-1=1,61,2
AK I =(? . 0 * FLOAT( K7)-l.0 )*AKI
F 1=AFc='AK 1+F1
AF2=	 tWi*W1*2*X1)*AF2
ak i =c = 0 * FLOAT( K7)+I .0 )*AKI
Fi =-AF2,'AK1+Fl
AFB=	 (W1*W1^Z*Xi)*AF2^
IF: A65iCF1-t;l?:'F1 ^.LT.1.8E- $)GO TO 69
V1=F1
	61	 CONTINUE
GO TO 83
	
f9
	
Fl =1 .0 -F1*	 t W1 *W1 *'c*K1)
	
.^6	 F' I ^=F 1
:ONTINUE
RETUP9
E ND
SUBROUTINE CFS(	 04,TS)
COMMON/CFA/CF(24,301)
00 94 I=1,24
W1 =0.8
CF( I,1)=1 .0000000
HOsFLOAT( I-1)*TS
00 97 K9=2,298,2
W1=W1+04
CF(I , K9 )=4 . *COS(W 1 *HO )
W1=W1+04
CF(I,K9+1 )=2.*COS(W1*HO)
97	 CONTINUE
CF(I , -a00)=COS((W1+D4)*HO)*4.0
CF(I, 301)=COS((W1+D4*2.)*H0 )
94	 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ACF(W,A,04)
COMMON/CFA/CF(24,301)
DIMENSION W( 301), A(24 )
00 94 I =1,24
►d1 =0.0
W=FLOAT(I-1491-6
A(I)=W(1)
00 97 K9=2,298,2
A(I)=A(I)+CF(I , K9)*W(K9)+CF(I , K9+1)*W(K9+ 1)
CONTINUE9,	
A. 
=ANI)
+CF(I , 300)*W( 300)+CF(I, 301)*W( 301)
IF( 1. NE I )A( I )=A( I )%A(1)
94	 CONTINUE
PETURN
EIND
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Below is a list of the physical quantities for the library of ACF's.
Each file contains 96 ACF's. For files 1.34 21(H*)/T(0*) goes from 1.0 to 1.3
in steps of .1. For files 3S -37 21(H*)/T(0*) equals 1.4-1.7 in steps of .1.
FILE n(0*)/ns T(0*) 2's/T(0*)
1 0.0 - 0.S 800 1.4 - 1.7
2 0.0 - 0.5 1000 1.4 - 1.7
3 0.0 - O.S 1200 1.4 - 1.7
4 0.0 - 0.S 1400 1.4 - 1.7
5 0.0 - O.S 1600 1.4 - 1.7
6 0.0 - O.S 1800 1.4 - 1.7
7 0.0 - O.S 2000 1.4 - 1.7
8 .SS - .80 800 1.4 - 1.7
9 .SS - .80 1000 1.4 - 1.7
10 .SS - .80 2000 1.4 - 1.7
11 .SS - .80 2400 1.4 - 1.7
12 .SS - .80 2800 1.4 - 1.7
13 AS - .97S 800 1.4 - 1.7
14 .85 - .97S 1000 1.4 - 1.7
15 .85 - .97S 1200 1.4 - 1.7
16 AS - .97S 1400 1.4 - 1.7
17 .85 - .97S 1600 1.4 - 1.7
18 .85 - .975 1800 1.4 - 1.7
19 AS - .97S 2000 1.4 - 1.7
20 .8S - .97S 800 1.8 - 2.1
21 AS - .97S 900 1.8 - 2.1
22 .85 - .975 1000 1.8 - 2.1
23 .8S - .97S 1100 1.8 - 2.1
24 .85 - .975 2000 1.0 - 1.3
25 .85 - .97S 2500 1.0 - 1.3
26 .85 - .97S 3000 1.0 - 1.3
27 0.0 - 0.5 800 1.0 - 1.3
28 0.0 - 0.5 1200 1.0 - 1.3
29 0.0 - 0.5 1600 1.0 - 1.3
30 0.0 - 0.5 2000 1.0 - 1.3
31 .SS - .80 800 1.0 - 1.3
32 .SS .80 1200 1.0 - 1.3
33 .55 - .80 1600 1.0 - 1.3
34 .SS - .80 2000 1.0 - 1.3
35 AS - .97S 1200 1.S - 1.8
36 .8S - .97S 1400 1.5	 - 1.8
37 AS - .975 1600 1.S - 1.8
38 1.0 800-1500 1.4 - 2.S
I 
J.
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Program NOINE calculates n(O+)/ne by fitting theoretim4l values of TZERO
to experimental values of TZERO. This program also calculates T JT-. by fit-
ting theoretical values of AMIN to experimental values of TZERO. A library
of theoretical ACF's is read from magnetic tape. Experimental ACF's are
also read from magnetic tape. 'Theoretical and experimental values of TZBRO
are found in subroutine AZN. In subroutine FAMIN theoretical and experi-
mental values of AMIN are found. Subroutine RRAF calculates the array of
theoretical values of AMIN. Newton's method (see Section 5.2.1) is used
to calculate n(0')/ne . This is done in subroutine FINDX. TejTz is also
calculated by Newton's method. The program outputs the results of n(O♦)/%
and T_ gIT. for the IS altitudes of both short and long pulse data into file
VILE for later use by program ACNAL.
The array AC contains the library of theoretical ACF's. The arrays
TZT and AMINT contain the theoretical values of TZERO and AMIN. X(1) repre-
sents n(O+)/ne. X(2) represents T$/TL.
!*
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PROGRAM NOINE( I T,	 I	 APION =ILE ,T^INPUT#
i D I MENSO^IN	 ^A I	
, t T )+	 gg+	 aa
O I MENS I ON TZ(16 ), RM I W 1 ), NT 3 , 16, 6 ). ltK616 ){ TN( 16 !'^FiTt 6 )
DIMENSION  ACE(24 )
REWIND 7
REWIND S
READ( 5,193 )IREC
183
	
FORMAT( 14)
I F(I REC . EO.9 );0 TO 231
00 238 Is1,IREC
DO 229 J=1,15
229 READ(e)ACF
READ(S )SN
238 READ(S)EN
231	 CONTINUE
DO 1 I=1,29
DO 1 L=1,96
i	 REAO(7 )ACF
DO 2 I=1,24
2	 REAO(7)(AC(M,1, I ), Mu1, 24 )
WR I TE( 6,188 X AC(M,1.1), M n 1 +S )
REWIND 7
DO 281 I=1,6
DO 281 L=1,96
281 READ(7 )ACF
DO 3 I*1.24
3	 READ( 7)(AC(M, 2, I ), Ma l ,24)
WP I TE(6, I09)(AC(M, 2,1), N o 1, 5)
REWIND 7
DO 4 I=1,33
00 4 L=I,96
4	 READ(? )ACF
DO S I=1,24
5	 READ(7)(AC(11, 3,1), M*1, 24 )
WPI TE( 6,188)(AC(M, 3, 24 ), Mn 1, S )
REWIND 7
DO 6 I=1,9
DO 6 L=1,96
6	 READ(? )ACF
DO 7 I=1,24
7	 READ(7)(AC(M, 4, I ), M n l, 24)
WRITE(6,188)(AC(M,4,1),Mn i,5)
REWIND 7
DO 8 I=1,23
DO 8 L=1,96
8	 READi-()ACF
00 9 I;1,249	 PEAD( 7)( AC(M, S, I ), M=l, 24 )
WPITE( 6.108)(AC(M, S,1),M=1,5 )
F.EWIND 7
00 18 I=1.12
DO 10 L=1.96
10	 PEaD(')ACF
^^ 1 1 1=1,24
.1	 PEA6(7)(AC(M,6,I),M n 1,24)
WRITE(6,l90)(AC(f1,6,l),MwI,5)
REWIND 7
00 12 I=1,19
DO 12 L=1,95
12	 PEAD(? )ACF
0:' 13 I=1,24
13	 READ(7 )(AC S M, 7, I ), Ms! , 2u )
WPITE( 6,188 )^ ACS M, 7,1),Ms1,S)
00 131 I=1,7
DD 131 J=i,24
131	 :4r`I,!,; ) =1 0
lee	 FOPMAT(1X,12F 10.5)
231
CALL RRAF(ANINT,AC)
C	 FIND NO+ENE
	
MAD IN EXP ACF
00 70 IFI=1,10
X(1)n
 .975
X(2)=1.4
DO 67 JH82,16
READ(B)ACE
NRITE(6,1@9)JN,(ACE(M),M•1,5)
109	 FORMAT(I 4, 2X, 5F 10.5 )
I F(I F I . ER . 2 . ANO . JN , GT .11)GO TO 66
101	 FORMAT(1X,16F6.2)
CALL AZH(TZ(JH ), TH(JN ), ACE)
CALL FAM I N(AM I N(JN ), ACE )
WRITE( 6,100)TZ(JH ), TN(JN ), AMIN(JH )
TH(JH )• 10 . V TH(JH)-1.3 )
IF(X(I) . LT .. 85 )GO TO 51
DO 20 I81,6
DO 19 M=1,24
19	 REX(M)sAC(M, 6, I )
20	 CALL AZH(TZT(I ), THA, REX )
XMIs.975
XLi=.850
CALL F I NO*;(XM I , XL I , X, TzT, TZ(JH) )
I F(X(1) . GT . XL 1)GO TO 68
I F(X(Q . L i . XL I)X(1)sXL 1
C	 FIND NO+/NE IF .55(NO+/NE(.99
00 21 I-1,6
00 22 M=1:24
22	 REX(M)-AC(M, 4,I)
21	 CALL AZH(TZT(I),THA,REX)
51	 IF( X( I). LE. .526)GO TO 52
XMI-.80
XLI-.55
CALL FINOX(XMI,XLI,X,TZT,TZ(JH))
I F(X(1) . GT .. 526 )GO TO 60
C	 FIND NG+/NE IF 0.8(NO+/NE(.5
0O 24 Is1,6
DO 23 M=1,24
23	 REX(M)-AC(M, 2,1)
CALL AZH(TZT(I ), TNT(I ), REX )
24	 TNT( I >r 10 . *( TNT( I )-1.3)
52	 XL1.0.0
"Mi-.5
CALL FINOX(XMI,XLI,X,TNT,TN(JH))
IF( X(1) . GT. . 524)X(1) • .524
IF( X( 1 ).LT.  0.0)X(1)=8.8
C	 P.EAO IN THE REST OF AMINT FILE
C	 FIND TR, FROM AMIN
60	 IF(W l ).GE..85)IXI-3
I F( X(1) . LT .. 85 . ANO . X(I) . GT .. 526) IX1=2
IF(Xt I ).LE..526)IXIwl
184=(X(I)-XL1)/(XMI -XLi )/ .2+1.49
I F( 184 . GT 6 X64.6
1 .75
I F(X(1) . GT .. 85 )X2-2.15
00 65 ITER-1,10
IF(X(2).LT. 1.0)X(2)=1.0
I F(X(2) GT . X2)X(2)-X2
iTR-(X(2)-1 .0)410.+1 .49
V-1
IF( ITR EO I )Y--1
0X2-(AMINTfIxI, ITR, 164)-AMINT(IYI,ITR-K,164))*K#10.
X 1 2)=X( 2) -(AMI NT( IXI , ITR. 184)-AMIN( JH))/DX2
IF f AB (AMI11T(IYI,ITR,164;-AMIN(JH)).LT..001)GO TO 66
c,'
	
CONTINUE
I= r X( 2) LT 1 005 )X( 2)-1.0566	 tJF I TE' 6 ,104 )X
A	 'PITE(9,104)X
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104	 FORMAT(F8.5,F9.5)
READ(8 )SN
REAV 8 )EN
WR I TE(6,101)SN
70	 CONTINUE
END
SUBROUTINE RRAF(AMIN,AC)
DIMENSION AM I N( 3,12, 6 ), AC(24, 7, 24 ), REX(24 )
00 641 K=1,3
00 62 I=1,4
DO 62 J=1,6
K3=(K-1)*2+1
J3= i+( I-146
00 61 M=1,24
61	 RE`,?(M)=AC(M, K3, J3 )
62	 CALL FAMIN(AMIH(K,I,J),REX)
00 63 I=5,3
DO 63 J=1,6
K3=(K-1 )*2+2
J3=J+(1-5 36
00 621 M=1,24
6 ^c 1	 REX( M)=AC(M, K3, J3 )
63	 A! L FAMIN(AMIN(K,I,J),REX)
641
	
CONTINUE
REWIND 7
00 632 I=9,12
DO 632 J=1,6
J3=J+;I-946
00 631 M=1,^4
631	 REX(M)=AC(M, 7, J3)
632	 CALL FAMIN(AMIN(3,I,J),REX)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE AZH(TZ, TH, R. )
DIMENSION R(24)
00 19 I=2,24
I F(R( I ) . LT. . 5 )GO TO 20
1 y 	CONTINUE20	 TH=(R( I ) — (R( I ) — R( I-1 ))*FLOAT( I	 I-1)—R( I) )
Dig 21 I1=I,24
i F(R(I l) . LT . 0.0 )GO TO 22
CONTINUE
T^=FL OAT( 11)+(R( 11 ))I e R(  11-1)—R( 11)>
T?=T 1H
RETUF;PI
END
SUBROUTINE FAMIN(AMIN,R)
DIMENSION R(24)
GO 1 I=2,23
IF(R(I).GT.R(I-1))GO TO 2
1	 fl-00INUE
2	 _ALL ROL3(A1,A2,A3,I,R)
µt119 = A 1 *XA**2+A2*XA+A3
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FINDX(XMI,XLI,X,TZT,TZ)
DIMENSION X(2 ), TZT(6 )
00 1 ITER=1,10
IF(X(1 ),LT. XLl )X( 1 )=XL1
IF' X( 1 ' . GT . X M1)X( 1 )=XM1
I$4 =(X(1)—XL1)i(::Mi—YL1)i.2+1.43
r' = I
IF'IB4.0.1)11=-1
j,,_(TZTe IB4 )—T2T( 164—K))*K/(XMI — XL1 )r . 2
IF ! AB:( X3) . LT. 01 )GO TO 2
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1	 CONTINUE
CONTINUE
ENDURN
SUBROUTINE POL309,01,62,J,R)
DIMENSION R(24)
C	 SUBROUTINE TO FIT A THIRD DEGREE POLHOMIAL TO ACF
J1 =J-2
J28J-1
J3=J
Bi a(R(J2 )*FLOAT(J33#2-J' **2)+R(J3)3FLOAT(JI S*2-J2**2)+R(J1)#FLOAT
1(J2**2-J3**2))/( FLOAT(J23(J3*$2-J1t#2)+J33(Jl**2-J2**2)+J1yi(J2S*?
1-J3*42)))
Bd=(R(J1)-R(J3)-B13FLOAT(J1-J3))/(
 FLOAT(Jl**2-J3x#2) )
B2=R(J1)-BO*FLOAT(J1*42)-81*FLOAT(J1)
END RN
Program ACNAL calculates T(0+), Te/TCO+), and T(H+)/T(0+) where n(0+)ne
from program NOTNE is used. The method used is the method of fitting the
theoretical ACF to the experimental ACF by minimizing the square of the dif-
ference between the two ACF's.
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PROGRAM ACNAL( INPUT . OUTPUT,XFILE.TAPE3:IHPUT , TAPE8,
1TAPE6aOUTPUT , TAPE9sXFILE , XFILEI , TAPE18sXFILEI , ACFF , TAPE7=ACFF)
COMMON AC(24,3,96)
DIMENSION X(5 ), ACF(24 ), HT(16 ), HTS(16 ), EN(16 ), Y(1)
DIMENSION  T2(16 ), TH(16 ), TZT(4, 6 ), REX(24 ), SN(16 ). ACE(24 )
REWIND 7
REWIND S
BEAD( 5,183 )IREC
1 L13	 FORMAT( I4 )
IRt IREC . EO.0 )GO TO 231
00 230 I=1,IREC
00 '229 J=1.15
REAO(S )ACF
10':	 F0PMAT(iX, 12F7.4/1X,12F7.4 )
CONTI NUE
FEAD(S )SH
READ(e)EN
1'?-°	 FORMAT(IX: 1X/IX,1PSE9, 1%IX, IP8E9 . 1/IX,SF6 .2/ 1X,SF6.2)2-':'0	 CONTINUE
?1	 CONTINUE
XL4=1.0
XM4 =1.3
102	 FORMAT(FS . 3 )
FEAO IN EXP, DATA
D0
 'S IFI=1.2
00 '2 JH=2,16
REWIND 7
READ(8)ACE
READ IN X( 1 ),X(2)
READ( 9,194)X( 1 ),X(2)
W p I TE(6, 184 )X( 1 ),X(2)
WR ? TE' 6. 107)( ACE(M ), Mu-1,S)
  
187	 FOkr,AT : IX, 5F18. 5 )
134	 FOPMAT(2F8. 5 )
IFIFI.EIa.^c.ANO.JN.GT .18)G0 TO 72
IF(X(1 ).GE  .825)IX1=3
IF \i 1 ? . GT .. 526 . AND . X(1) . LT ..825 )IX1 :2
IF(V 1 ?.LE, .526%1X1=1
GO TO(41,51,61),IXI
41	 CONTINUE
I 	 10.+1.49
PE14IND
00 42 I=1.26
DO 4:•'. L=1,96
42	 READ,: 7 ^ACF
DO 43 I=1,3
00 43 L=1,96
43	 FEAD 7) AC(M,I,L),M=1.24)
CALL COMP(ACE,UAR,I3,I2,I4,I1)
VAR1=UaR
_.F; 3 ,=800 +( 13-14400
N( ^ ) = 1 . 0+( 12-1)* 1
00 44 L-1:96
44	 READ(7)(AC(M ,1, L ), M s 1, 24 )
REWIND 7
REWIND 7
00 441 I=2,3
00 441 L=1.96
441
	
READ ,' 7 j(HC(M, I , L ), M=1, 24 )
GALL COMP(ACE,UAR,13,I2,I4,I1)
: F( 'JAR 1 L1 VAR )GO TO 451
V(+R1=",AR
IF( 13 EO 1)X( c ) = 1 £++( I2-1)#. 1
1 1 	 =eF^4 +( 13-2 )*200 .
F •' I - ED' ;)^'(3 s=2008 .
4 :=1 0+ 1 I4-1 )# 1
v
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451
	
DO 46 I*1:3
00 46 L=1,96
46	 READ( 7)(AC(M, I, L ), M•1, 24)
CALL COMP( ACE,VAR , I3,I2,I4,I1)
IF(VARI.LT .VAR)GO TO 461
VAR1=VAR
X(4)=I. Q+( 14-1 )*. I
Xt 2)=1.4+t I2-1 )4, I
X( 3 )=12@ Q . +( I3-1)* .1
461	 DO 47 I=2,3
DO 47 L=1,96
47	 READ(7)(AC(M, I , L ), Ms1, 24 )
CALL COMP(ACE,VAR,I3,12,I4,I1)
IF(VARI.LT .VAR)GO TO 71
X( 4 )=1.0+( I4-1)* .1
X(a )=1600. +( 13-14289.
X(2)=1 .4+( I2-1)322@@ .
I F( 13 . Eke .3)X(3)=12@@ .
CR	 READO IN IACF FOR .55<NO+/NE<.85
51	 REWIND 7
I 1=c X(1) — . 55 )^20 . +1.49
00 511 1=1,7
DO 511 L=1,96
511	 READ(? )ACF
DO 52 1=1,3
DO 52 L=1,96
52	 READ(?)(AC(M, I , L ), M=1, 24 )
CALL COMP(ACE,VAR,I3,12,I4,I1)
VARI=VAR
X(2)=1 .4+(I2-1)t.1
" 3 i z 6U . +( I3-1 )*200
IF! I3 . EQ .3)X(3)=2000 .
X' 4)=1 e+(14-1)* 1
DO 521 I=1,2
DO 521 L=1,96
521	 READ( 7)(AC(M, I,. ),M=1,24)
DO 531 1=1,18
DO 531 L=1,96
531
	
READ(? )ACF
DO 53 L=1,96
53	 FEAD(7)(AC(M, 3, L ), M = 1, 24 )
CALL COMP( ACE, VAR, I3, I2, I4, 11)
IF(VARI.LT.VAR)GO TO 540
L I AR 1=VAR
4 )=1 .0+( I4-1 )*.1( ? )=1 .4+( 12-1 )* . 1
IF( I3 . Eli .3)X(2)=1 .0+( I2-1 )* . 1
X(3)=2400 +(13-14400-
IF( I3 EQ . 3),"(3)=800 .
540
	
	 00 541 I=1,3
DO 541 L=1,96
541	 REA( 7 )-' AC(M, I L ), M=1, 24 )
CALL COMP(ACE.-VAR, I3,I2,14,I1)
I F( VAS' 1 . LT . VAR )GO TO 71
X( 4 )=1 . 0+( I4-1 )*.1
X( 3 )=1200 .+( 13-14400.
V 2 )=1 .0+( I2-1 )*.1
55	 GO TO 71
61	 REWIND 7
I 1	 1 )— 85 440. +1 .49
IF' I1 CT 641=61=6
IF r I1 .LT.1 )II=1
OC 62 I=1,12
00 62 L=1,96
62	 DEAD' 7 ACF
0. 63 1=1,3
GO 63 L=1,96
F
v
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63	 REAQ( 7)(AC(M, I , L ). M n
 1, 4)
CALL COMP(ACE,UAR,I3,11,14oll)
UARi=VAR
X(2)=1.4+( I2-1)4 . i\( 4 )=1.0+( I4-1 )# .1X(3)=000. +(I3-1)*208 .
DO 64 I=1,3
DO 64 L=1,96
E4
	 PEAD(r )(AUM,I,L),M=1,24)
CALL COMP(ACE,VAR,13,I2,I4, I1)
I F(UAR l . LT . UAR )GO TO 641
VARInUAR
X(3 ;~ 14130. +(I 3-1)4200 ,
, )=1 . a+( I2-1 >4.1
:4)= 1 .0+( I4-1)1;.1
-► 1	 00 65 I=1,3
DO 65 L=1,96
95	 PEAG(7)( ACC M • I , L ), M=1.24 )
CALL COMP(ACE,VAR,I3,I2,I4,I1)
IF(liAPl.LT. VAR)GO
 TO 651
VwRI=i!AR{(3)=000. +(I 3-2 )* 100 .
IF( 13,  EQ . I )X(3)=2'000,
X( 2 )=1.8+( I2-1)# .1
I Ft 13 . EQ .1)X(22) = 1.4+(I2-1 W1
X(4)=1 W14-14.1
651	 DO 66 1=1,3
00 66 L=1,96
66	 ErcAC( r)(AC(M, I,L),M=1,24)
C ►4LL COMPtACE,UAR,I3,I2,I4,I1)
IF VAPI.LT VAR )GO TO 661
^1A^' 1 =^^AR
rc 3)=1000 . +( 13-1 '4100..
IF( 13 EQ .3)X(3)=2^000 .
X(2 ?=1 , ti+( I2-1 )2. 1
IF(I3 . Eta . 3 )X( 2) = 1.0+(I2- 1)# .1
X(4)= 1 .0+( I4-1 )4. 1
661
	 00 67 I=22,3
00r. L=1,96
67	 READ(7)(AC(M4 , L ), M= 1, 24 )
CALL COMP' AM VAR,I3,I2,14, 11)
IF(I I ARI . LT ( I AR )G0 T4 71
X(3 )=2500, +
 13-2 )*SW.
IF( I ; ED 1 )) t 3)= 1100 .
, i'l ?=1 .0+( I2-1 )* . 1
IFi i3 Eta. 1 )X(2)=1 .3+(I2-1)#.1
I	 ONTINUE
14RITE(6, 100)JN,X( 1 ),X(3),X(2),Y(4)
100	 VOPPIAT( I4.FS 2,FS.O3 M-2)
2	 l4PITE( 10, 111 ) (X(IXM), IXM=1,4)
1 14,
	
F .'JPMAT(F' 4, F' 3 - F7. 0, F7 .7• )
READ ," 5 )'6N
PEAV'3 )EN
WF, TTE'6, 105)SN
105	 FORMAT ' ' I X, 16F' . 3 )^5	 r0Nr1^;;iE
END
'JBPOUTINE COMP(ACE,VAR,I3,I2,I4,I1)
,-" MMON AC(24, 3, 96 )
DI MEN= ION ACF( 24 ), ACE( 2 4 )
'1AR1-10
DO 51 11=1,3
00 51 1=1,4
DO 151 rr =1,4
L=I1 +2 4 #^ t'K -I )+6V J-1 )
D ry 40 I=1.24
40	 wCF, I )=Ar t I, 11, L
-- -- -y_	 t
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32	 VAR=8.9
ACF( I )a t. 8
DO T 02,24
7	 VARzVAR ♦( ACE(K)—ACF(K) )**2
I F( VAR . GT . VAR DGO TO 30
VARI=VAR
12=J
I3=II
50	 CONTINUE
51	 CONTINUE
	
F
VAR=VAR1
RETURN
END	
s
The following program calculates profiles for T(0 +), T(H+), and Te.
The triple diagonal mesh method is used to calculate T(0+) and T(H+). e
is calculated by integration of the energy balance equation. Arrays D,
T, and S represent Te, T(0+), and T(H+), respectively. The neutral
atmosphere model is contained in arrays R, S, and P. Arrays W and Q
represent the model used for photoelectron heating of thermal electrons.
The ion densities are given in array N.
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